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Abstract
This thesis examines how and why two amateur videos, broadcast acrsss Canada in 19%.
contributed to the disbandment of the Canadian Airborne Regiment. A brief history of the
Airborne highlights discipline problems that were known to exist before the videos wem
broadcast, Common assumptions about images. particularly amateur video images, are
explored, The concept of the --mediaevent" is used to show how mediation magnified the
videos* impact. A &taiied examination of the videos and thcir constructions as ncws staries
demonstrates how narrative fmes and the aewsmaking process Ï u generat shaped what the
public saw. A generai content astaiysis of the media coverage sumunding the videos
shows how a mord panic developed when Canadian values were threatened, It is argued
that the videos and reaction to them shed more Iight on attitudes Canadians wanted to keep
hidden than they did on any secret. the military harboured,

Le présent mémoire examine comment et pouquoi deux bandes vidéo amateurs, diffusées
partout a u Canada en 1995, ont contribué au démantèlement du Régiment aéroporté du
Canada. Un bref historique du régiment met en évidence les problèmes de discipline qui
étaient connus avant même la diffusion des bandes vidéo. Le mémoire traite également des
idées préconçues à l'égard des images, et particulièrementdes images des bandes vidéo
amateurs. Le concept de a l'événement médiatique D sen à illustrier de quelle façon les
médias ont exagéré l'effet des bandes vidéo. Une étude détaillée de ces bandes et de leur
composition en tant que reportages démontre comment les structures namatives et le
processus de création de la nouvelle pris dans son ensemble ont façonné ce que le public a
vu. Une analyse générale du contenu de la couverture médiatique entournant la diffision
des bandes vidéo montre comment est né un vent de panique morale lorsqu'on a senti que
les valeurs canadiennes étaient menacées. ix mémoire se fonde sur le fait que les bandes
vidéo et la réaction qui a suivi leur diffusion a davantage mis en lumière les attitudes que la
population canadienne voulait tenir cachées que les secrets détenus par l'armée.
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Chapter 1-tntmdaction

They were wearing their trademark maroon bercts
when the news came in that their regiment. the elite
unit of the Canadian Forces, had died on the politicai
banlefield. The Airbome weahered. but barely, the
torture killing of a 16year-old Somali teenager,
Shidane Amne- Maybe it couid bave survived the
video documenting racist comma& made by some
soldiers in Somalia, but this findly killed it- The
home video of a brutal hazing on Canadian Forces
Base Petawawa provoked such outrage- not just
fmm Canadians but from around the wocid-that
politically, Mence Minister David Collenette had
little choice. The Rime Minister and cabinet
colleagues were manimous: Disband the Airbome
irnmediately.
CBC National Reporter Susan
Harada. Prime Time News, January
23, 1995. ( " A i i ~ m eReport")
One cornmentatar dubbed them "Canada's lest fumy home videos." They sparked
not o d y the unprecedented ciisbaadment of a supposedly elite rnilitary regiment. but also a

constant Stream of media coverage frlled witb expressions of shame, blame and atîernpts to
explain how this could happen in Canada. Made by memkrs of the Canadian Airborne

Regiment. the amateur videos appeared on television rreens acrosî the nation in January
1995. They were perhaps some of the most publicly galvanizing instalments in the Somalia

Affair. which kgan in Apnl 1993 when Canadians first learned that teenager Shiàane
Arone had died at the haods of at least one Airborne soldier on duty in Somalia Scanda1

after scandai subsequently emerged sumunding that mission. Shonly after the videos
became public. the govemment launched a commission of inquiry to investigate the

Somaiia mission and the allegations of mismanagement, racism and cover-up tbat

surrounded it. After two years in operation. and only part way through investigating its
initial mandate. the goverrunent told the inquiry to wrap up. The cornmissioners concluded
among other things. that Canada's rnilitary had a severe leadership problem. Through al1
this. however, it was still the two home videos, each several years old when aired and
made before Arone's death. that provoked the most quick and decisive action from the
Canadian govenunent and the stmngest reacaon from the Canadian public. Arguments that
the Ai home had k e n significantly refomed since Somalia, and that many of its 660

rnembers had not even k e n on that mission, had little impact. The videos had a power that

went beyond such apparently rational arguments.

Today's lightweight and afTordable video technology is often lauded as a
"democratizing" mol, Accessible to average p p t e . it lets them participate in-even
shape-the newsgathenng process. It is also praised for enabling people to watch the
watchers and thus counteract the countless carneras that are vained on the populace. It is

held up as an unquestionably diable witness whose memory never fails. I t is said to
provide an irrefutable record of events, sometirnes even evidence of criminal behaviour. I ts
presence is considered a deterrent against wrongdoing. At the very least. it allows people to

make a lasting record of events in their petsonal lives.
Canada has not yet succumbed to the v i d a craze quite the way the Arnericans have.
Not only are there more carncorders per household in the United States, 1 but television

stations t here also actively solicit footage both for newscasts and for shows devoted to
amateur video. CNN bas a hotline for amateur videographers. it solicits material through
commercials and it pays contributon $150 or more. Jack Reilly. an executive producer of

1 In 19%. camcorders were fouad in 23% of Amencan households but only in
16% of Canadian households (The W H Almanac 293: Statistics Canada 20).
2

ABC'S"Good Moniing Amenca." has said "Home video has becorne in the last couple of

years a part of nem-ork news" (Berko 71). Other shows rely solely on amateur video for
their content-Americu 's Funniesr Home Videos k i n g the most popular. Amng the
Stream of others are the "reali ty" TV shows that usuaily centre around criminal behaviour or
horrific violence accidently captured by amateur videopphers or surveillance cameras.
These shows (sorne are no longer on the air) include Caps. Top Cûps. Code 3. Anterka's

M O S ~IVmted. The F-B.1: Untoicl Stories. Americun Detecrive. .t.lunhunt Intemationai.
Rrscue 911 and I Witness Video.Tabloid shows such as A CurrenfAffair, Hard C u p . or
h i d e Eclifiun exist on the boundaries of the " d i t y "

TV shows. Sometimes network news

is not much further removed (Nichols 35.
The use of both amateur and surveillance images on television is not strictly a
phenornenon of the last decade. In 19.18. C d i d Cameru "attempted to incorporate living

with surveillance into the social body through humor" (Berko 70).Abraham Zapruder's
film of the 1963 Kennedy assassination is one of the rnost recognizable segments of

amateur foatage. But it is the 1991 fwtage of Los Angeles police officers beating black
motorist Rodney King that is really symbolic of "the minicam revolution and of the
potential power of the inadvertent 'dance' of the apparatus of surveillance" (Berka 72).
After that. publications like h'rwweek prociaimed. .*New anyone can be Dan Rathei'
(Alter46).'The video boom lets Americans see each other as never before." claimed a
press release for NBC's I CVirntiss Video in 1992 (Waters 60).

On several fronts. the Canadian Airborne Regiment's amateur videos were to
Canadians what the Rodney King video was to Americans. In both cases. the public
glimpsed actions and attitudes that were not intended for its consumption. Viewers
witnessed racist, violent and degrading behaviour. These acts or words were exhibiteci by
rnernbers of the onty institutions that democratic ~ c i e t i e authonze
s
to use deadly force as a
means of social control-the military and the police. The amateur videos were gîven

directly to the media for broadcast, rather than to another arm of the conml culture. The
media packaged and circulated the images incessant1y. But the images did more than just
captivate and feed into viewers' voyeunstic interests, they d s o touched a nerve in each
nation. Much of the public reacted aith outrage. sharne and caiis for action. The images are
now embedded in each nation's collective memory.
The Airborne videos are distinctive because they actually did not offer much new
insight or information into the Regment's problems. Even though no one outside the
Regiment had actually seen the images. defence officiais. politicians and even. to an extent.
the public already knew such behaviour and attitudes existed. The vicieos did n d bring to

light something that was ùidden. How. then. could two old videos cause such a stir? And
what does the media. govemment and public reaction to them s a y about Canadian culture?
The following chapters examine why and how the Canadian Airbome Regiment's home
videos. or rather, their incarnations as news items circulated by the media drew such an
immediate. viscerai. and at times conflicting reaction from many Canadians.
Chapter 2 establishes some necessary background as it outiines briefiy the history
of the Airborne Resment and detaiis some of its problems. It demonstrates what the

aovemment and defence leadership knew about these problerns before the Airbome was

b

disbanded. and argues that the videos were a signXicant factor in the Airborne's fate. It
puts forth the idea that it was not so much the content of the videos, but their

mediation -their broadcast across Canada and patticutariy in other countries- that bmught
an end to the Airbome.
John Fiske's concept of the "media eveat" is used in Chapter 3 to demonstrate the
process by which an event and its meanings can become elevated and magnified through
mediation. The chapter also expiores the forces that invest images with meaning, how
images cm have multiple meaning when viewed through ddifferent gazes. and notions
about what news is. how television stones are constmcted, and the sense of "liveness"

surrounding television news. Because the only way the public sees amateur video is
through the television media, the initial television stories about each video are e.uamined in
detait and alternative ways of framing the videos are explored.

For a media event to have nny power. it must tap into a culture's deep-seated
anxieties. Chapter 4 explores common mytbs Canadians may hold about themselres. Lt
then [ooseiy applies Stanley Cohen's ftamework for studying moral panics to the media

coverage surrounding the Somalia AfTair and specifically the Airborne's videos. The
coverage of two national television networks, 10 daily newspapers and one national

magazine is examined to identify broad themes. Mord panics are particutarty notewonhy
for masking mot problems and addressing only surface issues and it is argued that the

treatment of the videos did exactly that Differences between Canadian civilian and military
cultures are ais0 explored. as weil as the nation's inability to confront the systemic violence
and racisrn in its own backyard.

Chapter 5 raises questions about what the furore over the videos and the Somalia

Affair in general has really accomplished so far. It also touches on the troubles faced by the
Commission of inquiry into the Deployment of Caaadian Forces to Somaiia and mentions
some of the Inquiry's conclusions.

Amateur videos are often thoupht of as tools to challenge, provoke or resist the
cultural and political hegemony. But the masses usually only see such videos when they are
filtered through the mainstream media. This process c m cause much of their oppositional
power. if they ever had any, to be lost. The videos provoke outrage. but in such a fashion
that problems are swept aside rather than dealt with. Amateur images are often touted for
their abiiiv to shed light on hidden tniths. But the truths revealed may not always be the

ones people expect to see.

Chapter 2-The Airborne's Last Straw

1 recognize that many changes in personnel and
procedures in the Airborne have been made over the
past year and that the people now serving are, by and
large. dedicated professionais. However. I believe
the problems of the Regment are systemic. Aithough
our senior miiitary officers believe the Regiment. as
constituted. should continue. the govemment
believes it cannot[Formerl Minister of National
Defence, David Collenette. Press
Conference. January 23. 1995.

The disbanding of the Canadian Airborne Regiment was an historic event for
Canada. lt was the first time the governent had disbanded a military unit for disciplinaxy
reasons. rather than as a cost-cutting or down-sizing measure. Not o d y was the move

unusual for Canada. it was dso rare among Western democratic counuies. Since the
Second Wodd War. the only other military unit disbanded in such a tàshion was a regiment

of the French Foreign Legon in Aîgeria. That was in 1962 for nsing up against the French
govemment.

A cornplex set of reasons underlay the govemment's decision to disband what was
considered Canada's eiîte military regiment. This chapter wili touch on some of them as it

documents the chronic discipline probtems within the Regiment. It should be noted that
what follows is by no means a cornprehensive history of the Canadian Airborne Regiment.

While some necessary background is given. the purpose here is to outline what the
Canadian govement. the media and the puMic knew about the Regiment's problems

before its disbandment. This is done in order to demonstrate the powerful role visual

imases played in the Airborne's fate.
The cataiyst for the decision to disband the Regiment was what John Fiske would
term a "media event" (xiv) or. in this case. several media events. Despite the Airborne's
documented history of disciplinary problems. allegatioas of white supremacists in its
ranks. and the torture killing of a Somali citizen by an Airborne soldier during the
Regiment's tour with the U.S.-led mission to Somalia it was the footage from two amateur
video tapes shown on the nightly news that brou@ swift action from the govermnent. ï h e

tapes. both several years d d when bmadcaStcaSt
showed violent, d s t and dehumanizing

behaviour on the part of some Airborne soldiers. When announcing the disbandment. five
days &ter the second tape aired. the Minister of National Defence, David Collenette.

acknowledged the Regiment had undergone major changes since the videos were made. Yet
he aIso said he believed chat the behaviour exhibited within the videos. along with other
events in the Airborne's past. could jeopafdize Canada's proud rnilitary hentage. it was the

govemment 's respontibility to prorect the Canadian military's reputhon. bdb at home and
abroad. Furthemore. the videos. along with two incidents of questionable conduct by
Airborne soldiers on a ment mission to Rwanda. led Collenette to believe the Regirnent's

problems were systernic. The govemment was therefore disbanding the Regiment.

The use of visual images to relocate events in space and time. coupied with current
cultural attitudes towards the value of video images-and amateur video in

particular-played

a si@~cant role in the Airborne's demise and the public reaction

surrounding i t The govemment's attempt to descnbe the soldiers' behavior in the videos as
"the last

straw" is not necessarily logcal when the m e n t history of the Airborne is

examined- As this chapter will demonstrate. it was not so much the Airborne's
behavior- but rather the mediaiion of such behaviour through amateur video and television
news-that

proved to be the last straw.

In The C d i a n Revolun'on: From Deference ta Defiance. Canadian j o u d s t and
author Peter C- Newman suggests that, after the Second World War. peacekeeping was an
activity tailor-made for the Canadian national mentaîity.
It was perfect casting for a nation that had tumed deference into its state religion.
For the first tirne we couid project our upacity for diffidence to a gratefui worid:
the t m p s of no other country had been raised at their mothed knees to becorne
experts at k i n g hit without hitting back- (83)
Former Canadian prime minister and Nobel prize winner Lester B. Pearson is commonly
viewed as one of (if not the) foundiag fathers of modern-day peacekeeping. Whîie serving
as Canada's Secretary of State for Externai Affairs. Pearson was instrumental in fmding a

peaceful solution CO the Suez Crisis in 1956. He proposed the idea of a United M o n s
Emergency Force. which. under Canadian comrnand. supervised the evacuation of British,
French and Israeli soldiers €'mmthe Suez Canai zone. The following year. Pearson

received the Nobel Peace Prize for his work
Since the Second World War. Canada is the only country to have participated in
every United Nations' peacekeeping operation. Canadian soldiers have k e n pan of
peacekeeping missions in Laos. Vietnam, the Dominican Republic. Nigeria, S*a,
Mgtianistan. Yemen, C y p m and the former Yugodavia. By the lm,even thou& the

country's population represented 1 percent of UN membership, Canada was contributing
10 percent of the UN'S total peacekeeping force (Newman û4).

The Canadian Airborne Regiment did not exist during Canada's first 20 years of
pst-war peacekeeping. However. the Canadian Forces have had paratrooper capabitity
since the Second World War. During the w u . it was divided between the 1st Canadian

Parachute Battalion and the Fïrst Special Service Force. The Battalion. w hich left Canada in
1943 to join up with Britain's 6th Airbome Division. was involved in the airborne invasion
on D-Day,the airborne crossinp of the Rhine, and the subsequent advance to Wismar

where it met the Russians. The Battalion was disbanded when it retumed to Canada in
1945. The First Special Service Force. which began as a Canadian-American formation for

specid operations in Europe. was better known as the Devil's Brigade. The Force was

deployed in the Aleutian Islands in the swnmer of 1943, then sent to Italy where it
distinguished itself in the successful assaults on Monte La Difense. on Monte Remetanea
and at Anzio. It later served in the Allied invasion of southem France. The Fitst Specid
Service Force was disbanded in 1944 (Department of National Defence. " B a c k p u n d e f
2).

Between 1948 and 1968, the Canadian army spread its parachute specidists

throughout its forces. Each infantry regiment included a Company of airbome troops.
In the lm.Canada's anned forces underwent some radical transformations. For reasons
of economy and efkiency, Canada unified its army. navy and air force under a central

command. It also attempted to create a Canadian military tradition and ethos by purging
traditions that were. for the most part. British (Petrolekas B3). It was in this climate that
Lieutenant-General Jean-Victor Allard frrst proposed the idea of a separate. dl-voiunteer
airbome regiment. It would specialize in commando tactics and act as "Canada's premier

force-in-readiness for the defence of Canadian temtory or for overseas operatioas"
(Bercuson 169)-The new regirnent's soldiers would receive training similar to those in the
'-elite"forces of other countries-training in rnountain climbing. scuba diving. undenvater

dernolition. clearing undenvater obstacles. deep penetration patrols. hi& altituddlow
opening parachute descents. and so on. AI1ard also stressed that the new unit not follow the
Victorian regirnental system. He wanted the men '-fastin, fan out.**meaning that they
would ody stay with the regiment for a few years and then retum to their parent units. This
way. the advanced slcills leamed by airbome soldiers would be diffused throughout the

army's other infantry units. Allard saw the US. A m y Green Berets or Britain's Special

Air Service as forces comparable to the new airbome regiment he envisioned (Bercuuni

173-1751.
On April8. 1%8. the Canadian Airborne Regiment was formed in Edmonton.
Although not exactly what Allard had envisioned. it quickly distinguisheci itself for the

excellent training it gave its soldiers. By the mid- 197% any officer or non-commissioned
officer (NCO)
who wanted to advance knew he had to do a stint with the Airbome. In fact.

for al1 ranks it was an essentiai posting for further advancement. In f 9 n . the Airbome
Regiment moved to Canadian Forces Base Petawawa in Ontario to become part of a Special
Semice Force that was to provide a d

l general purpose force in centrai Canada

f Deparunent of National Mence. " B a ~ k ~ u n d e 31.
r " Overall. the Canadian Airborne

Regiment's primary d e , according to the Department of National Mence. was to:

...p rovide a quick reaction force in support of national security. North American
defence. and international peacekeeping. In addition to these d e s , the Regiment
must prepare for limited and generai war in conjunction with other forces. It is
designed and trained to carry out its infantry role &ter having beea transported to
the appropriate location by fixed-wing aircraft or heiicopters. and to parachute into
action if necessary. ( 1 )
The Airborne was distinct from other infantry units for its ability to operate without

extensive logistical support. This enabled Airbome soldiers. in theory, to be dkpatched
anywhere in the world within 48 hours, They were trained to forage for food if necessary,
and to parachute into areas with no melds.

These drops could involve a range of

dangerous situations: soldiers might be required COparachute in the dead of night. at low
altitudes. during bigh winds. camying 65 k i l o p m s of equipment (Hammond A 19)or even
behind enemy lines.

During its lifetime. the Airborne was never actuaiiy used for the reasons that it was
created. The use of helicopter gunships to transport soldiers fmquently eliminated the need
to drop hem

in by parachute. This caused some to argue there was no longer a need for an

airborne regiment- Others responded saying Canada should have parachute capability just

in case. Furthermore. there was more to the Airborne than parachuting. The rigomus 10day Airborne lndoctrination Course, which ail those volunteering for the Regirnent had to

p a s . was set at a frantic pace and involved physical hardsbips. long hours. lack of sleep

and Iimited rations. According to one paratrooper. -.A seems like torture, but it isn0t.

We're looking for people who can wodc efficientiy in the worst conditions imaginable"
( Wycqnski

13). The exceptional demands on soldien in the Airborne Regirnent rneant that

it, ostensibly, attracted Canada's toughest. strongest, and therefore best, soidien. It was

often referred to as Canada's "elite" regiment despite some soldiers' distaste for the label.
Airborne soldiers also stood out for the distinctive symbols they bore: the maroon beret, the
Airborne badge and the polished jump boots.
Dunng most of its Iifetime. the Regiment consisted of about 750 soldiers. The
infantry element was comprised of three airborne commandos. which each drew soldiers

from one of Canada's three regular regirnents. Volunteers from the Royal 22nd Regiment
(the Van Doo or Van Doos) based in Valcartier. Quebec, went into 1 Conimando. The

Mncess Patricia's Canadian Light infantry ( P K W 1 from Calgary (now Edmonton) and

Winnipeg fed into 2 Commando. Three Commando was made up of soldiers fmm the
Royal Canadian Regiment. based in Petawawa. Ontario. and Gagetown, New Brunswick.
Two other units in the Airborne provideci combat service support. and command and
control. Soldiers served with the Airborne for three to five y e m and then retumed to their
home regiments. Officers were posted to the Airborne for three years or Les.

Ln Signiflcant Inciilenr: C<ïnacl;a'3. Amy. the Airborne. curd rhe Mwder in SomaIia,

historian and author David Bercuson suggests that the Airborne was a regiment that
attracted botû the best and worst soldiers. When the leadership was strong, the Regiment

performed well. However. under a weak commander. the unit could easily get out of

control. According to Bercuson, this happened far too often. The problem was not just in
the Airborne. but throughout the Canadian Forces. Starting in the l m , Bercuson wntes.
the Iines between miiitary and civilian leadership of the Canadian Forces began to blur. The
senior ranks started "managing" their troops, rather than -commanding" them. This played

a major mie in the Airborne's problems,

Careerism, apathy. cqmicism. simple gutlessness. and sheer chance had allowed the
arrny's-and especidiy the Airborne's- probiems. rnany of which c m be traced
back to the 1960s. to rnuitiply and spread unchecked. The failure to address these
problerns would lead. finally, to the shocking rnurder of Shidane Abukar Arone.
(216)
W l e stationed in Edmonton. the Airborne Regiment stayed out of trouble. It even
achieved international distinction in 1974 when. on its first overseas mission. it heiped Save
the United Nations peacekeeping operation in Cyprus during the Turkish invasion of the

isiand Two Regiment members were killed and rnany others wounded. The Airborne's
international acclaim received little attention back in Canada ( " W b are- A n . At home. the
Airbome participated in two prominent domestic operations: in 1970 it served in Montreal

during the October Crisis: in 1976 it acted as a commando force in case of a terrorist attack
at &e Olympic games in Montreal.

Roblems starceci cropping up after the Regiment moved to the more isolated
Canadian Forces Base Petawawa in 1977. Two years &ter the move. two Airborne privates
assaulted an Ottawa cab driver and robbed him. In 1981, during a peacekeeping tour in

Cyprus. some 60 soldiers from i Commando attacked a crowd at a disco with clubs and
bats in retaiiation for an alleged slight to one of the Regirnent's rnernbers. Back in
Petawawa. discipline was getting out of band and in 1984. Brigadier-Generaî

R.I. Stewart.

the cornmanding officer of the Speciai Services Force (of which the Airborne was part)

issued a memo which stated:
The problem in a nutsheIl. is that we have far too many cases of il1 disciplined
behaviour. assault. disobeâience, disrespectful behaviour, theft of public and
personal property by soidiers; impaired driving offenses; vehicle accidents;
i nadequate cont r d of stores, ammunitiodpyrotechnics, weapons and equipment
that resul t in theft; and a general laxness in propedy control jing soldiers, a11 of
which contribute to erosion of disciplined/soldieriy behaviour. (Bercuson 207-8)

Despite an attempt to crack d o m on discipline. violent incidents continued to occur. In
l m . an Airbome soldier killed one man with a machete and wounded another in a bar
fight in Quebec. In 1989. half a dozen Airbome soidiers wearing hoods and masks went

into the barracks m m of another soldiet and beat him- One of the assailants was Private
Stephane Menard who was discharged from the Airborne and then h t a l l y murdered a cab
driver (EganA4).

The 1985machete attack promprtd the military to study anti-social behaviour at
CFE3 Petawawa. The study, prepared by Major-General Bi11 Hewson. reporteci that the
incidence of violence in the Special Service Force was no higher than in regularcanadian

society. However. it also found that the force &ada higher incidence of violent crimes,
including sexual assault and spousal abuse. than other Canadian military units. The report
concluded the pmblern was not that serious. but it had -poteutid to becorne so." It thertfore

recommended senior rads spend more time with their soldiers. and that a public relations
oficer be assignesi to the base to hande the increased media attention sparked by the
machete incident Furthermore. the report called for a closer examinaiion of the high
occurrence of alcohoiism at Petawawa. and recommended the military keep cioser tabs on
soldiers with criminal records (Rigiiese, "Almost WO"
A4).

Also in the mid- to late-l%ûs, reports began to surface that annual initiation parties
were taking place. These were not part of the standard Airborne indoctnnattion Course and

thus were iIlegai according to the National Mence Act. Military investigations into the
initiations showed that officers and senior non-commissioned officers knew they were

going ou. but no one was charged. and no one put a stop to them (Koring. "Tapes" A6).

Some comrnanding officers attempted to clean-up the Airborne, but because they
normally served only two or thm years with the Regiment before receiving a oew poning,

their efforcs were often short-lived. For example. in 1-

Major Peter Kenward of the

Rincess Patricia's Canadian Light infantry took over as Commaading Ofticer of the

Airborne's 2 Commando. While impressed with the majority of the troops, he noted some

men had a "Rambo attitude," and had adopted several Amencan cbaracteristics. including
the U.S. Codederate or Rekl flag. Since the PPCLL's hockey team was called The Rebels

and the PPCLl fed into the Airborne's 2 Commando. the Rebel flag might have be
excused. However. it had not s h o w up untii after the Airborne started training with the

U.S. 82nd Airborne Division in F OBragg,
~ North Carolina. Kenward saw some of the
Canadian sotdiers*attachent to the Rebel flag as a challenge to the chah of command. He
aIso expressed conceni about the skinhead or biker-gang values he saw some of 2

Commandos' more rebellious members embracing. Kenward cracked down. removing

troublernakers and banning the Confiderate flag. According to Kenwatd:

...in many ways that symbol [the flagJ represented something that was anti-rnilitary
in my view because it was closely associated with people who were wdisciplined.
attacked authority..amt had views (in the United States1 on everytfiing from basic
discipline to race that was completely unacceptabie in a Canadian military
environment. (Bercuson 211-212 )
Two years later. Kenwad moved on and trouble resurfaced again. In June 1990.
the private vehicle of Captain Jonathan Ferraby, a platoon commander with 2 Commando.

was burned and vandalized. The arsonist used a copy of the Airborne's routine orders to

start the fire. No one was ever charged.

There was also growing concern about racism. and not just in the Airborne. A
secret military report warned of "the ever-increasing number of Canadian Forces (regular

and reserve) memben becoming associateci with neo-Nazi organizations, more specificaily
skinheads." The 1991 report said skinheads were systematicaliy infiltrathg the amed

forces to get military training and access to weapons. A special unit caIled Security
Intelligence Reporting on Skinheads (SIROS) was set up to examine the problem. By .lune
1992, it had five Airborne paratmpers on its Iist. but could not confim that these men had

continued their involvement with extremist g ~ u p once
s
theyodentered the mititary. Three
of the suspected skinheads later went o n to Somalia (Canadian Ress, "Skinheads"A3).

One of them was Maît McKay. Several months after the SIROS investigation, in September
1992 his photo appeared in the Winnipeg Sun as part of an in-depth report on local white

supremacist a c t i v i - The photo accompanied an artide entitled "Neo-nazis open doors to

soldiers" and was taken in 1990 when McKay was stationed in Winnipeg with the P m .
It showed him wearing a Hitler T-shirt and standing beneath a swastika banner with one
tatîoo-covered ann raised in a fascist salute. By the time the Sun got the photo. McKay had
moved on to Petawawa to serve with the Airborne. The newspaper contacted him there for
an interview and McKay coafinned he-dbeen involved with neo-Nazigroups but said he'd

"total1y left that thing...early in '9 1."When the Sun asked McKay 's superiors and National
Defence Headquarters to comment, their reaction was mild-as

long as McKay didn't do

anything illegal he could do what he wanted. However. in his chapter on McKay in Web of

Hme: Insi& Canada'sFm Righr Nenvork Wanen Kinseifa argues that such bebavior is an
offence under various defence department regulations. which forbid soldiers from engaging
in "dispceful

conduct" or actively participating in a political organization (Kinsella 335).

It appears the SlROS investigation was not made public at the tirne.
Colonel Walter M. ffolmes was given the job of getting the Airborne Regiment in
order when he was brought in as commanding officer between 1990and 1992. He had

some impact. since offences for assault, impaired driving, drunkenness and weapons
misuse declined under his command. But when compared to most other regiments and

battalions. they remained high. The military police at CFB Petawawa studied the rate of
such offences among the Special Service Force uni& between 1988 and 1992. and found
Airborne mernbers &admore assault charges than members of other units and often, but not

always. more weapons offences (Bercuson 2 15).
When testifying several years later at the Commission of lnquiry into the
Deployment of Canadian Forces to Somalia. Colonel Holmes said he didn't believe the
Airborne's problems were worse than those in any other outfit of a similar size. But he stilî
had several explmations for the recurring problems within the Regiment. and particulariy

within 2 Commando. Canceiled missions and exercises had had a major impact. In the
1980s. the Airborne went on only two peacekeeping tours abroad-both to Cypm. At

home. it was used for various domestic peace-tirne operations. In the mid- 1980s. for
exarnple, the Regiment was deployed to Canada's North to conduct a radiation survey after
a foreign satellite re-entered the atrnosphere and scattered radioactive debris over a large

area. The Regiment identified hazard areas and prepared the way for scientists and clûanup
crews to be airlanded (Haaimonci AL9). The Airborne, however, had missed out on several

choice assipments: an exercise in Jamaica was washed out by a hunicane in 1939; another
in Alaska was cancelled due to a plane crash; the Regiment geared up for the Oka cnsis. but
was never cailed: it hoped it might go to the Gulf War, but it didn't- Colonel Holmes also

suggested the higher rate of pmblems within 2 Commando resulted from the actions of its
parent regiment. the Princes Patricia's. 'They [the Patricia' s didn't necessarily send the
best to the Canadian Aihome Regiment and once there, they didn't necessarily want them
back." he testified at the Sornaiia Inquiry (Canadian Press. "Airborne" A6A).

On June 24, 1992, Colonel Holmes handed over command of the Airborne
Regiment to his deputy commander. Lieutenant-Colonel Paul Morneault. Recent changes to
the Airûorne's size and structure eoabled a lieutenant-colonel to hold a position previously

reserved for colonels. Unlike his predecessors. then. Morneault had no experience

cornmancihg a formation the size of Airborne.
Just over a month after Momeault assumed command. the United Nations Security
Council adopted a resolution to send peacekeepers to Somalia. The UN force would help
prevent mass starvation. end hostilities and stabiiize the country. Ever since the overthrow
of dictator Mohammed Siad Barrie in 1991, the east African country of six million had been
tom apart by warring clans that prevented the distribution of food to a starving population.
The UN was suggesting a traditional peacekeeping mission under Chapter 6 of its Charter,
which meant UN forces would patrol zones separating the warring factions and allow relief

agencies to deliver essential aid supplies. At the time of the UN resolution, Canadian troops
were already serving in Cyprus. the Golan Heights, Carnbodia. El Salvador, Kuwait. the

Western S a h a , Nicaragua. the former Yugoslavia and the Sinai Desert (Bercuson 222223). The Chief of Defence Staff-General John de Chastelain- commented that Canada's

military was "getting bulked out on UN missions" (Pugliese. -Anatomy" B i ). But he still
complied with the govenunent's wishes to send troops. The Airbome Regiment was the
oniy one available to take on Somaiia lt was also considered long overdue for an overseas
tour t Koring, "Unit" A4).

In August. the Consewative govemment of Rime Minister Bnan Mulroney
promised the UN approximatel y 750 soldiers for the muiti-national Somaiia mission calleci

Operabon Cordon. The Airborne wouid fonn the corc of Canada's cornmitment, which
wodd be called the Canadian Airbome Regiment Battle Group. The Group would also
include engineers and support staff (Bercuson 222). As training kgan. more problems
began to surface. The armoured regiment ûaining with the Airborne fouad some of the

soldiers apathetic. Then. a ~ p u of
p patattaapen celebrating the end of a rigorous training
exercise got extremely dru& and set off two thunderflashes (which simulate the noise of a
orenade). two smoke
s

grenades and a flare on the gmunds of the Petawawa base. The party

then moved to Algonquin Rovincial Ri& where there were more explosions and gunfire.
At some point that night the regimental orderly sergeant's personal car was torche&

Morneault was not able to find the perpetrators. This. d o n g with other incidents, worried
Brigadier-General Emest Beno. who was in charge of the Special Service Force at
Petawawa. He expressed concern to his superior. Major-Gened Lewis MacKenzie. that

Momeault was not able to bandle the unit. His feelings were confirmed after the Airborne
Battle Group completed a four-day exercise to test its readiness for the Somalia mission.
Non-Airborne soldiers complained that some members of 2 Commando abused mock
prisonen and were too quick to use their weapons (Pugliese. "Anatomy" B 1). Beno
believed the Airborne performed so p d y that he todc the unprecedented step of removing
its commander. Momeault. only a few weeks More the mission was to begin. Lieutenant-

Colonei Carol Mathieu took over and intemifieci the Batde Group's training. He also chose
to drop six men fmm the order of battle. dthough there is stiii some controversy as to

whether or not he should have dmpped more (BerCuson 227).
Other problems with the mission were out of the Airborne's control. Most
significantly. National Defence Headquarters (NDHQ) had dürculty deciding on the Rules
of Engagement. which lay out how much force soliders are pemitted to use in order to

attain a stated objective. At fm.NDHQ based Operation Cordon's Rules on those used by
Canadian t m p s in the former Yugoslavia But then wece delays in passing these ont0 the
troops who were destin& for Somalia and, as Bercuson u d e ~-It
, is next to impossible to

=ive soidien mission-specific Vaining when they don't know whaî [Rules of Engagement1

D

they will be subject to" (krcuson 223). Just &YS More the Airborne was to leave for

Somalia the United States asked the UN Security Council to change the Somalia mission-

Given the chaos created by the warring factions in Somaiia the Americans felt something
more than a Chapter 6 peacekeeping mission was needed and promised to supply more
troops if the UN agreed to their request. It did and Operation Cordon was scrapped in

favour of Operation Deliverance. The new mission came under U.S. military leadership.

rather than UN, and was classified as a Chapter 7 peace-enforcement mission. the same
category of intervention used in the Korean and Gulf wan. Chapter 7 missions permit

greater use of deadly force than traditional Chapter 6 peacekeeping missions. thus giving
soldien the beneflt of the doubt in potentially hostile situations. These changes to the
Somalia mission rneant the Airborne tumed in their UN blue berets and replaced them with
their own mamon ones. They would no longer be stationed in Somalia's more-peaceful
north as originally plamed, but in the central town of Belet Huen. Their job was to take
possession of the town. rua out the local wariord's militia, restore order, and patrol and

police an area surrounding it. This also meant that the Rules of Engagement would have to
change again. The confusion over the Rules would later corne back to haunt the A i t h e

(Bercuson; Worthington, 'The Wrong" 33).

By late Oecember 1992, without any debate in Parliament. alrnost 1200 mernbers of
the Canadian Forces were stationed in Somalia, The HMCS PTeserver floated off the

country's Coast. providing supplies and logisticai support- An expanded Canadian Airbome
Regiment Bade Group. which ïncluded a squadron of the Dragoons (annoured vehicles), a
mortar platoon and other combat hwps in addition to the Airbome, was stationed in Belet
Huen, dong with a helicopter s q d r o n . Colonel Serge Labbé commandeci the eatire
Canadian force f m m headquarters in Mogadishu. In order to keep the size of his force
dowa Labbé had chosen to cut back on the number of miiEtiq police offlcers that

accompanied the Banle Group, bringing only two instead of the usual eight. He did this
despite a December 9 memo in which military N i c e officiais warned that headquartexs
should be aware "of the potentiai nsks involved in having virtually no capacity to handle
prisoner of waddetainees. investigafe offences including w u crimes and entire range of
police/security services" (Pugliese. "Anatomy" 82).
For the most part, the Canadian troops performed irnpressively in Somalia's intense
heat and brutal conditions. Besides patrolling the area and disamiing Belet Huen's 14
warring factions. the soldiers helped build roads, bridges and schools. ïhey repaimd water
trucks and got wells and pumps working. They fixed hospital generators and Airbome

media provided free medical matment to Somalis. They recruited and began training the
Iocal constabulary ( Worthington, 'The Wrong" 34).
Some of members of the Airbome. however. also got into trouble.

The pmblems

with the mission to Somalia have been welldocurnented in the Canadian media and dealt

with during the recent public inquîry into the mission. These pmblems wiU be outiined only
briefly here.
In addition to misuse of alcohol and illegai attempts to ambush wamng factions,
there were severai -'sigdicant incidents"-the military terni for a death caused by a

Canadian soldier while on duty. The Department of National Defence maintains there were
only four signif~cantincidents. but some soldiers allege more were covered up. There is
also evidence that prisoners were abused in violation of the niles of the Geneva
Convention.

In two of the four incidents. military pofice investigated imrnediately and exoneratcd
Canadian soldiers of any wrongdoi ng. In the other two. however. military police laid
charges. T h e first of these occured on the aight of March 4, 1993. Fnistrated that thieves
frequently managed to crawl under the razor wice sumunding the Canadian cornpound and
take eveqthing from food to (allegedly) helicopter parts. Lieutenant-Coloaei Carol Mathieu

ordered a patrol to go outside the wire and using al1 necessary force. capture anyone trying
to sneak in. Some soldiers later testified that food and water was left near the fence as bait
to lure "thieves" (Pugliese. -'AnatomyW82).The patrol waited several hours and then
sponed two Somali men approaching the cornpound. The patrol moved to apprehend them
and the men fled. Both men were s h d in the back as they ran away and one of them died.

Major Barry Armstrong, the army doctor who pdonned the autopsy on the slain Somali.
told Mathieu he suspected the man had been killed at close range, execution-style. Mathieu
dismissed the allegation. He. dong with the patrol's leader, Captain Miche1 Rainville, were
later court-martialled for the incident. Mathieu for changing the Rules of Engagement to

alfow for such an encounter. and Rainville for "unlawfully causing bodily hann, assault.
negligent performance of duty. possession of a pmhibited weapon. and breach of
disciplinary rules." Both were acquitted (Bercuson 237).

The second incident was the now infamous torture-killi ng of 1Gyear-old Shidane
Abukar Arone. On March 16. a patrol caught Arone entering an abandoned compound
adjacent to compound of the Airborne's 2 Commando. He was placexi in handcidfs and put

in a holding bunker. That day. word had circulateci throughout 2 Commando that it was
acceptable to "abuse" intmders. There is still confusion as to who said exactly what, and

how the word abuse actudly pas& d o m the chah of command. Nevertheies. the
understanding that a certain amount of abuse would be tolerateà contributed to the death of
Arme. For more than two hours that evening, Master Coqoral Clayton Matchee of 2
Commando punched and kicked Amne. beat him with a riot baton and metai bar. and bumt

him with a cigarette. Private Elvin Kyle Brown watched while the beating took place and
even kicked Amne a few times himself. He also took photos of Matchee posing with the

bruised and bloodied teenager. Even though he worried Matchee rnight kill the prisoner.

Brown did Iittie to stop him. Over the course of the beating, as many as 15 soldiers, not al1
of them Airborne, stoppcd by the bunker to sec what was going on.

None of thcm did

anything to stop Matchee either- Arone died around midnight and word of his death was
sent to headquareers in Mogadishu and National Dcfence Headquarten in Otrawa. A media
release was issued in Mogadishu. but no journalists were around to pick up on it.

Back in Belet Huen. Lieutenant-Colonel Mathieu was slow to start an investigation
into the torture-kiliing and only did so under pressure from a group of 2 Commando's
sergeants and Private Brown. Almost two weeks &ter the incident, Matchee was arrested
for the murder and while in custody. tried to hang himself. He succeeded oniy in causing
irreversible brain damage.
A Canadian joumalist covering the Somalia mission found out about Matchee's

suicide attempt, and subsequently leamed about Arme's torture-killing. When he sent his
story back to Canada two weeks had already passed since Amne's death. The Department
of Nationai Defence had been hoping to contain the story because its minister at the time.

Kim Carnpbetl. was mnning for the leadership of the Progressive Conservative Party.
According to notes from Captain Fred Blair of the Judge Advocate General's office. senior

s&f were told at a meeting not to make problems for the Minister. **Duringthat (March 26)
meeting the DM (Deputy Minister), echoed by the CDS (Cbief of Defence Stafn. exhorted
al1 present that things must run smoothly between then and the end of the Tory leadership

campaign" (hgîiese *Anatomyof a Cover Up." 83). Once word was out. National
Defence issued a brief statement on April 1, 1993. about the killing and Matchee's suicide
attempt-

When questioned about the delay in making Arme's death public. Campbell said
her Defence department stafT had not kept her informed (Ynto the Briaf 8: Pugliese B31.
The incident received enough attention from the media and the opposition Liberal pany CO
prompt her. on April 26. to announce a milita* Board of lnquiry into the way the Canadian
Airborne Regiment conducteci itself in Somalia Part of the board's mandate would be to

examine "the extent. if any, to which cultural differences affmted the conduct of
operations" (Kinsella 339).
Since January. the Liberai p a t y had been conducting its own investigation into Matt
McKay's white supremacist comectioas. It had k e n tipped off when a Winnipeg S m
reporter sent the Matt McKay photo and article to Liberal leader Jean Chrétien's officeAfter Campbell announced the Board of Inquiry, the Likrals decided to go public with the
McKay story. (McKay had not been irnplicated in any of the incidents in Belet Huen.) They

distributed copies of the Sun story at a House of Commons Standing Cornmittee on
National Defence when Campbell was present. but no reporter questioned her about i t The
next &y, however. CBC television followed up with a story on Prime T h e News about
McKay and neeNazis in the military (Kinsella 340). Amidst a fluny of media coverage.
the Opposition continued to question the Conservatives. For their part, the Conservatives

maintained they'd instituted a zero tolerance policy towards racism. They, dong with the
department of National Defence, also asserted there was no p m f that current members of
the armed forces were actively affiliated with extremist groups or activities. But Kim

Campbell made the situation wocse when she adrnitted to reporters in Eùmonton that she'd
known "forages" there were white supremacists in the armed forces. She later disrnissed
McKay's skinhead connections as "youthfui folly." These c o m e n t s sbocked the Jewish

commuaity and many rninopity p u p s - Wccks later. the govemment and the Defénce
department were forced to acknowledge that two m e d forces personnel stationed at CFB
Esquimalt in Victoria had been dismisseci in 1992for having links to the Aryan Nation
( Kinsella).

On August 3 1, 1993. the Board of Inquiry into the Airborne's mission to Somalia

released the first phase of its report to a packed press coderence. The report detailed 2
Commando's fondness for the Rebel flag-a symbol with comections to neo-Nazi groups
in the United States. but it had no evidence tbat the Airborne had adopted the flag's racist
connotations. Another section of the repmt listed the nicbames some of the soldiers d e d
Somalis, particulady the "enemy" Somalis; nicknames such as "girnmes..' "niggers:'

"smufties" and "nig-nogs.'- The report dso admitted it found evidence that some memben
of the Airborne Battle Group may have held white supremacist views, but this was, at
worst. a tiny minonty (Kinselia 345). Among d e r findings. the board reported that

unofficial initiations were going on. and it w a m d that unless there was an oficial Airborne
initiation. soldiers would set up their own which: '-...might not mirror the appropriate
values and attitudes or behaviour" ("Airborne Video").
In the fa11 of 1993. with an election fast approaching and facing numerous letters of
cornplaint from the Canadian Jewish Congress and the Royal Canadian Legion, the
Conservative govemment pointed again towards its zero tofemce policy towards racism in
the military. It revealed t&at on August 19, without any sort of public notificatioa, it had
promulgated new regulations declaring "racist attitudes are totally incompatible with the

military ethos and with effective military service,and any behavior or conduct which
promote such attitudes cannot be tolerated" (Kinsella 347). The new regulations would
include an education and awareness program to ensure al1 personnel understood the policy,

and new screening procedures to ensure soidiers were impartial to the countries to which
they were deployed. Also,with little public f a n f a , the Defence department had taken a

number of steps to clean up the Airborne after it returned fmm Somalia at the end of May
1993. Zt had replaced Airbonte Commanding m c e r Lieutenant-ColonelCarol Matbicu
with Lieutenant-colonel Peter KenwarQ a strict disciplinarian who had b a n in charge of 2
Commando in the late 1980s: changed over the leadership of the subunit commanders
within the Regîment: changed over the personnel of the Regiment by 25 p r cent; easured
appropriate actions were taken in regard to ail discipliaary cases: and reproved BrigadierGenerd Ernest Beno for his negligence in not ensuring the unit d u u s prior to
deplopent

The Liberals won the fedcrai electim in cht faii of 1993and newly elected Rime
Minister Jean Chrétien appointeci David Collenette as Minister of National Defence. He
inherited the Somalia file at a point when its profile was low. Nine soldiers had been
charged in connection with Arone's death and other incidents in Somalia and investigations
in preparation for their courts martial were in progress.
The first court martial took place in February and March of 19%. It was the trial of
Private Elvin Kyle Brown. who was charged with manslaughter and torture in the deaîh of

Shidane Arme. He was convicted and senteaced to five years in military prison and
dismissed from the army in disgrace. Over the next year, courts marrial were held for s u

others charged in connection with the death. Master-Corporal Clayton Matchee, who had
inflicted the bulk of the beating upon Arme, was declared uof?tto stand trial due to the
brain damage he suffered from attempting suicide- The other men, some of them officers,

were charged either with negligence for telling soldiers they could, or should. abuse
prisonen, or with negligence for failiag to protect a prisoner. Thme were acquitteci and the
other two received sentences of a year or les.
Some were outraged that the lowest ranking soldier-Brown-received

the heaviest

sentence for obeying what he thought was an o d e r to abuse prisoners. In particular, Scott
Taylor. the editor and publisher of the military magazine Esprit & corps, took up Brown's

cause, even before al1 the courts martial were finished. For severai years, Taylor had used
his magazine to w a p a small war on National Defcnce Fieadquarters. Wiih help from the
Acces to Information Act and various inside sources, he attempted to expose corruption in
the armed forces' upper echelons. Esprit catered to the rnilitary's lowest ranks. and was

therefore the ideai vehicle for Taylor to pmmote ûis belief that Brown was the scapegoatMatchee was the real murderer. but he couldn't stand trial. so Brown was king punished
instead. Toronto Sun columnist Peter Worthington. w ho hirnself had served with the
Rinces Patricia's. todc up Taylois crusade and wrote an in-depth cover story on
Brown's ptight, entided T h e Wrong Man...' for SQIW&

Nighf magazine.

As the courts martial got underway, the m y ' s generals were deciding what to do
about the Airborne. In April 1994. following "a detailed analysis of the evidence," army
commander Lieutenant General Gordon Reay pronounced the Airborne fit for duty. In a
report to General John de Chastelain. Canada's Chief of Defence Staff*Reay wrnte, '-1 am

confident that the problems which amse have been addressed and the appropriate
individuals diriplined posted or releasod..Moreover the Regiment will inevitably remain
under very close scrutiny. by both the public and the Caaadian Forces. for some years to

corne." De Chastelain inspected the Airborne situation himself and told Defence Minister
David Collenette that Canada needed paratroopers and such capability shodd continue to be

pmvided by the Airbome Regiment. - 1 believe the concems that led to the questioning of
the Canadian Airbome Regiment's future have beeo answered by organizational. s t f i n g

and command decisions already taken." de Chastelain wrote in a June 19W letter to
Collenette (Pugliese. "Airûorne Troubles" AL).

The Airbome was given a chance to redeem itself that August when Canada agreed
to send peacekeepers on a humanitarian mission to Rwanda. Two Airborne platoons from 3
Commando (about 85soldiers)accompanied the 3Mrnember Caaadian contingent to the
war-tom Afncan country. The Defence department was taking no chances this time; it

screened the soldiers cartfully and gave them cultural sensitivity training before the
mission. A spukesman for Defence Miaister David Collenette said the goverurnent was
sending the Airborne because there was no reason not to. "We wouidn't be sending them if
we didn't have complete confidence in the ability and their professionalisrn." he said. "1

think it's inappropriate that people should generalize the activities of a handful of people,
one incident over 50 years of peacekeeping" (Canadian Press. "Paratrooperse).
Major-General Guy Tousignant. the UN Force Commander for the Rwanda

mission. commended the Airborne's performance there. "ln this theatre. they were the best
soldiers I ha&-If 1 àad been aven a full battalion of Airborne troops, 1 could have recured
the four corners of Rwanda in hali the tirne," Unfortunately, the Airborne's behaviour was
not perfect. One soldier got drunk and fÏred a shotgun inside a building. He was

immediately arrested. sent home. demoted to pnvate and given 33 days in jail. Two &ers
cut their hands in a bhd-brother rituai and were sent home because thcir injuries left them
vulnerable to infection and disease. They were given alcohol abuse counselling (Wailace
17). Because both incidents involved alcohol, the Canadian base in Rwanda immediately

went dry after they occurredt A report detailing the incidents was published in November
1994. and stated, "No amount of training or preparation can entirely eliminate errors in

judgment or prevent individuals from breaking estabiished rules should they decide to do

sa" Collenette said he was satisfied with the report. "It seems to me that were are looking
at two incidents that are somewhat isolated. but I think it's worthwhile putting people on

notice that this kind of behavior will not be tolerated." he said (Canadian k s s , "Booze").
The report on the Airborne's behaviour in Rwanda was the least of Collenette's
concerns that month. Eady in November, National Defence lifted a publication ban on 16

"trophy" photos used as evidence in Brown's COURmartial. They were the photos Brown
had taken of Matchee wilh Arone. Brown also appeared in several of the pidures. poing
with the beaten prisoner. Some journalists had described the photos in detail when they

were first exhibited at Brown's trial. but because of the publication ban, the public had

never actually seen them. With the ban lifted. some newspapers and television stations
decided Canadians had a right to see to see the photos. Among the newspapers that
pu blished some of the photos were: the Ottawa Citiren. the Toronro Star. the Sr. John *.r
Evening Tde.gram,the Mail-Star, the Marureai Ga-erte, the Toronro Sun. the Oîtawa Sun.
the Winnipeg Free Prem. the Edmonton Journal and the Edmonton Sun. CBC-TV and

CTV also broadcast the photos in their lead items- The Giobe and Mail and many other
newspapers, including most of Quebec's francophone dailies, did not run the photos

(Canadian Press. "Photos" 1 I ).

The photographs showed a blindfoided Arme c o v e d in bruises and blood. His
hands were tied to a wooden not baton behind tus back and his feet were bound in plastic

cuffs. Matchee was shown pointing at the prisoner and "cleariy smirking" in one photo. In
others. he was shoving a baton between Arone's lips, or using i t to hold up his chin
(Bindman. "Photos"

B 1). Brown appeared in a few of the photos, looking gnm-faced. For

the newspapers that chose to mn at least one photo on the cover, and to run it in colour

(such as the Otrawa Citizen and the Toronto Star). the public response was ovewhelming
and largely negative. The majority of responses criticized the papers' decisions to put a

colour photo on the cover. There were also compiaints that the photos ran at ail. outrage
against the military andor its T e w bad appies.- and even some praise for the decision. The
Star received more than JOO calls the &y after it published the photos; the Citizen received
Nlû calls and letters. There was o d y a muted response at the television stations (Pugliese,

"Cirisiy" A 1).
Just as the furore was starîïng to subside, Major Barry Armstrong, the Airborne's
medic in Sornaiia, came forwad with aliegations he'd been told by his superior to destroy
evidence that showed Canadian soidiers had mistreated Somalis. He'd disobeyed the order
and kept photographs of the abuse- These, h e said, would oaly be twned over to a public

inquiry or court martial. Defence Minister Collenette had been for some hme resisting
demands for a public inquiry into the Somatia incidents. The closed military Board of

inquiry initiated by the Conservatives had been on hold since the courts d a l s started and
wasn 't to resurne until they were completed. But its secrecy and limited scope had some.
such as Scott Tayior at Esprit & corps, concerned that it would lack the power to expose
what was beginning to look like a cover up at the highest levels. When Armstrong came
forward with his allegations, Collenette had no choice but to act The Minister said he'd

aiways intended to cali a public inquiry, but hadn't planned to announce it until the courts
martial were compteted in eady 1995. Armstrong's altegations ttad changed his mind,
Collenette said. He announced that an inquiry "completely open to the public9 would begin

as soon as the trids. and perhaps appeais, were over. The new inquiry would be wider in
scope. and would look into political questions. such as the possibility National Defence had
shielded Kim Campbell from the events in Somalia (Bindman. "Sweeping" A7).

The Airborne was still reeling over the publication of the torture photos. "It

portrays

us in the worst possible light. 1 was certainly homfied and angered by it (the publication of
the photosj," Lieutenant-Colonel Kenward told reporters ("Soldiers" B 1). He and the rest

of the Regirnent wanted to put Somalia behind them, but it refused to go away. Kenward,
Scott Taylor and several others said the media's actions were a gratuitous =gab for ratings
and circulation. One soldier. Mark Boland, was disturbed that the photos showing Brown
with Arme had been published along with those showing Matchee. Boland had pleaded
guilty to negligent performance of duty in relation to Arme's death. Believing, like many
others. that Brown was the scapegoat and Matchee was the reai cdprit, he went to Scott
Taylor with a plan to help exonerate Brown. The soldier told Taylor he had a home video
that was made in February and March 1993 by some of the 2 Commando soidiers in
Somalia-a video that showed Brown in a positive Iight in contrast to several of his fellow
troopers. Taylor al ready knew the tape existed and that as many as 50 copies had been

made. In fact. Brown had a copy or two. but would not let anyone see the video for fear it
could be used against the Airborne. Taylor. however. took the tape and said he would try
to get it sorne media coverage (Worthington, Scapegm 242: Taylor. personal interview).

In January 1995, Scott Taylor handed copies of the videotape over to The &ma
Sm and the CBC Newswodd show Qnawa Inside Out. He had screened the nearly two
hours of tape and found it so boring he fell asleep. While most of the video was innocuous.

Taylor knew some of the soldiers' language and attitudes might upset people unfamiliar
with military cultute. That didn't concem him much. though. More important was that

Private Kyle Brown was shown no[ participating in any of the questionable behaviour.
According to Taylor. Brown was a "reai deep thinker." "a ioner" and "not like the rest of
the guys." He hoped the video would convey this (Taylor. personal interview). He also
hoped the video would support his other pet cause-exposing

the systemic leadership

pmblems in the military.
Taylor handed over the tape on the condition neither the Sun nor Onûwa fmide Out
do anything with it until Sunday, January 15-when

he hoped few people would pay

attention to the news. The other major media outlets caught wind of the videotap late
Saturday and Taylor was already fielding an endiess strearn of media calls when a oneminute story by the CBC's Susan Harada aired on the noon newscast Taylor hadn't
stipulated w ho could use the tape so the producers at Ottawa Inridé Out gave Harada a copy
to work with. Harada's piece served to break the news and provide a lead in for the Ottawa

I

d Oui segment that followed. A detailed account of the videotape and its reconstitution

in news story format will be pmvided in the next chapter. In essence. however. the st06es
showed vanous shots of the 2 Commando compound and the market place in Belet Huen.

In addition to shots of the soldiers' living conditions and reçreational activities, wert clips
of some-including

the infamous Corporal Matt McKay-making comments about killing

and doing violence to "niggers." Othet clips conveyed some soldiers' cynicism towards

their mission. Kyle Brown is seen bricfly, appearing uncomfortable and avoiding the
macho posturing and racist language of those around him. In his six-minute interview on
Ottawa Inri& Out. Taytor cried to direct attention towards his goal to exonerare Brown, He

also attempted to put the soldiers language in context. as he saw it. Harada's stories (a
longer one aired after Onawa imide Ou)made a passing refercnce to Brown.

The next day, the story was everywhere. and not as Taytor had envisioned- The
soldiers' racist and violent comments were the focus. resulting in demands tbat the
upcoming public inquiry be expanded to examine the issue of racism in the miIitary.

CoIlenese refuseâ to comment w even view the enare video. He told CBC his tegal
advisors said he might end up in a conflict of interest if he commented on the tape. since he
would be the one hearing final appeais on any military charges (Onawal'ide Ouf).
Coilenette later said the tape would be important evidence in the upcoming inquiry and
ordered an investigation into it. Meanwhile. 'Taylor was giving hundreds ot-interviews,
doing damage control and trying to direct the media's. public's and politicians' attentÏon
towards his two goals: absolving Brown and exposing the military's leadership tailings.

Just days &ter the video aired, a c a m e m a n with the CTV attiliate in Montreai.

C K E heard of another video. An ex-Airborne soldier in Quebec was doing some
construction worlc at the cameraman's house and remarked that the Somalia video was tame
compared to one he had. CFCF b u g h t the tape for a srnall pnce and on the evening of
January 18. CI'V openeci its national newscast with a lengthy and drarnatic waming. T h e
story we start with tonight is so ugty it would be hard to believe if the evidence weren't so
strong," said Anchor Lloyd Robertson p v e l y . He went on at length about the brutalit. of

a hazing ceremony held by the Canadian Airborne Regiment at CFB Petawawa in 1 9 9 î
betore leading into the story. The segment showed amateur video ffootageot-a group of

drunken soldiers from the Airborne's 1 Commando vomiting, eating something
indistinguishable and vomiting again. doing push ups. and urinating on other soldiers. The

voiceuver h m reporter Cynthia h m m o d said new ~ c - r u i t were
s
L o r d to est urine-

soaked bread. vomit and excrement- ln ciosing, Dmmmond read a statement iiom David
Collenette who expressed outrage and accused the Airbome of denigrating -our pmud
Canadian miiitary hentage-" He pmmised the Chicf of Defence staff would investigate.
("Shocking video").

The next &y the story was h n t page news. Many reports pointed out chat the
hazing ritua1 took place in broad daylight in front of the barracks at CFB Petawawa Where
were the leaders? they asked- Prime Minister Jean Chrétien. o n a trade tour in Trinidad,
said, "The video of yesterâay created an urgency and if we have to dismade it [the

Airbornej. we'll dismantle it. 1 have no problem with it at dl" ("Ai rbome video"). For the
next few days. the future of the Airborne w s a major focus in the mainstream media.

Some ariicies tried to make sense of the hazuig, which seemed to draw far more attention
than the video shot in Somalia. Others criticized the media for showing the fimtage in the
first place and pointed out the videos were old and the Airborne had been cleaned up. There
were also demands to speed up the public inquiry. Liberal constituency offices across the

country were apparently "swamped with calls about the Airbome. and newspapers
received numerous letters. The BBC, some of the American netwodcs and TV stations in
AfrÏca Europe. the Middle East and Asia ran segments of the videos (hgliese. "How the

Airborne" A 1).

On January 23. 1995, Chief of Defence Staff General John de Chastelain gave
Collenette his report on the videos. He recommended keeping the Airbome. reiterating that
the videos were old and the Regiment's problems had been solved. Collenette did not

agree. At a press conference that aftemoon, he still refused comment on the first video. but

said, "there are disturbing questions that arise out of a second video, the hazing and racist
video. which shocked our nation." As a result, he announced plans to expand the

forthcorning public inquiry to examine leadership and discipline from headquaters on

riown ro the Airbome.

He went o n to say that racist. violent and degrading behaviour was

not and would not be tolerated in the armed forces and it was the government's job to
ensure the forces had the respect and trust of Canadians.
1 am concerned that the conduct of some members of the Airbome Regiment over
the past few years has questioned that trust and has denigrated the reputation of al1
rnembers, pst and presenc, of the Canadian Forces- This govemment will not
allow that proud heritage to bejeopardized, (-5peakingnotes")

Collenette admittesi that when de Chastelain had given the Airborne a ciem bill of h d t h the
previous June, he had been reluctant to make a decision on the Regiment's future until an
inquiry was compteted. "However. the incidents in Rwanda last fall. which were
subsequentiy investigated by the Chief of Defence S M . and in combination with these two
videos. demands action." Collenette said he beiieved the Regiment 's problems were
systemic and therefore he was odering the disbandment of the Canadian Airbome
Regirnent and the re-assignment of its rnembers to iheir home units.
"Airborne disbanded in disgrace" was the headline on the front of the Globe and

Mail the next day. In the Onawa Citizen it was. "Airborne dies in infamy-Public
in unit. Grits decide. The Toramo Sun read "Airborne shut down-gross

lost faith

video 'straw

that broke the camel's back."' Collenette appeared on ( T V ' s Canu& AMand etaborated on
his reasons for the decision. fully admitting his motivation was politicai. Host Vaierie

Ringle pointed out that the death of a teenager resulted in an inquiry. whereas two
disturbing videos. made before the teenageis death, led to the disbandment- Collenette
responded saying the courts martial had already dealt with Amne's death and the videos
were affecting Canadians* image in the wodd ("On

disbanding").

Colienette's decision and the events leading to it were widely debated in the
rnainstream media for more than three weeks foliowing the announcement of the

disbandment. The announcement also received international coverage. Some argued that the
disbandment drew more attention than the videos had because such an event was so rare.
Few media outlets mentioued a Gallup Poil conducteci the &y of the disbandment. Even

though many poiiticians and commentators said the Airborne had t o go because the public
was outraged. the poli results did not strongly support this claim. Many of those polled

were disgusted by what they saw o n the videos. but only 32 per cent agreed with the

decision to disband the Airborne: 50 per cent disapeci

(Goldstein 1 1). A detailed analysis

of the media discourse surrounding the videos and the disbandment will follow in the next
two chapters.
Mernbers of the Canadian Airborne Regiment were shocked and devastated by the

govemmen t's decision. By this time, almost half of t h e approximately 650 members had
not even been in the Airborne when the videos were made. The Regiment had k e n s l a t d

for a mission to Croatia in April to relieve Canadian peacekeepers already there. The
sotdiers had viewed the mission as their chance to fully redeem themselves. and were bitter
that chance had k e n taken away. They were also angry at the media. who they tield
responsible for the disbandment. and CFB Petawawa was ternporarily closed to journalists.
Other home videos of military exploits began emerging from the woodwork. CTV
obtained a Navy video which eventually proved to be fairiy innocuous. Then came news
that National Defence had a copy of another Airborne hazing video made in 1944, after the

Regiment was supposed to have been cleaned up. Again it was mostly innocuous. reports

said. But a smali segment showed soldiers shaving their heads and shocking themselves
with a hand-cranked teiephone (a device with the power of two D-ce11 batterÏes) to test their
endurance (Vernon DS). Collenette was outraged when he found out and viewed this new
revelation as justification for his decision to disband the Regiment. These actions. said

Collenette, were il legal under the National Defence Act and had supposedly k e n banned
from ail military bases. Up to this point, the Minister had been abte to distance himself
from the Airborne's scandals because most had taken place under Conservative leadership.

This latest video had happened on his watch. blumng the distinction between past and
presenc governments. Kecognizing this, Collenette again took quick action and removed a

h i g h - ~ n k i n ggeneral who, he claimed, had not kept him infonned-

The Canadian Airborne Regiment disbandment ofticially took place on the t i n t
weekend of March 1995. The cost o f dispersing the soldiers. their families and an
assortment of equipmeni to various bases amund the country was estimated at $4 million

(Eade A4). The Airborne was told t o disband with dignity, and several events were held in
its honour. inciuding a g a n t parachute drop.

The Airùorne's regirnental colours were

oitïcially laid to rest in a museum at CFB Petawawa- As the Airborne soldiers, standing at
attention in their rnaroon berets and dress uniforms. were dismissed for the last time by
Lieutenant-Colonel Kenward. carneras f o c d on the tears in the men's eycs. Fe=reporters tailed to point out the controst between these images and the ones that had helped
bring the Regiment down.

Clearl y, the videos on their own would not have caused Collenetîe to disband the
Canadian Airborne Regiment. The videos were merely the catalyst. But of a11 the disnirbing
events in the Airborne's history, why were two home videos s o powerful? Before January

1995. demands that something be done about the Regiment had been answered with "wait

for the inquiry." Why then. after the videos were shown, could Collenette wait no longer?
How did they create an "urgency." as Prime Minister Chrétien put it?

Those critical of Collenene's decision pointed out the jack of logic in his rationaleThe videos were old, they said. made before the institution of the zero tolerance racism
pol icy and significant changeover in the Regiment's personnel. The content of the videos
was not new. they argued. The 1993 Board of Inquiry report had aiready revealed that
some soldien used offensive language in Somalia The courts martial had exposed the

violent behavior of other Airbome rnemben. National defence had known about hazings
since the 1980s. and were reminded of them in the 195B report. What would the
disbandment solve? critics asked. The Airborne soldiers had corne from d e r regiments in

the armed forces. and would return to them. bringing any bad babits along. And

Collenette's assertion-that
problems-just

the videos helped show the Regiment had systemic

didn't wash. some said. He was acting as if the videos were taken

yesterday when in fact. the Airborne of 1995 could be quite difTerent than that of LW-93.
He hadn't given the soldiers a chance to prove it.

in the e n d logic did not prevail -image d i d Collenette and the Rime Minister
openly adrnitted this. Because the video images of the Airborne endangered the pmud
reputation of Canada and its peacekeepers. action needed to be taken. (Undoubtedly, the

Liberais were also womed about theu own image and needed to show they coutd take
decisive action.) Perhaps without realizing it. the Defence Minister disbandeci the Regiment
not so rnuch for its behaviour. but because that behaviour was shown on television. The
"last straw." then. was the media even t A media event is an event whose reality lies. in
part. in its mediation (Fiske xiv). The rnediation of the soldiers' actions. first thmugh
amateur video and then through television news presentatioos of the video, rnagnified what
they really were. This magnification cIashed with the images many Canadians are said to

have about themselves. What's interesting, then. is not so much what the videos showed

about military culture. but what they revealed about Canadian cdtUfe as the public, media
and politicians attempted to make sense of them.

Chapter Three-The Media Event

Video is a powerful tool. We had no idea how
powerfuI it was until we released that thing. The
video ifself, it seemd so imocuous. for the most
part-..l didn't really think it was that big a deal."
Scott Taylor, Editor. Esprit cte Corps.
Persona1 interview, Novembet 6,
1995-

government. which was fully
prepared to wait out the controversy over the 1993
murder of a teenager in Somalia at the hands of some
Airbome members. was finally pmmpted into action
by a video of a hazing that had taken place in Canada
lt is absurd that this

the year before that.

"Dumb and Dum ber." Editorial,
Toronto Sun, January 25, 1995.

In a Letter to the Editor of the Toromo Sun on January 26. 1995. Cecil W. Buck
wrote that Defence Minister David Collenette's decision to disband the Airbome Regiment

"defies logicq-(A 14).Military reporter Nancy MacKinnon. in her weeiciy column in the
PembroA-e Observer. wrote the disbandment was "Iikeexecuting the accusd before the trial
starts"

(MacKinnon. "Airborne Regiment" 8). Joumalist Joan Bryden wrote in the Ottawa

Citizen that Collenette even admitted the move "in many ways defies logic. the principle of

Faimw and the rnilitary's operational needs" (Bryden AS). In the aftemath of Collenette's
decision. many pointed out. often with analogies to the judicial process that the Mininergs
approach to the Airborne was akin t o shoot first. ask questions later. Such logorationai

arguments might have achieved the Airborne's acquittai in a courtmom. But as John Fiske
points o u t "television is not an Enlightenment institution. and logomtionalism has never

been as centrai o r powerful in it" ( 137)-

In Medh Maners. fisice studies the role that mediation and discourse played in
what's been calied the Rodney King &air. He analyzes how the videotaped beating of

black motorist Rodney King by four Los Angeles police oficers. as well as the office&
coun trial and acquittal. and the subsequent m a s uprising in LA.. came to form what he
calts a "media event" Many of his observations can be applied to an analysis of the
Airborne videos.
Fiske examines the ways in which the grainy video images of Rodney King's
beating, played repeatedly for American households and viewers woridwide. came to mean

something quite different in a coun of law. On television, their meaning was taken to be
self-evident-a case of extreme police brutality. This amtude is clear in a statement from a
source close to the District Attorney's investigation shortly after the video aired on national
television: "Without the tape. the LAPD might have argued anything and been believed by a
jury" (Leerhsen 53). For many, particularly African-Arnericans. the video images were

even more significant for their rypicaiie. From their standpoint. such beatings were not
uncornmon, they were just seldom caught on video. Now they had evidence to support
longstanding claims of racism in the police force.
In the courtroom of the first triai (na the federal triai that followed the LA.
uprising), the iow-tech, amateur video was made hi@-tech by the defence. it was cleaned
up, slowed down. speeded up. written on and freeze frarned. in addition, the officers'
defence lawyers apptied the logorational discourse of the courtroom to it. Fiske calls this
the discourse of high power. with "logorational" encornpassing notions of the power of the

word. of God, of the law. as well as the rationality that accompanies these nouons and the
form of knowiedge that they produce ( 132). While the prosecution lame1y asked the jury to
let the v i d a speak for itself. the defence applied a narrative to the video that

made it seern

as though Rodney King was in conml of the entire episode. It used the institutionalized

language o f the poi ice force to explain King's every move as a threat and the oficers'
responses as unqueslionabiy appropriate. even defensive. This tactic left the jury with
teasonable doubt and the officers were acquined.

The defence lawyers' approach wouid not have worked on television. Fiske argues.
because television had already inundated the public with the "videdow" version of the
incident. The new, technologized version used by the defence would have highlighted the
power to manipulate the image. b i d e s , the public had already decideci what it wanted to

As a psi-Enlightenrnent institution. television camot dtal in the singularity of
truth: its voices are always multiple. its trutbs situated and thus provisionai. The
Rodney King video on television spoke with the authentic voice of the low only
because that voice was. in this case, the one that most Americans waated to hear, if
ody because it allowed them to disavow a racism whose overtness made it

counterproductive~( 137)
Fiske applies the tenn "media evenf' to an occurrence whose reality lies, in part, in
its mediation. in the King example. the term refers to a composite reality encompassing

the point when George Hoiliday started videotaping King's beating.
e v e ~ h i n from
g
through to the video-s countless viewings and reviewings on television and in the courts.

The tenn media event is an indication that in a postmodern wodd we can no longer
rely on a stable relationship or clear distinction between a ' r d ' event and its
mediated representation. Consequently. we can no longer work with the idea chat
the 'reai' is more important, significant. or even 'true' than the representation. A
media event. then, is not a mere representation of what happened, but it has its own
reality, which gathers up into its& that m l i t y of the event that may or may not have
preceded it. (2)
This explanation echoes Jean Baudrillard's ideas of hyperreality and simulacrum,
which describe the implosion of the binary concepts of reality and representation

(hyperteality) and the image with its referent (simulacnirn). Media events are also
hypervisual. according to Fiske. because they are widely distributed via technoiogy and
inserced into unpredictable social contexts. This differs from a non-mediated event whose

social reality is confined to the irnmediate physicai ama of its occurrence ( 126).

To the notions of h y p e d i t y and hypervisuality, Fiske adds the idea of stniggle
and uses discourse theory. largely influenced by Michel Foucault, to demonstrate itDiscourse. o r language in social use. is detennined by the social conditions from which it
emerges and. in tum. it also a f k t s those conditions. In practice. it has three dimensions:
-'a topic or area of social experience to wtuch its sense making is applied: a social position

from which this sense is made and whose interests it promotes: and a repertoire of words,
images. and practices by which meanings are ciniulated and power applied (3).
Fiske's concept of the media event. with its emphasis on both mediation and
discourse. is usefil for demonstrating why. despite its apparent Iack of "logi~.-~the
Canadian government 's decision to disband the Airôorne Regiment is not al1 that surprising
in a mediated worid, Cleariy, there are differiences between the seconds or. at the most.
minutes of video taken surreptitiously by George Holliday and the combined total of nearly
three hours of home video footage taken of the Airbome with their knowledge. It is also

important to stress hem that in bot&the King and Airborne examples, the videos had nonmediated realities-King

war beaten by police. sorne Airborne soldiers did utter racist

cornments and perforrn disgusting and violent acts. The videos were evidence of these
occurrences and they were used as such, in the first case during the trial of the LAPD

officers. and in the second example. during the public inquiry into the Somaiia mission.
But because the cvidence was captured in audio-visual form, a f o m that can easily be

circulated and combined with other audio-visuai texts, and because these events tapped into
"murky anxieties and political differences" (Fiske xv). the importance of the videos was

magnified. The mediation of the action, the playing and replaying of the images on

televisions screens across the continenf and the discursive frames piaced around those
images. ali worked to give the videos their power.

Fiske focuses most of his discussion on the defence's use of the video in court: he
does not conduct a detailed exploration of why the media handled the video the way it did.

Therefore. in addition to apply ing Fiske's concept of the -media event" to the Airborne
Regiment amateur videos and the news stories resulting from them. chis cbapter will
expand on several key issues: the social conditions that invest video and television news
with meaning; the different gazes through which visual images can be viewed: ideas about
what news is and how television news stories are constructed: and the sense of "liveness"
and "perpetual presentn fostered by television. A key factor-the cultural cunents in

Canadian society that were so crucial in investing the Airborne videos with meaning-will
be the main focus of Chapter Four.

Eariy irnaging technologies were the products of the positivist view that
phenomena. or at least images of them. could be captured and studied objcctively. provicieà
that the mechanism doing the capturing operated free from human interference. In 1878.

French physiologist W. Marey strove t o develop mechanically generated images that

would speak in the %nguage of the phenornena themselves" (qtâ. in Daston and Galison
81). Marey and his contemporaries hoped to uncover the secrets of hurnan anatomy, mental

illness and criminai behaviour through methods that would "let nature speak for itself."

In The Burden of Represenmion. John Tagg explains how photography accrued
power near the end of the nineteenth century. He descnbes the ernergence of:

...a modem photographie economy in w hich the so-called medium of photography
has no meaning outside its historical specifications. What alone unites the diversity

of sites in which photography operates is the social formation itself: the specific
historical spaces for representation and practice which it constitutes. Photography
as such has no identity. Its status as a technology varies with the power relations
which invest it Its nature as a practice depends on the institutions and agents which
define it and set it to work....Like the state, the camera is never neutrd. The
representations it produces are highly coded, and the power it wields is never its
own. (63-64)

Near the end of the twentieth century, many uses of. and attitudes about photography,
have been extended to video. Like Marey and his contemporaries in the nineteenth century,

institutions such as the police. the courts. the media and medicine have al1 invested v i d a

technoiogy w i h varying d e C mof power and frequently give its images the authonty to

The acceptance of this authonty is evident in a
"stand as evidence or gist ter a tmthn (64)1 9 91 Newsweek article about amateur video: "With its unblinking power to record events

verbatim and in +gapphicdetail. the video camera is a 'new tnith-telling device that c m cut
through lies,' says Jack Nachbar. a professor of popular culture at Bowling Green
University" (Beck et al. 43). But w hat tmth are these images revealing? Images are seldom
left to stand aione. especially those that circulate in the public sphere. They are usuaIly
contextualized somehow. to infonn viewers what they are Iooking at, or rather. to tell thern
what tnith they are seeing. But as theorists such as Roland Barthes have suggested. ail

images have the potentiai for multiple signification. This belief is by no rneans restncted to
academe: the artistic community in particuiar continues to contest the taken-for-granted
rneanings of images. And the defence lawyers for the officers who k a t Rodney King
clearfy knew they could make Holliday's v i d a yield to the specifk logorational discursive
frames that best suited their purposes. Even journalism frequently concedes that the camera
may not lie. but *'it can lack context" (Russell 164). There persists, however. a pervasive
positivist outlook towards images: what Chris Jenks and many others have called the
conflation of the "seen" and the "known." This tendency results in only a "partial sight."

The sustained visuai constraint of the modem era has, in Iarge part. been enabied
through the coltusion of science. or rather the ideology of scientism, in our cultural
outlook. Scientism is not the professional practice of genuine scientists but the
naive and popular attitude that ascribes the conferment of truth to the infrastructure
of technicism around which the econorny has developed. Science. or rather
scientism, is bestowed the duty of 'imaging' reality, as part of the exercise of its
role in manufacturing 'tnith' throughout modeniity. (Jenks 7)
The notion that pictures reveai a single indisputable tmth is the essence of what John
Murphy and Jung Min Choi cail "imagocentnsm~--the visual equivalent of logocentrism.
-'Bath these terms are based on the idea that we can capture knowledge untrammeiled by

interpretation" (4779).The risk inherent is this amtude is the tendency to focus on
appearances at the expense of underlying factors. With Wh the Rodney King and Airborne

videos, the focus became the individual event rather than mot causes such as
institutionalized violence and racism-

The beiief in the tmth value of the image Wsts in Western culture and it underiies
part of the power conferreci to amateur video. which in turn contributes to the increasing
prevalence of such images on the media landscape. Equally significant. however. is the
beiief that amateur video images originate fmm outside the institutions that have made them

meaningful. In other words, even though the dominant social, political or econornic
apparatuses are what give images the power t o register tmth. there is sûll the sense that
amateur video is a product of activity occurring on or beyond the lirnits of those

apparatuses, Amateur video images have an "authenticity" that those faken by the
professional news media do not. although some who use these images are a t a l o s to
expiain exactly why. There's something about the unpolished quality that tends to make it
seem more reai," explains Eispeth B l o o d g d a producer at a Tulsa television station. She

adds. "People tend to sanitize their actions when they b o w a station's news crew is there,

while they are not as aware of the videotaping when people are shooting with a home video
camera" (Luft 37).

To devetop Bloodgood's first point further, her equation of unpl pli shed with
"real" must be examined. Her statement irnpiies that professional. polished video images.
such as those used in television news and some documentary styles, are somehow l e s real
than amateur footage.This is recognition of the fact that when conventional newsmaking
practices, which are supposed to make the news team seem objective and even invisible,
are juxtaposeci with amateur footage, the artifice of the former becornes evident. In Making
1Vew.s. Gaye Tuchman outlines how a "visuai language" i s created by the ways in which

television news footage is framed and edited- News film/video images are the pmducts of
certain practices professional newsmakers use to reduce idiosyncratic occurrences to news.
to deal with the various conscraints of the news organization, and to give the appearance of

impartiality. "News film presents itself to us as actuai representations. not as symbols and
signs manipulated by set conventions*. (Tuchman 108). But w hen held against the grainy

.

unfocused images of amateur footage, it becomes more evident that "polished" news

footage is the product of the professional and organizational demands of the newsmaking
process. If the amateur video is not part of the traditionai news process. one coutd then

conclude that it must be outside it. Fiske eiaborates on the connection between amateur
video. o r "videolow." and authenticity.
The videolow was charactenzed by its poor and unsteady focus, its unplanned
canera position and angie and its subservience to 'red time' (no editing). This lowtechnicity meant that it was low in cliuity but bigh in authenticity. The 'Iowness' of
i t s technotogy indexed the 'lowness' of the social position from and for which it
spoke,and c a m e d a sense of authenticity that depended upon the videolow's
apparent1y continuous meton ymic relationship w i th experiential truths (or 'true
experiences') of the sociafly disempoweced...This equation of low power with high
authenticity has become conventionalized in film and television by a low-tech mode
of represeatation, first in the handheid cameras of cinema verité, of natudistic (as
opposed to malistic) documentary, and recently thmugh the miniatunzation of video
technology in what is called 'reality TV.' (Fiske 127)

The high authenticity of amateur images has been recognized by many marginalized
groups. With video technology becorning cheaper, smaller and easier to use. these groups
are wielding it as a weapon for resistance. "Video vigilante" is a term frequently applied to
those whose take up camcorders in order to right wrongs, whether they am activists

travelling the world in search of hurnan rights abuses or parents spying on babysitters.

Marginal p u p s and everyday citizens see the camcorder as a n empowering, democratizing
tool. As Lili Berko suggests. various new media technologies have " p d u c e d the
possi bil ity for each one of us to not only be the object of surveillance, but its subject as
well" (63). And Fiske points out that the technology enables users to create alternative
tmths. "Low tech. verbal o r visual. is not the exclusive terrain of the weak, for the weak
have no temtory chat i s theirs alone. but it is the terrain upon which they can &est contest

the strong" (Fiske 136).

TV producer Eispeth Bloodgood's second observation-that people change their

v iaeo surveiiiance cameras is oken viewea w iùi the same r"ascinauon as amateur viueo. y et

wirii surveiiiance I'oocage, here is no sociaiiy ciisernpowerea inaividuai 'mhina the canera.

In k t , surveillance carneras are the embocliment of established sysiems o r social conuoi.
Their authenticil cornes [rom their mveri nature-he

ability to catch people -in the act" or

to retocate private actions in the public domain. Journalists have long recognized the appeal

d hidùen carnera images w hich, in lhe las1&cade, have become the staple of such shows
as ABC'S Prime 7ïmc Live This covert q u l i l y is extended to amateur vicieo in the sense
b a t home videos are intendeci fixa very s p f i c and usuaily smali audience. T h e y are n a
meant LO be shown on national television. When people's private aclivities are brioadcast via

the m a s media, the "situational geqraphy or socid lire is changedw(Meyerowitz 3œ).
The boundaries between public and private become blurred. There is a c e ~ voyeuristic
n
pleasure to seeing someone else's unguafded moments. The surprishg (some would say
appalling) success of k r i c u n *sFunniesi Hom Videos has
revealed the intense interest that A m e n a s [and Canadians1 have in subjecting their
image to public scrutiny and laughter. Home viewers of the program become
ernpowered as intertocutors into the private lives of their fellow Americans whiie
enjoying the power of anonymity (invisi bility and unverifiability) offered by the
apparatus of home video surveillance. (Berko 70)

The aura of authenticity or naturalness surroundhg amateur video is dependent on

i ts raw and low-tech appearance. i ts apparent origins from outside traditiond institutions
and its ostensible abili ty to capture "real" events in ways that television news cannot

(despite its supposed adherence to realist tenets). There is a sense then. that amateur images
are not part of the "regime of t m t h in the sarne way the professional news media are. The

regime of truth is a concept deveioped by Foucault:

Each society has its régime of tnith. its 'generai politics' of tmth: that is. the types
of discourse it harbours and causes to function as tme: the mechanisms and
instances which enable one to distinguish tme from false statements, the way in
which each is sanctioned; the techniques and procedures wbich are valoriseci for
obtaining tmth; the status of those who are charged with saying what counts as
true- (qtd. in Tagg 172)

cieveioping ana p d u c i n g news stories. are pan of the regirne oî uutn-Tucnman's work
Setaiis these ordereci procedures which. she argues. help legitimate the status quo rather
than uncover contestatory truths,
News, 1 have argued. is a social resource whose construction limits an aualytic
understanding of contemporary Me. Thtough its dispersion of the news net, its
typifications, the claimed professionaiism of newsworkers, the mutual constitution
of fact and source, the representatiorial f o m of the news narrative, the d a i m to
FÏrst Amendment rights of both private property and professionaiism-through al1
these phenornena. objectifïed as constraints or as resources-news legitimates the
status quo-(Tuchman 2 15-216)

Amateur vidm is perhaps seen by some as representing an alternative regime of tnrth. a
system that produces and circulates it own meanings regardless of. or in opposition to.
those produced by the hegemony. This is its so-called dernocratizing or equalizing power.
It should be remembered. however. that it is the dominant regime of truth that accorded

video i t s power to stand as evidence in the first place. Amateur video would have no impact
on the rnajority of viewers if it did not comply with the d e s of what defines "tnith in
society. As for amateur video's seemingly "untouched" quality. the camcorder is just as
guilty as the television camera of recording only slices of reality. Of course. the "visuai
language" of amateur videographers is not neariy as codified as it is for news cameramen,
but many home videos exhibit attempts to mimic news style. Additionally. those who

attempt to use video as a tool for resistance o r for revealing contestatory truths often rel y on
the professional news media. in its role as a producer and transmitter of tmths supporting

the dominant regime. to both circulate and legitirnate amateur images. Tuchman has

examined how marginal groups trying to work against the status quo often reluctantly
found themselves relying on the mainstream media for coverage that legitimated their cause
and circulated their message. Even amateur videographers who are not operating ia support

of any particular cause go fint to the media witb their fwtage rather than the police or some
other institution. As a result. the public seldom sees amateur images in their raw, uncut

form: they are first ~acka@ and frarned by the news media More they are circulated for
al1 to see. WhiIe amateur video may operate on the edges of the regime of truth. it is still
part of i t And because the news media are instrumental in legitirnating and circulating
amateur images. any examination of such images must focus on how they are presented by
the media.
Two of the main themes discussed above-resistance and voyeurism -were

evident in the media event surrounding the Airborne videos. First. the idea of struggle. The
belief that video can be used to bypass or at least augment traditional information gathering
and dissemination processes was what motivated former Airborne sergeant Mark Boland to
anonymously p a s the first tape on to the media. Militaq culture is notoriously tight-Iipped.
Its procedures for disserninating infornation follow a strict protocol that gives the higher
ranks tight controt over who knows what- "One of the worst sins a mernber can commit is
passing information to someone outside the chain of command before people in the chain
have learned about it" (Hamson and Lali berté 23). This protocol includes how much
information gets out to the public and media. Much like the police. the military has its own
language. rife with jargon and acronyms that can seem impenetrable. Its detached.
institutional lingo. also has a way of neutraiizing the impact of the discourse (e-g. a terni
such as collateral damages is used to refer to innocent civilians killed by military crossfire).
According to Esprir de Corps publisher Scott Taylor. the anonyrnous soldier
( Boland) gave

him the tape because he feit Private Brown was the scapegoat in the murder

of Shidane Arone. Senior officers who had allegedly condoned the abuse of prisoners were
left virtually unpunished (this was before the appeals process, when some officers received
siight sentences), whiie Brown was dishonourably discharged and sentenced to five years
in prison for manslaughter and tortu=. Esprit's Taylor said his informant was not the only
soldier who felt this way. Apparently many of the lower ranks were displeased with the
apparent lack of leadership and accountability shown by their leaders. By giving Taylor 2

Commando's home video to pass on to the mainstream media. Boland's act represented a
significant rupture in the militacy chah of cornmand. In the military. "there is no
mechanism for collective dissent" (Harrison and Laliberté 25).

Boland and Taylor's efforts at resistance were diluted considerably once the tape
reached the mainstrearn media, The lure of seeing w hat was not meant to be seen t m k over.

This does not mean the journalists who handled the tapes necessarily deait with them in a
lurid or sensational fashion. Rather. the insertion of these glimpses of private military Iife
into a mainstream civilim environment provided evidence for what many Canadians rnay

had suspected or. in fact. known, but chose n a ta think about,Fiske describes a simitar
teaction in the case of the Rodney King video. "Like videopom. it showed a close-up vuth
that was publicly unacceptable. however fascinating in private: it pmvoked white America
to throw up its bands in moral outrage and thus drive its racism back under the surface
where i t properly belongs" ( 128).

The rasons why the second Airborne tape. the hazing video. was given to the
media are less clear. tt was passed on by an ex-soldier. who some called disgruntied and

othen clairned \vas motivated by the fimtape to further expose the Regirnent's racism and
violence. After selling the tape to CTV, the ex-soldier received death threats and
subsequently went into hiding. This tape provided a window onto the closed world of socalled male bonding rituais. Meant t~ be experienced only by its pariicipants. this too found
its way into the living rooms of most Canadians.

Underîying the motivations of both soldiers was the belief that the videos wouid

speak for themselves. This is particulad y clear in the case of the video made in Somalia
Both Boland and Scott Taylor thought it could be used to exonerate Kyle Brown. Several
minutes of the almost two-hour tape showed Brown looking uncornfortable whiie soldiers
around him made violent and racist remarks about Somalis. Taylor later admitted he was
naive to think the media wouid view the video in the same way. He made the common

positivist assumption that imaging t e c h n d o g i a simply capture a pre-exidng d i t y . They
can clearly function as evidence. but how that evidence is used depends on who iooks at i t

In their study of NaionrrC Geographic-Catherine Lutz and Jane Collins echo Barthes' wotlc
by suggesting that photographs are dynamic sites "at which many gazes or viewpoinu

intersect" (363).While video is not as vulneraMe as photography to the accusations that it
"freezes the life out of a xene, or violently slices into time" (381 ).Lutz and Collins's
approach to explaining the dynamism of photographs is usdùl for understanding the

difiremnt gazes brought to bear on video images.

This intersection lof gazes1 cmiûs a cornplex and multi-dimensima1 objectr it
aifows viewers of the photo to negotiate a number of different identities both for
themselves and for those picttmd; and i t is one route by which the photograph
threatens to break frame and reveal its social context. (363-364)
T h e authors present a typology of seven kinds of gaze: the photographer's gaze; the
institutional. magazine gaze: the reader9sgaze; the non-Western subject's gaze: explicit
looking done by Westerners in the photos; the gaze reflected through mirrors or
photographs: and the academic gaze (364). Not al1 of these are relevant to the study ai
hand. Furthemore. colonialism and the power relationships it enmils are not as key in the

Airborne videos (dthough they d o play a rote). What the idea of gaze does provide.
however. is a way to analyze how and why the Airborne-video media event tumed out the

way i t did.

Take first the gaze of the soldiers doing the videotaping. Even though they cannot
be interviewed. it is possible to get a sease of the points of view that influenceci the

videotaping process. In the firçt video, the soldier (or soldiers- there may have been more

than one cameraman) t w k a travelogue approach. The cameraman can be heard providing a
running comrnentary as he videos 2 Commando's compound near Belet Huen-including

tents. latrines. helicopters and Somalis walking towards town on the other side of the
barbed wire perimeter. The cameraman frequently asks his fellow tmpers what they think

of the tour. and usually receives a negative response ("It sucks" was a frequent comment).

Some soldiers interviewed send greetings to their families back home. Others cornplain
about the heat, srneII, boredom and bad food. In Belet Huen. the cameraman interviews the
local police, asking them if they like Canadian soldiers. The response is always "yes,-

Other soldiers are interviewed and the marketplace is toured. Back at camp. there are more
shots of soldiers off and on duty. and more inteiviews. Interspersed throughout are the
comments that were later the focus of the news stories. It is clear from the cameraman's
cornrnentary and the questions he asks that h e is c y n i d about the Canadians' mle in
Somalia (Several times he asks soldiers how they Iike feeding al1 the stcuving Somalis.
T h e soldiers respond that no one is starving and the mÏiitary presence is just adding to the

corruption that was already there. ) While dways professional and polite with the Somalis
he interviews, the soldier also seerns to have been ill-p~eparedto deal with the vast cultural
differences between Canada and Somalia, I t is also evident that he and the other soldiers are
not ashamed of their views- Many comments indicate some soldiers intend to show the tape
to their families. The contents of the tape, then. wece considered suitable for an audience

wider than that section of 2 Commando. Had the cameraman and his fellow soldiers known

the tape would be broadcast on national television, though, their behaviour would likely
have changed somewhat.

Both Boland and Taylor seem to have shared the cameraman's gaze to an extent. To
them. the views expressed in the video and the language used to express them were not

unusual. But to their gaze was added the dimension of mistance. Boland, as already
discussed. wanted to exonerate Private Brown, This agenda fit well with Taylor's on-going
battle with the military bras over. in his mind. its lack of leadership. They therefore must
have regarded some of the behaviour in the video as a t l e s t somewhat inappropriate since

they planned to present Brown as noble and upstanding in contrast to it. According to

Taylor:

To il lustrate Brown's character. C'd hoped to use one short segment of film fwtage,
in which several soldiers posture for the camera and make morale boosting

statements in the form of vulgar racial slurs. Thmughout this display. Kyle Brown
is set apart from his squad mates and cornes across as both introspective and
reserved by cornparison. (4)
Taylor was surprised, then. when the journalists did not see the video the same
way. lnstead he felt they focused on the shocking and sensational. This simplistic attitude

does not take into account the journalist's gaze, and the notions of what makes news that

inform it. Given chat a definition of news is hard to pin down. Taylor's mistake is not
surprising. Furthemore, the guidelines that joumalists think they use to identify news are
not necessari l y the same ones that non-journal ists (e-g. academics) think journalists use.
This discussion will deal first with the jonrnalisrn profession's definitions of news and
how those ideas influenced the ways in which the joumalists transforrned the Airborne's

home videos into news stones.
"News is what interests people," writes Nick Russell, a journalism professor and
au tho r of Mord%und rhe Me&

"News is w hat makes people talk" and i t's "information

that helps people to live a fui1 life." He also offers a Iist of news values that help journalists
detemine w hat news is. These include proximi ty, immediacy ,impact. important people.
conflict. disaster and human interest ( 13). In Newsgufhering Ken Metzler suggests that,
'*the much-vaunted 'nose for news' is little more than a pmfessionally disciplined curiosity,
the kind that evolves from human nature" (2 1). He adds that the "joumalist's job is CO

second-guess human nature: and to anticipate the eiements that audiences will find
interesting. important and usefui" (22). These and other journalistic definitions of news

treat journalists as the Iink between the audience's needs and desires, and the events o r
issues that will satisfy them. Such definitions also view news as detemined largely by
objective criteria that is, newsworthiness is inherent in the event itself. And. as will be

evident in the fol lowing discussion sumunding the media's treatment of the Airborne
videos, many joumalists see news as something chat is surprising, unusual o r unexpected.

To continue. then, with the idea of gaze, the journalists who covered the Airborne

videos approached their stories with certain professional notions about what news is and
how stories are constmcted. They viewed the videos' content and context (its histoncd

placement in relation to other events) as the main determinants of newsworthiness, The
content was newsworthy because it ran counter to what the journdists feit weE popular
impressions of the military. In an attempt to keep their personal **gazesg*out of the story.
the joumalists relied on the opinions of -expetts.- to establish the importance of the videos.
and some even relied on codicting experts to give viewers a sense of balance. One
additional element of the journalistic gaze must be noted hem Becausejournalism is
ultimatety a business *th news as its product, news organizations frequentfy find
themselves competing for "scoops." While journaiists may not be particularly aware of
their d e in "selling" news. they are conscious of the n a d to beat out rival media outlets
for a story. When each joumaiist was premted with a video that few or no other media
had. this doubtless influenced their gaze. A more detailed examination of the stories
broadcast on Canada's two major English networks-CBC and CC'V -will demonstrate
how the journalistic gaze is evident thmugh editing and discourse.

The video shot in Somalia was first given to CBC Newsworid's Onawa h d e Ouf.
a half-hour show about parliarnentary affairs that aired on Sundays at noon. One of the

show's producers recalled having this reaction after first view ing the video:
It didn't take me long to conclude bat this was an intensting document. There were
early references to violence against the Somali people usine racial epithets, a lot of
sort of macho kind of posing with guns and talking about violence against the
Somalis. The clips. the most extreme ones, are the ones we've al1 see now replayed
many times on TV,but there were other les sort of extreme examples on their
own, there was a constant sort of s t m of this kind of thing that kept reinforcing
the idea that this was basically a generally accepted kind of opinion about the
Somalis and how they should be treated and so I watched the tape thfough and
immediately made it clear that I would like to try to put it on the air. (Confidential
interview 1)
71ie producer was aware of Taylor's plan to help Private Brown. but pmmised only to try

to "be fair in representing the sort of generai content and presentation." Taylor says he gave
it to the show's producers on the condition that they show two minutes of footage and then
interview him (Taylor. personal interview). 011uwuIm& Our producers Say they aired
only two minutes because they were unsure who held the video's copyright. Their lawyer
advised them to treat it as material they were reviewing. similar to a movie review. In that
way. two minutes could be aired without violating the owner's copyright (Confidential

interview 2).

The segment. which led the show on January 15. lW5, kgan with an introduction
by host Denise Rudnicki. She reminded people of the scandais in Sorndia and updated
viewers on the pmgress of the courts martial of the soldiers charged in relation to the death
of Shidane Arone. Then she stated. 'Today we have videotape taken during that mission.
Pictures never before released." (This cteady indicated CBC's "exclusive" over the other
networks.) She cailed the video a memento of the tour in Somalia but also a "recotd of the
racism of some of the soldiers in the two months before Shidane Amne was beaten to death
in their compound." ( H e n she adds context by tying the video to events Canadians already

know about.) In the two minutes of footage that followed, the show's producers took the
unusual step of making the editing pmcess obvious to viewers. Every time the producers
made a n edit. they used a wipe. which is a vertical yellow Iine that siides across the screen

a n d signals the stan of the next clip. This visual intrusion made it clear which edits were
made by the show's producers. and which were made by the soldiedcarneraman.

The two-minute montage contained no voiceover, only the video's actuality wund
1t started with an establishing shot of the Airborne compound, taken from a watchtower.

This was followed by shots of tenu. the Airborne flag, off-duty soldiers playing chess,
reading and sleeping. The soldiers are seen riding on a truck filled with bags of wheat. In
the Belet Huen market. they chat with the Somalis. who say the Canadians treat them well.

[nterspersed wi th these images are the ones that resonated so strongly with the reporters.

politicians and public:
A soldier is sitting in a tent holding a wmden riot baton. "What's that used for?" asks the

cameraman. "Cracking those littb fucking srnaII Somalis...breakin' arms. legs. Iimbs."
cornes the repIy,

A tatoo-covered Corporal Mau McKay (of the nazi-salute photo) sits under an awning,

drinking a beer and smoking. The cameraman ask. a-CorporalMcKay. what do you think
about the tour?' McKay replies. -1 think it sucks cock man. we ain't killed enough niggers
yet." He laughs.

A soidier is standing in front of the police station in Belet Huen. He says, "Let's get

something straight. there's no one starving here. okay. This is a police station. this is
where 150 people hang out and eat wheat. That's ail they do. They never work, they're

lazy. they're slobs. and they stinkf

Corporal David Brockleban k (lateracquitteci on charges of torture and negl igence in the
murder of Arone). covered in black face paint. stands in front of a tent holding a machine

p n . The cameraman asks. "What 's this operation called? Operation snatch nignog?"
Brocklebank replies. "Exactly. Operation snatch niggas. Niggas!" He holds out the gun
with his right a m and makes noises as if he's firing it- The camera pans left and zooms in

on Private Kyle Brown who is going about his business. ignoring or pretending to ignore
the camera and the behaviour of his fellow soIdiets.
Host Denise Rudnicki a p p r s again and identifies for viewen the last two men,
Brocklebank and Brown. She then interviews Scott Taylor. asking where the tape came
h m and why he gave it to the media. She is careful to phrase questions

using such

language as "in your opinion." "what was your reaction" o r "is it reasonable to assume" so

as to maintain the impression of distance. Taylor uses this opportunity to explain his plan to
show Kyle Brown in a different light Rudnicki also gives Taylor the chance to put the
soldiers comments in context. as he sees it. "lt's like k i n g in somebody's house." says

Taylor. adding:
It's ô very pnvate look at what goes on, at what's k i n g said. It doesn't in any way
necessarily reflect on their professional attitude. which 1 think for the most part. the
Regiment did wcll and that 's one of the risks in releasing this tape is that it may be
taken the wrong way. But these guys are not poodles, they're pitbults....They're
not diplomats. Soldiers are al1 about when diplomacy fails. so to see them in their
own element may be shocking for some people but you've got to rememberjust
what it is w e ask those men to do. [Italics added-1
Taylor also points out that the tape will be usefui w hen the public inquiry into the Somalia

mission begins because it shows the layout of the camp and the futile task the soldiers were
sent to do. He adds that it w o d d be impossible for senior officers not to know the soldiers
held these aîîïtuâes, and therefore this behaviour musc have occured with official
cognisance. if not sanction. Rudnicki concludes saying that Defence Minister David
Collenette had been invited to comment on the tape, but h e declined for legal reasons.

When Otrawa Inride Our received the video fmm Scott Taylor. the producers
learned that the Ottuwu Sun newspaper also had a copy. Knowing the Sun *s story would
appear first thing Sunday morning, the producers gave a copy of the video to CBC national

reporter Susan Harada. She produced a story that ran on Newsworid's hourly newscasts
on January 15. as well as the CBC's Su&?

Report a t 10:OO p.m. Harada, w ho had

covered the courts martial and was well-acquainted with the Somalia mission, was told the
tape came from Scott Taylor. but not about his desire to use the video to help Kyle Brown.

She trusted the staff at Otiuwu Imi& Our to have verified the video's authenticity (Harada.
personai interview).
Harada recalls her reaction when she f i e t saw the whole tape:
A t seemed like some son of goofy video that anyone would take in a situation Iike
that ...and then intenpersed in this were those moments of. ..they were chilling,
alrnost, because some of the characters were known characters. Matt McKay for
example, although he was never involved in the Amne thing or the March 4th
shooting. But what he was saying was quite chilling and it just seemed to sort of set
a tone. And BrocWebank getting nady to go out on their Little "reckie" patrol and
the attitude that came through with that, and some of the othcr comments about
Somalis beiag dirty and L a y ....It spoke to an underiyinp attitude that could very
well have led to some of the things that we have heard about. I don't buy what
some peopte say, "Oh it's just a bunch of guys horsing around." There's fooling

around and there's fooling around which displays something intended o r not.
Harada's story ioilowed journalisrn's traditional narrative format, w ith a beginning.
rniddle and end. it was introduced by SUllLiCLy Repon host Wendy Mesley as "another dark
chaptei' in the Somalia Afhir. She continued: "lt (the vide01 was taken nearly two years
ago by Canadian Airborne soldiers serving in Somalia It features Canadian soldiers

making racial slurs. and it was shot just before a Somdi teenager was tortured and killed at
Canada's base in Belet Huen." She also made sure to state that CBC had "obtained the

The item begins on an m i n o u s note. An airborne soldiet lodcs at the carnera and

says. "We're about to take you on a Lifetime experience of the town of Belet Huen. It's
something you'll never forget and neither will we." in her voiceover, Harada expiains that
much of the video is what "almost any traveller in a foreign land" would take. The images

show soldiers in various off-duty activities. These are followed by the same disturbing
clips highlighted in the OffuwaI m i ' Out piece. The main characters are identified and
attached to either their white suprernacist connections or involvement in Arme's death.
Harada concludes: "Most, if not al1 of the soldiers speaking on the videotape. are still
members of the Canadian miliiary. a military which just last year introduced a new racism

policy calling for 'zero tolerance' of any racist behaviour." Host Wendy Mesley closes with
Collenette's refusai to comment and his promise that a public inquiry into the Somalia
mission will be held soon ("Somalia Soldiers").
Unlike the CBC. CTV did not have the iuxury of severai days to work on the story.
Still. having been ti pped off by the Ottawu Sun story. C W ' s Ottawa Bureau Chief Craig
Oliver managed to get a copy of the videobpe in order to preparr a story about it by the
11:m national newscast. His piece was introduced by host Sandie Rinaldo:

There i s shocking new evidence tonight about an ill-fated Canadian peacekeeping
mission. Once again it has to do with the conduct of soldiers dunng the UN duty in
Somalia two years ago. Tbat aid mission has been callcd the darkcst pcriod in
Canadian military history. And the video tape released today bears that out...As

Craig Oliver reports. the videotape sheds more light on the military's dark secret

The item begins with Brocklebank and his gun- Oliver's voiceover says the soldier was
l a t e r acquitted on charges of torturing civilians." (The charge applied to only one
civilian-Arme.)

The Matt McKay segment follows. and then the soldier with the wooden

riot baton. Kyle Brown is shown briefly, described as -trying to distance himself from the
others" followed by the clip of the soldier saying no one is starving. Oliver then uses two
clips the CBC did not use: in one, a solider says. "My job is getîing very boring"; in the
0 t h . a soldiers says. "1 think we're just adding to the corruption that's already here." The
piece concludes with a clip h m Scott Taylor saying that the higher ranks had to have

known about these racist attitudes. Oliver closes repeating Collenette's promise of an

inquiry and that the military has. since Somalia, instituted a policy of zero tolerance
towards racisrn ("Canada's Shame Caught on Video0.L

The Airborne rnight have survived the furore over the video shot in Somalia. Both
major networks had reaction stories the next &y: C f V ' s aired on C&

AM: CBC had

two, one on The Arcrrionul and the other on Tlie Nufional Mag&ne. Rivate David
Brocklebank. the one seen brandishing the gun and talking about "Operation Snatch

Niggei' was the only soldier from the tape to comment- He told CBC. "Well, if I'm a racist
then everyone is a racist 1 guess. 1 have lots of black friends and stuff. When you're a11

hanging out as soldiers. you're probably kidding around. saying different things, trying to

-

be cool and act touoh" (Sornalia Video"). Many of that item's other guests cooveyed the

belief that although the comments on the tape were cleariy inappropriate. they were the
result of a few bad apples and represented a failure of the military leadership which should
have weeded them out. Taylor. who was interviewed on CBC. was particularly careful to
advance these points. But then.

obtained 1 Commando's hazing video.

On January 17. 1995. CTV. in a rare move. actually bought the tape h m an ex-

Airborne soldier in order to obtain exclusive rights to the video. In this way. the network

could control who else got hold of the images. Reporter Cynthia Dnimrnond, fmm C ï V ' s
Montreal affrliate CFCF. was assigned the story. T h e tape was obviously revolting." said

Dmmmond when she recalied watching it for the first time ( h m r n o n d , persona1
interview). She had wondered. however. if such khaviour was the norrn in the militay.
Because CBC did not have the tape. Drummond had al1 of January 18t o work on the story.

She went to Ottawa to find an "expert," someone who couid confimi that the video did
indeed show unacceptable behaviour. The person she found was Scott Taylor.
Taylorwsassurance that the v i d a depicted extreme ôehaviour. even by rnilitary
smdards. fomed the basis of the stories that fdlowed. H i s verbal description of what he
saw (which laier turned out to be slightly inaccurate) was reiterated by the broadcast and

print media. many of whom had n d seen the entire video themselves because of CTV's
control over it.

On January 18. 1995. Anchor Lloyd Robertson opened CTV's N a t i o d News with
the fol low i ng:

The story we start with tonight is so ugly it would be hard to believe if the evidence
weren't so strong. Unfortunateiy it is. The video we're about to show you was shot
on Canadian Forces Base Petawawa in Ontario during what's called a hazing in the
summer of 1992. A brutal ceremony for inductees of the Canadian Airbome
Regirnent. What-sdepicted is both illegal and repulsive. No warning could
exaggente its vulgarify so bewnre. The video contains scenes of racism and
degradation so vile it was the bases for much heatsd discussion here a t CïV News.
Our policy is to avoid obscene material unless it is essential to understanding a
particutar story. In this case we think it is. Not for any gntuitous reasons but to
help start the painful process of inquiry into this shocking episode.
Drummond's story opens with about 20 Airbome soldiers-the new
recruits-standing in front of a barracks building that she describes as Canadian Forces

Base Petawawa. The voiceover describes the blurry images. which depict the soldiers
vomi ting, eating something and vomiting again. One soldier urinates on a recruit- Another
is forced to do push ups while dirt is kicked in his face. Drummond's voiceover says some
soldiers were "Forced to eat bread on which d e r t m p s had urinated. %me becarne il1
and others were forced to eat vomit, Al1 were smeared with human excrernent. a few

consurned it." The next shot shows Scott Taylor watching the Mdeo on a television.
followed by a clip of him saying that duty officers were present at the hazïng and because it
happened in broad daylight on the base it had to have occurred with official ~ o ~ s a n c e .

There are shots of the Commando's only black soldier with "J'W KKK" scrawled on his

back. He's then shown k i n g walked around on ail fours like a dog. In another clip, a
soldier whose identity is masked, says the black soldier was often asked questions like

-Nigger. what are you doing here?" Another unidentified soldier suggests. "Maybe there
should be psychological tests which could detect any sadistic or violent tendencies a soldier
could have," The fiuai clip is f m Collenette: "1 can only expms my outrage and disgust
with this sort of activity, The activities of these people denigrate our proud Canadian
military bentage. 1 have instnicted the Chief of Defence staff to investigate this matter and
to report on it....."Dnimmond closes with mention of Collenette's promises that the inquiry

will get to the bottom of the Airborne's pmblems. But she adds, "Military experts say it
will take a top to bottom purge to rid the peacekeeping forces of pmblems which are rapidiy
becoming a source of national sharne."

The segment is then followed by a "debrief' between Robertson and Bureau Chief
Craig Oliver. In describing the likely failout from the video, Oliver p d i c t s the Airborne
wi ll be disbanded won and describes the regiment as "rotten to the core." He dismisses the
suggestion that hazing is useful for toughening up soldiers. saying. "anybody who would
subject themselves to that kind of indignity and humiliation is stupid." (Such an expression
of opinion is rare for a joumalist, but the informa1 interview nature of the 'debrief' put

Oliver more in the position of an "expert" than a joumalist) He concludes by mentioning
that hazing is illegal in the Canadian milita- and predicts that charges will be laid
( "Shocking

Video").

CBC's first item on the hazing video did not air until the next &y and was therefore
very much a reaction story. Susan Harada was again assigned the story and began by

interviewing V

~ ~ O Upeople
S

who had seen the tape since she was unable to view it herseif

(CTV only released clips and still photos from the orignal hour-long tape). CBC Nuiorzuf
host Peter Mansbridge opened the newscast with the h e n g story:

R i m e Minister Chrétien wamed tonight that if the Airborne has to be dismantled.
then it will be dismantled. Ftrst. Somalia. then this week. two home videos. the
latest a video of an initiation rite that is being describeci with words like "sickening"
and 'vile." Chrétien caIIs it homble and unacceptable.
Harada's story begins with a clip of a grime-covered soldier lying on his back in the muck
and k i n g punched in the stomach by another soldier. Then a clip from Scott Taylor:

T o u ' v e got them eating feces. you've p them k i n g defecated upon. you've got them
engaghg in imitated acts of sodorny. you've got imitated oral sex." Harada goes o n to
show the shots of the black solider with KKK on his back. Next the black soldier is iaped
to a tree. Other shots show recruits lying in muck. having dirt kicked in their faces.
Harada's voiceover says there are sergeants present. and it is the middle of the day. Clips

from soldiers reacting to the video follow: one is not surprised ("lt's not a daycare-2):
the
other is disgusted by the video. A defence analyst suggests a failure in leadership has

allowed this culture to g o w and continue. Harada then shows the 1993 board of inquiry
into the Airborne. which wamed that unoficiai initiations might be taking place. The next

clip brings viewers back to 1995where Collenette is demanding a full report into the video.

Mention is made of the video shot in Somalia released earlier that week. and the clip of
McKay is shown. Chrétien makes a comment from Trinidad that the video has "created an
urgency" and he has no pmblern dismantling the Airbome. Harada closes by questioning

whether the '.few bad apples" theory can still be applied to the Airbome when at least 60

soldiers from a completely different part of the regiment participated in the hazing
('-Airborne Video").

CBC. CTV and other networks such as Global carried extensive coverage of the
videos on January 19 and 20. Most of the discussion revolved around the need for the
Airborne. its history. how it coutd have amved at this state. and who (in the military) was

responsible. Scott Taylor made frequent appearances on panel discussions and was
interviewed extensively by the pnnt media. Television coverage then died down until the
disbandment was announced on January î3.

The gaze that the journalists and their producers brought to these stories was one
that viewed news as k i n g determined. more or l e s . by objective cntena. the rnost
important of which is social siCpïficance (i.e.. Canadians have a right to know about the
private actions of its military when the behaviour is considered tinacceptable). They also
viewed news as information that is surprising or unexpected. This approach

makes

assurnptions about the viewers' gaze. It assumes that Canadians hold certain
perceptions-in this case. that Our "peacekeepen"are out in the world keeping peace. that
they would never intentionally hurt anyone, chat they feel benevolence towards each d e r
and the citizens of the couutries in which they are stationed. that they are fair and impartial.
and that the Shidane Amne torture-murder was an isolated incident. The journdist's role is
to show Canadians that these perceptions are not necessarily valid and the videos.

particularly the haung tape. were cruciai in demonstrating that. The amateur video images
contrasted sharply with the contemporary images of the military to which many Canadians
(and perhaps the journalists themselves) are accustomed: soldiers hugging wives and

children as they head off to dangerous foreign lads: soldiers delivering food to starving
people: soidiers keeping peace at home (e.g. the widely published photo of a Canadian

soldier staring d o m Mohawk leader Lasagna during the Oka standoff). Scenes of soldien
making violent racist comments about people they're supposed to be helping, or. seemingly

worse. eating each other's vomit and degrading a black soldier right here in Canada, ran
counter to what was assumed to be attitudes Canadians held towards their military. If the
joumalists thought that Canadians already ùelieved that their military was full of racist
brutes (as some may have) then the pans of the Somalia tape showinp the soldiers acting in

a friendly mauner towards the locals would have been deerned newsworthy. The hazing

tape may have provoked nothing more than lurid curiosity.
Comments from the journaiists interviewed for this study seem to correspond with
the approach outlined above. One Ottawa Inride Out producer said:

...the sheer frequency with which these kind of sentiments were not only expressed

but were just sort of left on the record without any of the other soldiers taking them
up on it or appearing to be vocally uncornfortable with it. suggested to me that this
was more of a nom than an aberration and for those reasons 1 thought it was fair to
portray it,.,,For me that was the news value- I t wasn't simply just a home video,
but in fact it was exposing these people and very troublesome attitudes t hey held(Contidential interview 1)

In the case of the hazing footage, Drurnmond fett her belief that the video showed
unacceptable behaviour needed to be confirmed. She said she didn't mlize how big the
story was until she saw SconTaylor's reaction to the video. His reaction confirmed her
suspicions that the behaviour portrayed on the video ran counter to popular attitudes about
the miiitary if someone like Taylor. who had k e n in tne arrny. found it appalling. The

video. as anchor Lloyd Robertson said. had to be shown not for "gratuitous reasons" but to
"help start the painfui process of inquiry into this shocking episode."
It is cornmon for the media to focus on the shocking and disturbing, not so much

for the sake of increasing viewers or readers-a

cornplaint lodged by many soidiers-but

because of the assumption that Canadians. and citizens of other Western nations. live in a

sanitized world and are noc aware of the violence that surrounds them. Nick Russell writes

The worid hud to be shown pictures from Auschwitz after the Second World War.
as well as photographs of some of the worst atrocities fmm Vietnam. such as the
naked child fleeing her napalmed village, the monk buming himself to death in
protest. or the cold-blooded shooting of a Viet Cong prisoner. These images are
etched into people's rnernory- The viewers and readers, especially in the United
States. needed to be shown the reaiity of war, a reality that the Pentagon wanted to
sanitizc preciscly because of its cnomiity. ( 106)
As stated earlier. how joumalists define news. and their role in reporting it. is not

necessarily the same as how others, namely academics. would define it. Of course.

academics find it just as hard to describe what news is. In an effort to make it easier for
students o f communications to p

p the wide range of opinions surrounding the question

"what is news?". Ross Earnan has categorized intellectual positions on news into four
distinct emupings: Front-line Humanism. Elitist Ideology. Counter-Information and Elitist
Communication.

The Front-line Humanism approach treats news as a form of knowledge that is
constructed using. more o r l e s . objective news criteria-the

main one k i n g social

significance. In tûis category. the journalist is seen as an historian on the run, with little

time to assess the relative importance of events within the big picture. This position takes a
classical democratic view of the media in which an i n f o m e d citizenry is key. I t suggests
that even thou-& journalists face constraints, they at least help the public constmct a view

of reality. even if they fat 1 short of constnicting a view themselves (4tS5ûh
The News as Elitist Ideolow position rejects any claim 'rhat the selection.
gathering, and presentation of news are objective processes in the sense that they are
determined primarily by the nature of reality itself' (50-51). Like the first position, it treats
news as a form of knowledge. but it differs in that it sees the nature of news production.
not the events themselves. as determinants of news. Journalism. this position holds,
imposes a narrative structure that is not necessarily inherent in reality to attract viewers. The
news-making process is also said to constmct a view of reaiity that benefits a particular
power interest-namely

the news owners and other eiites- Journalists are either directly o r

indirectly influenced by elite interests. They also assume there is a wconsensuswithin
democratic societies about the Iegitimacy of existing political and economic arrangements"
(52). People expressing views chat run counter to these arrangements are treated as

radicals, o r out of touch.

The third position. News as Counter-idormation, discards the idea of news a s
knowledge and instead treats it as a fonn of communication. tt does so because. unlike

knowledge which is built up over time. news treats each stow as a discrete entity. with little
"attempt to i n t e p t e different news items into a systematic and comprehensive view of the
worid" (53). journdists must depend on self-interesteà sources for information. therefore

this position sees the media as the conveyor belt along which the views and opinions of

others reach the public. It holds that news ovewhelms people with a profusion of events,
severs pst from present. mixes the sipifIcant with the insignificant. and shuns the normal
in favour of the catastrophic. But news is also seen as a way to counter propaganda and

deception. This position s u g p t s that joumalists infer wbat audiences' noms and
perceptions are, and thertfore choose news on the basis of what will run counter to
popularly held views. forcing audiences to modify their ideas. Atthough the joumaiist must
make a personal assessrnent of what is seen as "counter-idonnation" and. therefore. news,

this position still views news cnteria as more o r less objective- That is, the joumalists do
not select news on the basis of what interests them personaily. News selection is seen to be

ouided
e

by the perçeptions the journaiists believe the public to holds.

The final position. News as Hitist Commuaication. has in cornmon with the News

as Elitist Ideology position the idea that the nature of the news gathering proces is what
determines news. not a set of objective critena. It differs in that it suggests that joumalists
facilitate mass communication. mainiy in the interests of the elite. Eaman quotes various
studies that show those near the bottom of the -social pyramid" have l e s access to w w s
caverage. When they are c o v e d . the stories are usudly violence-onented and don't focus

on underlying issues.
While none of these categories fiu news and aewsmaking as a whole pgmculariy
well. the last gmuping, News as Elitist Communications. most closely fits with the
approach taken in this study. 1t also echoes some of the ideas put forward by Tuchman (see
above ). Tuchman suggests that news has three key characteristics. First. %ews irnparts to
occurrences their public ckacter as it transfomis mere happenings into publicly

discussable events." This means that ncws is, above a l 1 an institutional method of making
-making information available to c o a s u r n e n ~Second. "news is an aily of legitimated

institutions." Access to the media is limited to elites. And thîrd, "news is located, gatheried.
and disseminateci by pmfessÏonds working in organizations. Thus it is inevitably a proâuct

of newsworkers drawing upon institutional processes and conforming to institutional
practices." It is the product of social institutions. and is dso embedded in relationships with
other institutions (3-1).

Journalists gave the Airborne's videos their public charc~cfet
by transforming them
into news stories. A

key element in ttùs process is discourse-the narratives used to

describe segments of the videos and give them meaning f o r the viewers. Without such
descriptions. few would know what they were looking at or its significance. But to reiterate
a point made earlier. there is always more than one way t o describe something:

The way that experience, and the events that constitute it, is put into discourse-that
is. the way it is made to make sense- is never detennined by the nature of
experience itself, but always by the m i a i power t o give it one set of meanings
rather <hananother....W e cm know an event only by putting it into discourse. so an
event is always continuous with its discursive construction, but it still aiways
contains the potential to be differently constructcd....No discourse event is ever
complete in iiseff but always cames traces of the other. competing. discourse events
that it is not. No piece of reality contains its own essential existence: equally, it
cannot dictate the discourse into which it will be put. (Fiske 4)
In keeping with the position that news serves the interest of elites, Rske writes.
"The dominant discourses, those that occupy the mainstream, serve dominant social
interests. for they are products of the history that has secured their domination" (5).
Joumalism relies on a story-telling format-with

beginning. middie and end-to convey

information. But this format in not inherent in reality. Thedore. more than o n e story about

any particular event can be told. This is what Bill Nichols has called the "smiggie for
interpretive hegemony" ( 18). In his examination of the Rodney King video. he wntes that
images cannot show intent or motivation. they can only corroborate narrative accounts
(33).The nature of tetevision news, however, is such that these narrative constructions

becorne invisible and the viewers beIieve they are seeing. via clips of the video. what really
happened A videotape-s meaning (as opposed to its indexical correspondence to a pnor
event. such as the King beating o r the Airbome hazing) "isthe signifieci of the interpretive
frarne's signifiers. not an exterual referent" (29). ui other words. the videos have meaning
not so much for what actual events they depict, but because of the nanative used to

descnbe them. The meanings they have represent the social interests of those who are in the
position to give them meaning.
The producers at Otrawa /mi& Otct.as well as Harada and D t u m o n d ai1 t m k

similar approaches when constructingtheir stories. They viewed the tapes. decided which
points they felt needed to corne across. chose visuals to accompany those points, and

arrangeci the script and visuals in traditionai story-telling format. For the video made in
Somalia, the journalists were intent on showing that, even though it was long and
contained a variety of images and comments. an undercurrent of racism ran throughout.
The video made it easier to understand how something like Arone's deatb could have
happened. With the second video, the journalists wanted to show the extent of violence and
racism the soldien were capabie of. that these problems were more pervasive in the
Airborne than originally thought. and that such behaviour s h o w 4 a breakdown in
leadenhi p. T h e social interests revealed hem. despite piofessional attempts to bc balanced
and fair. are a desire to show the soldien' behaviour as unacceptable and syrnbolic of

larger problems. and the need for a public figure or figures to be held accountable. This
gives the appearance that the -establishment" is king rrutinized when tougher

questions -such as w hether or not Canada even ne& a military or why Canadian soldiers
were in S o m a l i a r a r e left unasked. The military establishment is legitimated by the very
desire to hold it accountable. From their positions in the professional. mainstream media

Belgium and I ta1y have also been scandaiized by the behaviour of their soldiers in
Somalia, which may indicate that the international community's defision <O use rnilitary
intervention was inappropriate2

the joumalists axe not equipped or authorized to question the legitirnacy of established

institutions.
Not on1y did overall story constructions reveal specific socid interests. so did the
individual words and phrases scattered throughout- (These will be discussed only briefly
here: a more thorough analysis follows in Chapter Four.) Consciously o r not. language is
chosen because it is expected to resonate with the viewers. The introductions used by C W .
in particular. were cleariy constructed with a specific point of view in mind. Descriptions
such as "shocking new evidence about an ill-fated Canadian peacekeeping mission"
( Tanada's

shame-) shed 1i@t on the social interests of those who constructed the story.

CTV's joumalists and producers seemed to expeçt viewers to be as "shocked" as they wece
by the videogscontents. The viewers were in fact k i n g instructed to be shocked before
t hey even saw the footage. The words were meant to strike a chord with those who would

still hope that the murder of Arme was an aberration. They spoke to an underlying concem
that soldiers are misbehaving abroad. embanassing Canada. and trying to keep it al1 quiet.
This is the "military 's dark secret" Craig Oliver was reporting on. The overall tone canied
an anti-rnilitary sentiment. based perhaps in a true distaste for the armed forces and their
duties. and/or a Iack of understanding about the military. By calling the Somalia mission illfated. when many in both the military and civilian communities felt that overall the

Canadian soldiers carried out their tasks weli and fulfilled their mandate. the reporters and
producers fed into the growing sense that the soldiers had failed Canadians. CW also
insisted on calling the soldiers peacekeepers-the irony of the word cannot be missed when
used to refer to someone who occasionally kills-even

though the soldiers were not acting

as peacekeepers. (Harada does not use the word peacekeeper in her story on CBC.) SimiIar

observations can be made about CïV's introduction into Drummood's story on the hazing
video. In saying -No warning could exaggerate its [the video'sj vulgarity so beware."

CW

did just that because its own reporter. Dmmmond. felt the intro was overdone (Drummond,

personal interview).
The public's acceptance of one narrative account over another depends on how
much the account corresponds with underlying assumptioas. In the case of the Airbome
videos. the narrative accounts of CBC and C f V meant the m a t to those w ho, ever since

Shidane Arme's death and the subsequent courts martial. had been feeling a p w i n g sense
of unease over the possible presence of racism and other undesirable traits within tâe amy.
It is unclear. however. what proportion of CBC's and W ' s audiences actually felt this
way.

Most other mainstream media outlets twk disturbingiy simiiar approaches when
dealing with the videos. One that stands out from the crowd is the Turonro Sun- While
soundly criticizing the military brass for failing to keep the rank and file in check. it

stauncMy supported the military institution as a whole and even attacked other media for
their treatment of the videos. Columnist Peter Wocthington. who had served with the
Princes Patricia's and was a supponer of Rivate Brown. cleariy saw at least the first
video with a different gaze than most joumalists did. Not surpnsingly, he used his column
to advance different sociai interests than those espoused by the other media. He wasn't the
only one however. Sun cotumnist Christie Blatchford obtained the video shot in Somalia
from Scott Taylor and used her space on January 18. 1995. to present a very different
interpretation of it.
She begins with a scene from the video that could be seen as running counter to the
images already shown repeatedly on television:

In one scene. a young man pores ttirough Purem magazine.
"A new dad in the Som." cries a voice from the background. Someone else asks
how old his baby is. 'Two months in IO days." says the young father. -Yeu ainrt
seen it (the ôaby) yet." cornes the inevitable needle. "Don't you feel like a cad?" (8)
Blatctiford argues that the few minutes of racist rernarks shown on television are an unfair
representation. if not outright distortion. of the almost 120 minutes of video foorage. She

points to other examples where the soldiers appear to interact with Somalis in a neutral and

intelligent fashion. She points out that the soidien were clearly frustrated with the way the
food they risked their lives to bfing was being sold by clans on the black market.

Biatchford concludes:
Because the video was taken shortly before the temble death of Aroae, I t has been
lent a significance it doesn't deserve. The suggestion is that 90 seconds of
inappropriate remarks by a handful of bored young men, showing off for one
another in a home movie, shows a regiment on the brink of the disaster that was to
corne.

In tmth. what the video shows is how rnercifully rare and atypical are soldiers like
Ciayton Matchee. The film that bas been described as bmtally racist is in fact
reflective of any amry-long bursts oftedium interrupted by short buof action.
It is particularly reflective. in my opinion. of Canadian soldiers. as notable for its
civility -its lack of sexisrn and racism and bad language-as are most of them.

When the video from Somalia is seen in its entirety. it is easy to see how various

storylines. including Blatchford's and those of CBC and CTV. could be derived from itWhen only the news stories are seen, however. the process of story constmctioa becomes

invisible. The s t o ~ eappear
s
to refer back to the video and its i n d e x i d relation to actual
events. when they in fact refer maidy to thernselves and the narrative frames that formed

It is more difficult to envision altematives for the hazing video. When asked how

e k e she might have handled that video. Susan Harada responded. "1 d o i t know what
other context you can possibly put that in. It was what it was" (Harada. personal
interview). It can be argued. however, that the stories about the hazing video actually
diluted its disturbing nature. Throughout the hour-long video are many moments when the
recruits are kicked. punched o r forced to eat dia, urine-soaked bread and toilet paper. What
appears to be extensive coercion and violence fails to corne across in the television

stories -part1y because rnany scenes showed male genitalia and were not appropriate for
broadcast. Many of those present are laughing but others appear extremely drunk. or

extremely unhappy. One soldier is asked what he likes best about the Party. "ta fin." he

responds. In another shot, sorne soldiers stomp on the black recruit's back yelling "White
Power." Also. according to a military police report. there is -an unknown man with a tatoo
of Odie (dog in Garfield cartoon) ovrying a flag. [A soldierl points to the tatoo and says it
is a 'Quebecer patriot that is ready to destroy Canada. Fuck you Canada"' (Department of
National Defence "1 CDO").

The camera's presence seems to have had a major impact on the action. The
cameraman frequeatly demands the recruits d o something "pour le caméra" o r "pour la
postérité.'. Some soldiers have argueci. then, that the video magnifieci the severity of the
initiation. Knowing of actions that occurred outside the camera's frame wwld have
lessened the video's impact. This was the approach taken by Corporal Christopher Robin
w hen

testi fying at the Commission of lnquiry iato the Deploy ment of Canadian Forces to

Somalia. Robin was the black soldier in the video. Despite attempts by inquiry lawyers to
have him admit he'd experienced racism while with 1 Commando. Robin's testimony was

evasive. He pointed out that. while not evident in the video. he was not the oaly recruit
walked around like a dog. As well. the video did not show the soldiers who picked broken
g l a s h m the ground so that he would not crawl on it- in another instance. while tied COa
tree with another soldier. he asked the initiators to lmsen his bonds. which they did
( Robin).

Overail. most of the coverage of both videos followed the format of what Nichols

has called bourgeois morality tales: 'Such taies dwell on the emdonal intensities and
individuaiized dilemmas that ôeset the class in the middle. afraid of falling and eager to

rise" (Nichols 21). This is a class that decries overt expressions of racism and violence
while questions about the stnictures that foster such problems g o unanswered. Ultimately,

the Airborne videos were tteated as localized events. with a focus on the racist words
uttered. the revolting bodily fluids consume& and the people responsible for allowing such
behaviour to occur. Broader societal questions were seldom asked.

One of the main forces dimting the dixourse around the videos was Scott Taylor.
As Fiske suggests. al1 discourse events contain elements from various cornpeting

discourses. Despite his failed attempt to portcay Brown in a positive light. Taylor. through
numerous interviews the media called upon him to do. was instrumental in directing the
discussion towards the theme that the military leadership bad faileà. He also played a
significant role in highlighting certain aspects of the haziag vidao. Because of CTV's
control over it. he was one of the few people who had seen the entire tape. He thereion
acted not on1y as CTV's -expertw soum. he becarne the surrogate viewer for the public

who would never see the whole video. Taylor's rernarks about the soldiers* actions

involving bodily fluids were repeated tirne and time again throughout the media and becarne
embedded ia the public's mind. (For example. there was never any proof the soldien
coosumed excrement. but because of Taylor's eady assertions that they did. that detail was
prominent in many of the stories about the video. It is possible many Canadians will long

remember the Airborne mon for a disgusting act the members did not actually commit.)
Taylor was less successfu1 in shaping the discourse around the videos when he
tried to point out that the tapes were old and that the military leadership and the media. if

not the public. already knew such sentiments existed in the Airborne. The military Board of
Inquiry conducted in 1993 had already made public that çome Airborne soldiers used
unacceptable racial slun while in Somaiia. It also mentioned that unofficial hazings were
occumng and should be stopped-a

point few reporters addressed when covering the

videos. Taylor's point failed to make an impact because the public had not felt outrage
when the Airborne's problems were made public in 1993. The public had aot k e n

outrageci because the story was aot prominently covered. It was not prominently covered.
by television in particular. because there were no visuals to accompany ii. This is what

Canadian journalist Eric Malling has calleci the "tyranny of picturesw(Russell 164).The
social and econornic forces that underpin news stoRes are much barder to show tban the

people who act them out. Journalism tries to bnng drama to news. often by telling the story
rhrough a person. Telling the public about the Airborne's faults was one thing. showing

them. even if it was two years later. made al1 the difierence.

The atternpts by Taylor. and others. t o point out that the videos were old a h failed
because teievision operates in a state of "perpetual present" (Frederic Jameson qtd in White

288). In her essay 'Television: A Narrative-A

History," Mimi White calls broadcast

journalism an
unstable conglomeration o f realism. liveness. personality, and immediacy ....Events
thus represented are both past and preseut there-then and here now. ended and
open-ended; they are already histoncized as stoties. and yet to be finaiized. As a
medium of recording and transmission, television positions itself to subsume these
alternatives a s simultaneous perspectives- (284)
Television's main selling point. its uniqueness. is based on its ability to bring images to its
audience in real tirne. Yet it so rarely makes use of this quality. Many events that muid be
[ive-sports events. currenr affairs shows. even the news-are

pre-taped and plamed with

advertisers in mind. Joumalists rare1y cover events live and even then. it 's usuall y u-er
sornething has happened. Journaiists rarely capture a c t d violence on camera and this is
what contributes to the impact of amateur videos, such as those of the Airborne. That
they're severai years old doesn't matter, what's new is that they're k i n g seen now. The

structure of the newscast blurs the distinctions between past and present so even when the
narrative mentions when the videos were made. the actions they portray have their impact
in the present.

This illusion of presentness. built into the structure of the program through the
bracketing function of the anchornian. wotks to convey an ideology in which the
present frames and brackets the past- Individuai news items are treated as discrete
and separate entities. with linle or no relation t o other items or to a larger histoncal
context, The illusion of presentness conveys the sense that events take place in a
vacuum and are entirely self-containeci- (Nelson 240)

Fiske's concept of the "media event" makes it p s ible to trace the process by

which the Airbome Regiment's two home videos came to take on particular. albeit

contested. meanings that were then conveyed to the public. With the help of imaging
technologies. the activities of the Airbome were dislocated from their original context and
made malleable. These images. like many in Western culture. were accorded the power to

register truth. They also had the added power of authenticity because of the "low" position

from which they came, a position that appeared to operate outside the dominant "regirne of

truth." The images were subjected to a variety of gazes, but t h e in the position to give the
videos meaning for the largest audience-the

media-by

and large viewed the videos with

an homopnous middle-class gaze that was cleady not stmngly pmrnilitary. This social

position informs the media's approach to what constitutes news, to what is considered
socially significant. The media's role in bmdcasting the videos also gave them legitimacy.
Mediation elevated the contents of the videos to the leve1 at which the representation camied
as much, if not more si&fÏcance thao the "real." In ihis context, logorational arguments
about the fairness of the govemmentqsdecision to disband the Airborne failed to make
much impact, at k

t initially.

Our age may be that of the visual sirnulacnim, where what is seen is what rnatters,
and any distinction between an unseen ('true') event and its ('false') representations

no longer seems achievable. Much of the thnist of our cultural technology is to
extend w hat can be made visible and to technologize a panoptic power that lies in
the means of seeing as much as in what it sees....But this hypervisuaiity has not
swept logorationality out of the picture-hismry is ncver dislodgcd as simply as
that. Rather. the visual and the verbal enter complex relations with each other as
they move up and down the social and discursive hierarchies. as they oppose or
endorse each other's ways of knowing. (Fiske 133)

With the sense of perpetual present conveyed through television news. the contents of the
videotapes seemedjust as pmsent as the stones about them. This was how actions frorn the

past, committed by a regiment that had since ben, supposedly, overhauled, could cause

such a stir. The videos' ultimate power, though. lies in their ability to tap into deepseated
cultural fean and insecurities and bring h e m to the surface. The problem is that. due to the
disconnected and fragmented nature with which journalism deals with stories, and Western

culture's imagocentrism. there is a tendency to treat social issues-such as racism and

violence. i a a localized fashion. Ultimately. the real problems are seldom addressed. As

Clint Buniham noted in Flue magazine, the "furoreover the activities of the Canadian
Airborne Regiment reveals that the Canadian media. in collusion w ith the govenunent. is

unwilling to deal with real violence and its causes in our society, but is ready to crack down

on represented violence" ( 12).

Chapter Four-The Moml Panie

Multilateral secunty cmperation is not merely
a Canadian tradition: it is the expression of
Canadian values in the international sphere.
We care about the course of events abroad.
and we are willing to work with other
countries to irnpmve the lot of al1 manner of
peoplDepanment of National
Defence White Paper. Chapter
6, 1994.

Ali Canadians. and in particular, African
Canadians. are owed an explanation as to
why -'puke-sucking" incidents in the second
video were of such greater concern to Prime
Minister Jean Chrétien and Defence Minister
David Collenette than were the "niggershooting" attitudes in the firstietter to the Editor. Toronto
Sfar. January 25. 1995.
(Farre11)

Amateur videos on the news corne and go. but the ones that have an impact, that
generate a media event of significance, am the ones that give a specific fonn to 3eeply

flowing and deeply conîlictual cultural currents" (Fiske xv). Because the images on the
Airborne's videos were perceivecl as a threat to values that Canadians hold near and dear.
t hey provoked embarrassment. outmge. and a rare example of swift govenunent action.

The extent to which this indignation was shared throughout Canadian society. however. is
unclear. It will be argued hem that many media oudets, politicians. '-experts" and the
newsmaking process in general helped generate a moral panic over the videos, which in

turn enabled the pnservation of certain rnyths Canadians hold about themselves.

In Folk Devils and Moral Punim. Stanley Cohen describes moral panic:

A condition. episode. person or group of petsons emerges to become
defined as a threat to societal values and interests: its nature is presented in a
stylized and stereotypical fashion by the mass media: the mord barricades
are manned by editors. bishops. politicians and other ri@-thinking people:
socially accreâited experts pronounce their diagnoses and solutions; ways of
coping are evolved o r (more oftcn) resorted to; the condition then
disappears. submerges or deteriorates and becomes more visible.
Sometimes the object of the panic is quite novel and at other times it is
something which has beeo in existence long enough, but suddenly appears
in the limelight. Sometimes the panic passes over and is forgotten, except in
folklore and collective memory; at other times i t has more serious and longlasting repercussions and might produce such changes as those in legal and
social poky or even in the way the society conceives itself. (Cohen 9)

As rnentioned in the previous chapter. Canadians. for the most part. like to see themselves

as non-racist, non-violent, peace-loving people who help others. In a L
W Angus Reid

Poll. 94 per cent of Canadians saw their country as a world leader in working for peace and
human rights around the w o r l d (Angus Reid Group. "Canada Ranks"). Vanous texts

about Canada support this assurnption. On Canada's dornestic and international image of
tolerance. Cecil Foster, a Caribbean-Canadianjournalist in Toronto, w rites:
In Canada. the prevailing view suggests. nobody has doors slammed in their faces
because of the colour of their skin. for Canada has the potential to be one big,
cornfortable home for al1 people fortunate to Iive within its boundaries. And as that
prevailing view hoids. Canada has never practised the blatant racism so obvious in
the United States. Europe and even parts of Africa and the Cari bbean. Canada is
viewed as a kinder and gentler place for minoriries. whcre civil and human rights
have been won through quiet persuasion-not in confrontation with water cannons,
snarling police dogs, amied guardsmen and security forces who "bust head" at
peaceful si t-ins. (Foster 3 1)

In t e m s of its peacekeeping rnentality, Peter C. Newman has called Canada a "peaceable
kingdom" and quotes historian C.P. Stacy. who referred to Canada as an "unmilital
community" (Newman 8L).Canada's Chief of Defence Staff in 1995,General John de
Chastelain, delivered a speech to an American audience entitled "Peacekeeping as an

Expression of Canadian Values." In it. he dexribed Canada's national personality as
rnulticultural. built on tolerance. "even bland, even decaffeinated" (Cùandwani A2). A few

wnters have pointed out there is a certain smuguess to these feelings- in his article on
Shidane Arone's murder and the scapegoating of Rivate Brown. Peter Worthington wrote

in Sururdq Nighr. "It was a crime without modem precedent in the Canadian military. and

there is no question that it shocked the nation and its sense of special virtue" (Worthington.

'The Wrong" 32). On CBC. commentator Rex Murphy said. "A 16-year-old was mauied
and tortured to death while in custody of peacekeeping forces of a country that likes to

think. and openly hasts of itself as k i n g an agent of mercy in international affairs" (-Point
of View").

ln mcting to the Airborne videos, Canadians attempted to furtherdefine and
reinforce what constitutes the "Canadian way." In the Ortuwu Citizen, a high school student
wrote that peacekeeping is 'The Canadian way to protect the weak from the strong, to feed
those who are hun=gy. and to try to bring peace where there is war" (Martel1 C4). In

several articles and editonals the soldiers' behaviour was labelled "unCaaadian." More
prevalent. however. are examples that it is more Canada's reputatian for peace and
tolerance that is threatened. These references started appearing after Arone's murder. In
1934. Madeun *seditor Robert Lewis wrote, 'The actions of the Airborne not only

besmirch the peacekeeping tradition that bas become. with medicare, a major source of this
country's positive self-image in the worid. They smear al1 of the armed forces" (Lewis.
'Canada's Shame" 2). After the videos were broadcast. an editorial in the Halifax Dufi
News said: "It became far more than a dornestic uproar over a few louts, partly because of

Canada's global reputation for peacekeeping, built with blood and toi1 since the Second
WorId Wai' ('Troubled Regiment" 18). in a letter to the Ottma Citizen,Edward Seymour
wrote. 'Third World countries...view our a m e d forces' peacekeepers and care $vers as an
elite body. This image is now destroyed and Canadians are now considered racists and
barbarians" (Seymour AS). These reactions suggest a national identity based on what

others think and not necessarily on a clear sense of self. What Anone's murder and the

Airborne videos did was insert a wedge between the myths many Canadians held about
themselves and the harsher reaîity underneath. This was a reality many Canadians did not
want to acknowledge. much kss allow anyone else to glirnpse. The moral panic generated

over the Canadian Airborne Regirnent successfully masked the widespread issues of
violence and racism in Canadian culture by focusing on the mediated images and by
localizing the problem to issues of military leadership and culture. especially Airborne
culture.
Stanley Cohen's approach to studying moral paaics will provide a loose framework
for examining the treatment of incidents involving the Canadian Airborne Regiment. in his
book. Cohen examines the genesis and development of indignation and hysteria
surrounding the clashes between the so-called Mods and Rockers in Britain in the 1960s.

He has taken a mode1 for studying disasters and condensed it to the following stages:
Waming, Impact. Inventory and Reaction. Thc Waming phase is a tirne during which

apprehension arises over a possible danger. Communication from others or signs from the
approaching disaster itself w m of imminent danger. This phase rnay be absent or truncated
in the case of sudden disaster. The Impact is the time during which the disaster strikes and

there is a . immediate. unorganized response to it. During the Inventory. those exposed to
the disaster begin to form preliminary pictures of what happened and their own condition.
This is followed by the Reaction phase which has several components. E s t . activities are
geared &Ohelp survivors and the suprasystem begins to send aid. Then. more deliberate and
forma1 activities are undertaken to relieve those affected. Finally. over an extended period.
the community recovers its former equilibrium or adapts to the changes the disaster may

have caused (Cohen 2 2 2 3 ) .

To this model. Cohen has addeci the element of amplification. Examples of
deviance. such as the actions of the Mods and Rockers or the Airborne, are not discrete
events like natucal disasters. As Cohen demonstrates in his example. deviance models are

arnplifying and circular. Societal reaction to each example d deviance frequently has the
effect of ampiifying the level of deviance of the next impact stage. setting up a feedback
systcm.
The Airborne example does not strictly adhere to Cohen's disasterfdeviance
ampiifkation model. Most of the impact phases in the oagoing moral panic were not actuai
events. but media events. Except in the case of Arme's death, it was not so much the
occurrence of deviance, but the mediation of it. that posed a threat to societal values.
Therefore. instead of causing an amplification of deviance, growing societd concem over
the Airbome increased the number of reveIations about part deviance. which usudl y came

in the form of visual images such as photos or videos passeci on by the media.

Even when information about deviant actions reaches the public alrnost as soon as
the acts have occurred. the news is stiU usually channelled through the media.

In industrial societies. the body of information from which [ideas about deviancel
are buiit is invanably received second hand. That is, it arrives aiready processeci by
the mas media and this means that the information has been subject to alternative
definitions of what constinites 'news' and how it should be gathered and presented.
The information is further structured by the various commercial and political
constraints in which newspapers. radio and television operate. (Cohen 16)

The following analysis of the moral panic over the Airborne will involve a general
examination of newspaper and television coverage of the Regiment starting with the death
of Shidane A r m e and ending with mention of the public inquiry into the Somdia mission.
It will also include a more detailed study of the coverage from January 15 to January 3 1,

1995, the period during which the videos were aired, the Regiment's disbandment

announced and the moral panic peaked and subsided. This is by no means a thorough
content analysis, but rather an attempt to identif'y bmad themes in the media coverage that
either assuaged o r conbibuted to the sense of moral panic. The daily media outlets
examined in this two-week period are: CBC (Sumùv Report. Prime Tirne News). CTV
(CTV Nurionul N m s , C

d AM), the Globe urul Mail, the Torom S m ,the Toronto

Sm the Ortawu Citizea the Montrerl G ~ e t t ethe
, Hianilton S'ctaror, the ffdifarDaiiy

Yews. the Calgary Herulcl. the Ei/mnton Jotunuf and the Vancouver Sun. ~Mcu:ieanTs

magazine is also examined. These outlets are chosen. in part. because they represent a
variety of regïons, ownerships and. to a smali extent. ideologies. They are al1 mainstream

outlets because the point here is to examine the messages reaching the majonty of the
population. It should be noted. however, thai the accessability of archiva1 material from
each of these outlets also played a part in their selection. As well. the francophone media

are not studied. For the most part, major francophone dailies picked up the story once the

disbandment was announced. perûaps signalhg the presence of different societai values
t hat were l e s offended and threatencd by the Airborne's actions.

The following snidy will also supplement Chapter 3 ' s more detailed analysis of the
initial television news stones about the amateur videos. These few stories could n d
generate such a level of outrage on their own. They must be seen in the context of ongoing
media and political scrutiny of, and public anxiety toward, the Regiment.
The broader moral panic over the A i r h e began o n April 1, 1993. when then
A m y Commander. Lieutenant-Generai Gordon Reay, announced at a press conference in

Ottawa that a Somali prisoner had died while in Airborne custody. This can be coasidered,

using Cohen's model, the Impact stage of the panic-the point when the -disaster*' strikes.

Tbe Wanùng phase preceding this event had largely been missed by the public. either
because it failed to notice media coverage of discipline problems in the Airborne and

rniiitary at large. or because these weren't well-pubiicized. Military leaders, however, were
well-aware of the problems. as indicated in Chapter 2.

The Impact was followed by the lnventory phase, dunng which the media. pubtic
and politicians scrambled to make sense of this event, to understand how it couId happen.

By the third week of April, Defence Minister Kim Campbell's resignation was being called
for. She reacted quickly and o d e d an intemal rnilitary inquiry into the leadership and

discipline of the Airborne Regiment. Then another "disaster" hit when word of Corporal

Matt McKay's pas&white supremacist connections made national news. An image of a
military rife wi th white supremacists began to develop as Campbell quicWy expanded the

inquiry to explore racism in the Airborne as well. "Racist Links Spark Outrage" ran the
headline in the C C I &HeruLi
~ ~ .Soldiergspicture in Nazi garb outrages MPs" said the
Manfred Gazette. The media. public and politicians were now sensitized to the issue of

racism in the military. Attention was also drawn to the possibility that there had k e n a hi@
level attempt to cover up Shidane Arme's death. and accusations implicated various

officiais incl uding the Chief of Defence Staff, the Deputy Minister of the Department of
National Defence, and Kim Campbell,
Over the next year and a half. various events kept the Somalia issue in the news.

There was the publication of the fim phase of the military Board of Inquiry's report. which
acknowledged the presence of white suprernacists in the rnilitary, the use of racist language
by soldiers while on tour, and the occurrence of unauthorized hazings. Then the courts

martial began. As they progressed. they raised concerns about rnilitary leadership when the
lowest ranking soldier (Private Brown) received the harshest sentence.

Concern over the

Airborne continued to sirnmer and reached a boil with several other events: the incidents of
Airbome rnisconduct in Rwanda (which were relatively minor but received an inordinate
arnount of attention because people were already sensitized to the Airborne). the revelations
of Major Barry Armstrong, who said he had k e n ordered to destroy evidence of abuse in
Somalia. and the publication of the Shidane Arone photos. The photos in particular sparked
a massive public outcry, but much of this was directed at the media for publishing the
.niesorne
s

images. rather than for what the photos irnplied about Canadian soldiers. These

events fuelled ongoing pressure to cal1 a full public inquiry into the Airborne. Defence

Minister David Collenette final1y cornmitted himself to one publicly. but said it must wait
until after the courts martial were finished.

By January 15, when the first amateur video was broadcast. a low-level moral

panic. or at least uncertainty and malaise, over the Airborne had been present for almost
two years. Many Canadians were aware of the threat the Airborne posed to the country's

values and identity, they were sensitized to any new misdeeds that surfaced. they were
fearful that the Airborne would misbehave again. and they wanted something done to
ensure that it didn't. The broadcast of the videos began the disaster sequence al1 over again.
but reaction to it was now amplified by the concerns generated by the previous deviant

behaviour of some Airbrne soldiersAs Cohen has done in his study, most attention will be paid to the Inventory and

Reaction phases of the moral panic- Cohen writes:
1 am concerned here with the way in which the situation was initially interpreted and
ptesented by the mass media, because it is in this f o m that most people receive
their pictures of both deviance and disasters Reactions take place on the b a i s of
these processed or coded images: people become indignant or angry. fonnulate
theories and pians, rnake speeches,write letters to the newspapers- The media
presentation or inventory of the Mods and Rockers events is crucial in detcrmining
the later stages of the teaction. (Cohen 30)

In this study of the Airborne Regimeot's amateur videos, it will be argued that the media
inventory helped determine the types of reactions and controls that followed.
The Inventory phase usually foiiows an unorganized response to a disaster. It is a
tirne during which people take stock of what has happened and theù own conditions.

"During this period. rurnours and ambiguous perceptions become the basis for interpmting
the situation" (Cohen 29). With the Airborne videos. the actual event or Impact phase (the

broadcast of the amateur footage) was channelled through the media. and was therefore

already c d e d and processed with an inventory of meanings. Cohen breaks the Inventory
phase down under three headings: exaggeration and distortion, prediction, and
symbolization.

The first heading refers to the tendency of some media to exaggerate the senousness
of events. in tems of nurnbers taking part. sensational headlines, rnelodramatic vocabulary

and deliberate heightening of those elements in the story considered as news. This includes

rnisleading headlines that don3 fit the story and the use of the generic plural (e-g. "Airborne
soldiers kiiled a Somali teen" instead of "an Airborne soldier killed a Sornaii teen"). The
very way the amateur video from Somaiia was edited for television newscasts would be

considered a distortion under Cohen's defuiition (indeed. he implies throughout his study
that the very nature of newsmaking distorts reality). Despite clear attempts in most
television reports to stress that the segments shown were only a small part of the video, the
examples of violence and racisrn. to which the media and public were already seasitized.
were. not surprisingly. the focus. This heightened the sense that racism was pnevalent
amongst Airborne troops, There was a i s the use of Ioaded language. Ueferencts to

"another dark chaptei' and the "military's dark secret" in the introductions to CBC and
CTV coverage respectively on January 15 conveyed a sense of foreboding, threat and
doom to the already Airborne-sensitive viewers. CïV also used the phrase "ili-fated

Canadian peacekeeping mission," which camed with it several rnisleading and negative
connotations. It irnplied that the soldiers did more h m thaa good in Somalia, when in fact
their overalf performance was praised and the objectives of their mission achieved. The use
of the word "peacekeeperW*
was incorrect. since the Somalia intervention was not a
peacekeeping mission. To many, this may be a minor technical detail, but the juxtaposition
of the word peacekeeper when taiking about a torture-murder. or about violent and racist

comments, is particularîy jamng. Furthemore. C ï V ' s phrase irnplied that Canada led the
mission. when it was oniy one of many countries involved. In another example, CBC
examined the video on its January 16 magazine segment after the news. In introducing the

segment, the host described the video as 'Teaturing Canadian soldiers proudly recording
racial slurs and more." The use of the word "proudfy* was subjective and loaded, since
others described the soldiers as "matter of fact." The "and more" left viewen to conjure up
any number of hideous scenarios in their min&.
Most of the newspaper coverage following the video's bmadcast mimickea the

television coverage. Papers repeated some of the descriptions o f the video segments
featured on the news. as well as some of the coded language. including the "ill-fated
peacekeeping mission" phrase. Most notable for its exaggeration and distortion was the
Ottcnva Sun (the Toronto Sun picked up several of its stories). T h e January 15cover.

showing Private Brocklebank brandishing his weapon, blared the headline 'Secret Somalia
Video." Inside, the page 3 story was headlined "Video shows soldiers' hatred," a statement
that implied the joumalist o r his editor could unequivocally detennine motivation and
emotion from words and actions on a videotape. The article highlighted the most disturbing
aspects of the tape and said one segment was "inundateâ" with racist and bitter comrnents

without specifying if the segment lasteâ 30 seconds or 30 minutes. A pull quote drew

attention to the phrase "baton for bceaking amis and legs" and the sidebar heading cepeated
the quote. "'Lazy slobs (who) stink"' (Rider and Gibbons 3). (Interestingly. articles o n
subsequent days began emphasizing the soldiers' cynicism and frustration more. and the

racisrn less. The Sun w o n became the most Airborne-friendl y paper.) In another example
of distotion. several media outlets continued to mention that nine soldiers had been courtmartialled o r charged with various offences in Somalia, but neglected to report that some of
the soldiers had been (rightl y or wtongly) acquitteci (Kenny, "RacistComments" AS:

-'Regiment's History").
Another element of the Inventory phase is prediction, or the assumption that the
event will happen again. Redictions take the f o m of repotted statements from prominent

figures about what should be done "next time" or of immediate precautions that have
already k e n taken. These predictions become pan of a bmader theme later whereby

"discrepanciesbetween expectations and reality are resolved by emphasizing those new
elements which confirm expectations and playing down those w hich are contradictory"
(Cohen 39).

The Somalia video was seen as a confinnation o f predictions that had b a n made

since the Airborne came under public scrutiny. The attitude that the video was just another

in a series of Airborne embarrassments was evident in the television coverage. 'oAnother
dark chapter has emerged..~hist h e it's a video." reported CBC (italics added) on lanuary
15. CT'V called the video 3 m c k i n g new evidence- that -once again" has to do wi th the

conduct of soldiers in Somalia. These statements impl y that there could be mon? to come.
even though the video was two years oid. On CBC's January 16 magazine segment. the
video was called a "-phic

new instalment" to the Airbome story.The host asked former

Airborne officer Nicholas Stethem how the Airborne could be reformeci. This question
overiooked the fact that the Regirnent had been signifimntly ovcrhauted since Somalia-

Newspaper reaction on January 16 and 17 included repeated pressure for a public inquiry
("Airborne home video renews cal1 for inquiry" was the headline in the Toronto Stczr).
B'nai Brith Canada, according to several print articles. was calling for Collenette to expand
the inquiry to investigate racisrn in the Regiment. Demands for an inquiry stem from the
need to know *%owthis happened." Implicit in this is the need to prevent "this from

happening again."
A third element of the inventory is symbolization. "Communications. and especially
rnass communication

of stereotypes, depends on the symbolic power of words and images.

Neutra1 worcis such as place-names can be made to syrnboiize complex ideas and emotions"
(Cohen 40).Examples of symbolization are not as obvious in the Airbome example as they
were in Cohen's study of the Mods and Rocken. In that case, places like Clacton o r
Brighton (where the so-called rio&occurred) and the styles the various youth subcultum
sported. became associated with the deviant behaviour of the Mods and Rockers. For

Canadians. Somalia-or the Somalia Affair as it is called-came to symbolize a national
failure. a place where the country's troops had not only failed, but disgraced. One
~MacIem*A- article said the Canadian Airbome Regiment and the Canadian public were

'-haunted" by Somalia (Fisher. "Canada's Shame' 14). Shan Graydon, president of

MediaWatch. wrote, "Our shame over the death by torture of a teenager is reawakened
every time we hear or n a d of Somalia" (Graydon A 19).The Regintent itself. which was
often described with adjectives like notorious, controversial and trouble-filled. and the
unit's "distinctive maroon beret," symbolized the cause of that failure. The Somalia video
did not so much create the symbols, as remind people of them and reinforce them. The
symbolization phase had begun long ago when Arone's death became public.

The cumulative effects of the Inventory phase-the formation of a preliminaty
picture after a "disaster"-are

summarized by Cohen as follows:

i) the putative deviation bad k e n assignai from which further stemtyping, rnyth
making and labelling couid proceed: ii) the expectation was created that this f o m of
deviation would certainly fecuc iii) a wholly negative symbolizaîion in regard to
[the deviantsl and objecis associateci with them had been created: iv) al1 the elernents
in the situation had b e n made clear eaough to allow for full-scde demonology and
hagiology to develop. (Cohen 44)
Deviance inventories. suggests Cohen. are not m e d in an event, but in the newsmaking
process. Once the subject of a story is fixed (e.g. violence between youth gangs, racism in

the rnilitary), the nrecurrent processes of news manufacture" detemine the shape of

subsequent stories. The media is predictable, presenting a stylized mode of reporting that

presents a Iimited range of emotions and values- One could alrnost guess how the media
would cover subsequent stories (Cohen 47).

The Reaction phase starts when images in the inventory crystallize into more
organized opinions and attitudes. "Once the initial impact has passed over, the societal
reaction to any sudden event, particuiar1y if it is perceived as a dislocation of the social
structure or a threat to cherished values. is an attempt to make sense of what happened.
People taik Iess about the event itself and more about the implications of it" (49). Public

opinion. of course. is complex and varied. However, certain themes emerge with sufficient
regularity to justifj thinking they are fairiy widespread. Cohen organizes the opinions
expressed in the media discourse into three groups: the emotional and intellectual standpoint

from which the deviance is evaluated, opinions about the nature of the deviants and k i r

behaviour. and opinions about the causes of the behaviour (51).

The initial reaction to the first Airborne video was actually fairly moderate. In terms
of an emotionai and intellectual evaluation of the Airborne's behaviour. the most prevalent
reaction, while not condoning the behaviour, was to attempt t o place the cornments "in
context," Southam reporter Stephen Bindman. speaking o n C

d AM. argued that "if 1

was Sitting around with a bunch of guys watching a football game, I don't think that I'd

want some of the comments bmadcast on national television" ("Racist Comments").

Simiiar statements were made by the Sun's Peter Worthington, who asserted that
comments made in a locker room o r newspaper management meeting could bejust as
embarrassing (Worthington. "Airborne Video" 1 1). The Canadian Press cailed on two

psychologists t o give the soldiers*comments some context (Canadian Press. "Somalia
Video" A l 1). They suggested the soldiers were using "humour" to diffuse a frightening
situation. o r using exaggeration to relieve stress. Scott Taylor and Bindman also p o i n t 4
out the demanding conditions the soldiers were living in-the

heat, dust and boredom.

Sorne. however, saw the video as context of a different sort, As suggested by a Montreul

Guxrre editonal ('The country's national shame") and by Nicholas Stethem. a military
analyst and former Airborne officer ( "Somalia Videotape- Interviews"), the video made it
easier to understand how Shidane A r m e could have died. and harder to accept that the rest

of the Regiment was innocent of blame. CBC's Brian Stewart. when interviewing Stethem.

went further. suggesting that because the video had been distributed to 50 soldiers. this
indicated racism was more widespread than initially believed.
Opinions fitting into Cohen's second =puping (opinions about the nature of the
deviants o r t heir behaviour) ovedap wi th those expressed above- Cornmentators seemed
divided on whether the video reveaied. a s CBC's Brian Stewart put it, *brutality or
bluster." Scott Taylor. cornmenting on the soldiers' behaviour. said the tape showed "a îew
wans." Nicholas Stethem's assessrnent was somew hat stmnger; he said the tape showed a

"nasty edge." Retired Lieutenant-Colonel Shirley Robinson went farther and suggested

racisrn. along with sexism and homophobia. permeated the military and were perhap even
more evident in the Airborne because of its "brutish trainingw in which they were "trained to
hate" ("Somalia Videotape-Interviews").

This last comment ties in with the third category-opinions

about the causes of the

behaviour. The main one. fonvarded by Taylor, Stethem and other retired military officers
was a failure in leadership. These paratroopen. they said, could have been kept under

control. o r the 'bad apples" could have been weeded out. under good leadership. But this
didn't happen. And. as Robinson implied, there was the issue of training. Robinson was
among several who would suggest that the Airborne's problems stemmed from their

training alongside American paratmpers. The impression left was that at least part of the
Regiment was close to k i n g out of contrai.

In addition to the opinions formed about the deviance, the Reaction phase aIso
i ncl udes ways the organized system of social control tesponds to the images of the deviant

group established in the inventory phase. One way is through sensitization, which Cohen
describes as the reinterpretation of neutral or ambiguous stimuli as potentially o r actually

deviant. lt also involves 'rhe assignment of blame and the direction of control measures
towards a specific agent thought to be responsible" (Cohen TI-78).The media, public and
poiiticians were already sensitized to racist and violent behaviour in the Airborne because of
the events leading up to the video's release. This affecteci the treatment of, and reaction to.

the video. The video, in turn. further heightened sensitization towards the Airborne and
their misdeeds. And as mentioned in the prediction stage, it aiso fed into the mounting
pressure for the pvernment to cal1 a public inquiry. On January 16. the following appeared
in a Toronro Stur article:

- W e need to c l a n up the whole mess," said Reform defence critic Jack Frazer
(Saanich-Gulf Islands), a former airforce pilot. 'Thete should be a more rapid
response to calls for an independent inquiry into the w hole thing."

"What is the mie o f racism in the Canadian A i r b m e Regiment and is anybody
doing anything about it?" Rubin Friedman of B'nai Bnth Canada asked yesterday.
-We need an inquiry as soon as p s i ble." (Thompson A21

Em barrassrnent was at the mot of some of these demands, A H-Iton

Spectafor editorial

on January 19dernanded an inquiry to restore the "reputation of Canada's tarnished

rnilitary" ("Our Soldiers" A6). But the Defence Minister's hands were tied. He promised a
full public inquiry. as he had for months, but repeated that it would have to wait until the
courts martial into the death of Shidane Amne were finished- One trial had yet to be
completed and it was k i n g held up by al1 the publicity generated flrst by the publication of
the torture photos in Novernber and then by the Airborne video. The same Spctator

editorial also suggested Cotlenette charge the soldiers on the Somalia tape. --A message has
to be sent...such behaviour will not be tolerated." But a spokesman for David Collenette

said the soldiers in the v i d a could not be punished because the Defence department's zero
tolerance policy towards racism had been instituted after the video was made. lt could not

be applied retroacti vely (Aubry A4). T o intensify matters. Col lenette could not even
comment on the tape. His legal advisors said that. as the person who would hear a final
appeal on any rnilitary charges, he could end up in a confiict of interest- Collenette's
inability to act. therefore, short-circuited a crucial aspect of the Reaction phase. It meant the
society's control culture was never actually engaged. The agitation for a control policy, for
"somethin g to be done," was noi satisfied by Collenette's repeated requests to wai t for the
inquiry. The best the Minister could do was order an investigation into the tape (Kenny,
"Racist commentsq AS),
The release of the video shot in Somalia was one more event feeding into and

heightening the underlying current of moral panic already present in Canada Still. the
Airborne and Canada's -imagew might have weathered this s t o m - Even though the images
galvanized attention and seerned to provide irrefutable evidence that something was a m i s ,
there was no actual physical violence shown. And the events were far away, in a foreign

land. Excuses were made for the soldiers' behaviout: some even conceded they rnay have
behaved no better in the same situation. Apart from the examples of exaggeration and
distortion already discussed. and the fact that the newsmaking process in general had been
set up to draw out a particular storyline, many of the media used fairly neutral language
when covering the story. Many reports stressed that only a small portion of the video had
k e n shown, and that a zero toierance policy toward racism had since been instituted. The
sense that there was. or had ken. a smati rogue element within the Airbome, still seemed
plausible.
Cohen's mode1 shows how a stmng sacietal rieaction to deviance can actualiy

amplify the severity of the next outbreak of deviance. With the Airborne videos, though.
Canadians m c t e d to a media event that was dislocated by considerable time and space from
the actual event it represented. The last time any Airborne soldiers had been in trouble was

in the fa11 of 19% when three were sent home €rom Rwanda. Instead o f inciting new acts
of deviance, then. societal reaction to the deviation (or its mediation) drew out of the
woodwork those who had visual evidence of p s t deviance. When National Defence
authorized the publication of the torture photos in November 1%

it unwittinpiy started a

intermittent Stream of reveiations of misconduct, each inspired by those preceding it, For
almost the next two years. visual evidence of apparent rnilitary misconduct, and n d just in
the Airbome. continued to appear in the media a t periodic intervals. The most damning,

however, was the video that appeared three days after the tape shot in Somalia first aired.

Much of the initial inventory. or stock-taking. of 1 Commando's hazing video was
done by (-îVand Scott Taylor. Many media outlets relied on statements and Iimited
footage released by CïV. and commentary from Taylor, to present the initiai picture of this
new disaster, o r threat, to Canada's reputation. Distortions, exaggerations and assumpions
on the part of

CïV and Taylor. were then repeated and sornetimes magnifieci by the rest of

the media who did not have direct access t o the tape. It is hard to imagine that anyone could

view this video and not find it stomachchuming and disturbing. But the way in which
certain aspects of it were focused on hefped shape the ways the system of social control
reacted to it.
( T V ' s melodramatic introduction to the video has already been discussed in

Chapter 3. T o miterate. words such as ugly. brutal. vulgar, obscene and shocking set
viewers' expectations for what they were about to see. The severity of the waming may
have k e n due to the fact CI'V couldn't show some of the worst parts of the video. so it
was trying to convey the tape's overall effect through words. The story then ied with

details of the revolting bodily fluids the soldiers cmsumcd followed by Taylor assuring
viewers this event was quite extraordinary by military standards. A clip from Collenette
expressing his outrage and disgust. saying 'rhe activities of these people denigrate out
proud Canadian military heritagew*
further alerted viewers to the threat these images posed.

The next day, the story and photos from the video were ail over the front pages of
major daily newspapers. The coverage was virtually identical from paper to paper. mainly
because they either reprïnted. or drew heavil y from, a Canadian R e s s wire story about the

tape. The CP story itseif was based on C ï V ' s broadcast and information reieased by the
CïV affiliate that obtained the tape. The Canadian Ress story reponed char the station said
it

did not broadcast portions of the tape depicting soldiers ''forcecl to eat hurnan excrement

and human vomit. There were also rnany examples of simulated sex and rnutual urination"
(Kenny, "Racist Comments" AS). These acts. not surprisingly, were seiected as the most
out rageous details of the tape. and six of the newspapers in this study i ncl uded some of this
information in their lead para&pphs. In two, it made the headlines. *Wazingvideo shows
soldiers eating feces, vomit," said the Montreal Gazette. The Tortlnro Sun's headline was
virtually identical. Al1 the stories also describeci the black soldier's treatment. Collenette's

outrage. and questioned how the leadership could allow such a thinp to happen. Of al1 the
covenge in the lnventory and initial Reaction phases of the event, only CBC pointed out

that "this should no<have taken tûe govemment and the Mütary by surprise because they

had been warned" in the 1993 military inquiry report. Now the Defence Minister "is
expressing outrage and disgust and bas ordered another investigation" ("Airborne Video").
Mme Minister Chrétien also expressed shock and outrage from his trade tour in Trinidad.

Some of the stmngest reaction to the video came. surprisin@y. from Peter Worthington. a
staunch Airborne supporter. He wrote that "words are insuficient to describe the horror of
the videotape" which showed "pervened rites of passage" and an "orgy of obscenities." He
went so far as to Say the tape "shows depraved charactei' more than bad leadership
(Worthington. "Video could ground Airborne" 1 i)3In much of the reporting, there was an

assumption that Canadians as a gmup were shocked and outraged by the videos. A Globe
and Mail editorid on January 20 wrote, 'The behaviour of the Canadian Airborne Regimeat

continues to shock. Each revelation documents a new level of savagery" ("Time to ground"
A221 The hf"fean3 magazine cover that week was entitled, "Canada's Shame: The

shocking images that may p u a d the Airborne." The Haiifcfx Dai&News printed
responses to a call-in about the Airborne's behaviour under the headline "Callers Condemn
Paratroopers." The lead paragraph reported that callen to the News Hotiine said soldiers

could destroy Canada's image as peacekeepers. But then the story went on to say only 22
of 43 callers saw sornething wrong with the way the soldiers acted on the videos. not the

overwhetming rnajority that the lead implied (Bornais).As the Airborne story developeâ.
other distortions appeared, On January 20. CTV Lloyd Robertson announced there were
"More troubling revelations t o ~ g hinvol
t
ving Canada's disgraced Canadian Airborne
Regiment." Leaked letten said top omciais had "grave concems" about the Regiment nine
months ago. But the stos, that followed did not refer to any grave concems. Reporter Dave

3 [n his cditmial. Worthington callai for an invesligaiion of 1 Commando's parent rcgïment. thc
Qucbcc-bascd VanDoos. As subscqucnt diorials and intcsicws would show, bah Worthinpton and Scott
Taylor feit the VruiDoos werc dwqs trmed with kid glovcs, They listed a number d'crimes. including
muniers. cornmirrixi by V a n D o s members ihat had receiveû cmparatively li tilc d i a . political or m i l i q
scruuny. ILpossi blc that this bcIieC rueilcd the sçvcrc condcmmtion both men heaped an chc h;i;ting vidco.

Y1

Rinn rnentioned only that the military had given the Regirnent a d e a n bill of heaith nine
months earlier. Analysts intervieweci supported disbandint the Regiment. but nowhere in
the story were there "more troubling revelations" as the intro had warned.
On January 20. the predictions that this could happen again started appearing. A
Monireai k

n e editorial entitled. 'The country's national shame: Canadians want

assurances of Airborne cleanup." lamented the unravelling of Canada's pmud rnilitary
reputation. 1t said. "It seems unlikely that the vicious cruelties of a few years ago have been
al1 wiped away" ( T h e country's national shame"). The Toronto Stcuasked, "How d o we
know this won7thappen again?.--The Airborne simply cannot be tmsted" ("Fîx the

Airborne"

Am). Ovenll. there was the impression that, first there was Somatia. then these

two videos. what could be next?
The hazing video also reinforced the ongoing pmcess of symbolization, which
attached the Airborne and anything asociated with it to a range of emotions including
anger. threat. embarrassrnent and failure. Because this video depicted an entirely diffemnt
part of the Regiment. now more than ever, anything connected with the Airborne becarne
suspect. A new symbol emerged in this phase as weH. The location of the hazing,

CFB

Petawawa, becarne part of the gmup of places and things that many Canadians connected
with shameful acts. The first video had been filmeci far away. but the second was close to

home, on Canadian soil. Many of the excuses used to make sense of the video fmm
Somaiia could not be used hem. (Repeated statements that the hazing had taken place "in
broad daylipht" no doubt led sorne people to conjure up images of the soldiers cavortinp on

the front lawn. in fact. though. a look at the video shows the hazing todc place in a semienclosed courtyard or patio. and may indeed have been out of sight of senior offkers who
could have put a stop to it.)

The initial shock and repulsion over the videos mer@ with the more organized
reactions that began to surface shortly after the broacicast. The implications of the video

becarne the focus of discussion. These opinions (the emotional and intellectual standpoint
from which the deviance is evaiuated. opinions about the nature of the deviants and their
behaviour. and opinions about the causes of the behaviour ) were based on the initial
inventory of images conveyed through the media.
One overwhelming sentiment expressed from the Inventory through to the Reaction
phase was a sense of shame. The Airborne had brought dishonour to Canada. There was a
clear assumption, as mentioned above, that al1 Canadians felt this way, but little concrete

evidence to support this view. Collenette was one of the first to express it, but certainly not
the last. News reports, editorials. expert sourtes and letters t o the editoraiso conveyed the

idea of shame and embarrassrnent. CT'V said the Regiment was "rapidly becoming a source
of national shame" ("Shocking video"). The headline o n page one of the Hmli/fon
Spec-tutoron January 20 read: "Airborne faces axe, latest video embarrassrnent leaves
Regiment's future in doubt." The next day, a story in the sarne paper described the
Regiment's impressive history. quoted those who referred to its cunent situation a
.-nationai tragedy " ("Who are these guys?" A7). Editorials in the Tbronto Srur and the
Otruwu Citicen respectively said the Airborne mrnish Canada's image abroad" and that

taxpayers deserve disclosure on the "few men who insult the nation everytime they don a

u n i f m . " ("FIx
the Airborne" A20; "Conduct unbecorning' AS). Experts inierviewed in
the Citizen on January 21 talked about "public outrage" towards the video (hgliese.
"Blame leaderso*A3). A reader wrote in to say the "misdeeds of the Canadian Airborne
Regiment have shocked and disgusted Canadians from coast to coast" (Seymour A8). CE3C
opened a story wi th: "Revelation after revelation about the Airbome Regiment has shocked
and outraged and saddened Canadians" ("More Airborne"). O n C ï V ' s C&

AM, retired

colonel Brian MacDonald said. "the events have just created such a level of horror and
disgust amongst the Canadian public*' that it would be politicai suicide for Collenette not to
disband the Regirnent ("Canadian Airborne Regiment wi Il"). An Eilinonton Jourmi

editorial written before the disbandment announcement said, T h e airborne regirnent has
become a national embarrassment" ("Peackeepers or bigots" A6). The sense that the
Airborne's behaviour. as seen in the videos. had the same psychological impact on al1
Canadians-that
videos-would

the country was collectively reeling and distraught frorn the
play straight into Collenette's decision to disband the Regirnent.

Another theme that emerged in this Reaction phase was a debate over the role of
hazing. Some felt it had a place in the military. The video showed %onsenthg adults acting

in a wellestablished (military) cultural tradition of initiation," said a Momeui Cizeite
editoriai. Because Canadians m an "unmilitary" people. they don't undentand the need for
rniiitary culture to build unit loyalty (Kappter B5). In a letter to the Otiawa Cirizen, one
reader wmte that the rnilitary was not training maitre d's. 'These boys a n bred to play real
hard in the real worid" (BurnsA8). A sotdier interviewed by CBC pointed out they were
not being trained for jobs in the foreign service where diplomacy would be expected
Sun Editor b m e Goldstein wrote that hazing had a
("Ai h o m e video"). Even Toronfc~

place in the military. But then he went on to condemn the Airbome's actions. 'This second
'Airborne' video showing the vile, sharneful and racist 'initiation' pmcedures of these

rogue 'soIdiers' cannot be excused." He then irnplied that the first video couid be excused
because i t took place in the desert sands of Soma1ia (Goldstein, ' T h e Ai rborne's" 12).

Goldstein's editonal is the second of two in the Sun on January 20 that suggest the second
video is more disturbing than the first. The other said the first video showed the obvious,

that the soldiers, while not choirboys, on the whole served Canada well. But the second
one. "showing a vile and bizarre

'haW ng' process by some Airborne rnernbers in Canada

depicts clearly inexcusable behaviour*' ( " k t cornmand" 10). An hhzonton Journui
editorial stated: 'The Airbome's 'bonding* methods are M e short of obscene. It is a
regiment built on pillars of cruelty and prejudice that seern to belong COsome Third World
mil itary j unta. These are eli te soldiers? Corne on" ("Peacekeepers or bigots" A6). A

Cuigqv HeraW editonal questioned the bonding value of the ritual: "But how much of the
hazing rite breeds a sense of camaraderie and how rnuch sirnply desensitizes them? Good

soldiers don't deny themselves the capacity to be human" ("Friendly fire" A6). T w o other
media reports on hazing tmk a more neutral approach. A CTV story on hazing refemed to
hazing incidents in the U S . Marine Corps, saying unit cornmanden usual ly tumed a blind

eye to such activities. An unidentified Canadian d d i e r talked about the peer pressure to
participate. while another implied it was an essential bonding practice. Retired Colonel
Brian MacDonald criticized the practice because of its tendency to cause counter-culhires ta
fom within a unit. which would thrcaten military discipline (^Dothese picnires").
MacfeunS also probed the haWng question, quoting vanous experts who said the practice

de-individualizes participants and builds unit cohesivenw (Chidley 18).
In conjunction with these reactions, images of the nature of the Airborne soldiers

continued to develop, building upon "bmtality or bluster" images pnerated by the previous
video. Charactenzations covered the spectmm from "rambunctious youth." to "gung-ho
soldiers'' who honed their .-macho image," to "Rambos" to 'Thugs." The word elite often
appeared after the hazing video surfaced, although it was seldom used before. [t was

frequently set off by quotation marks, in order to stress the contradiction between ideas of
what it

means to be elite and the behaviour of the Regiment. Two of the most prominent

images developed were the notions of the soldiers as aggressive and out of control.

References to their aggressiveness could eirher convey their status as a supposediy eli te
regiment, or carry connotations of the threat they could pose. They were described as
"high-octane soldiers" (Wallace I7), "Canada's supposedly best-trained and toughest army
regiment." (Marotte A 1), "considered to have been the fittest and most agg~ssive
soldiers"

("Do these pictures") and "highly motivated young men whose fighting skills have been
sharply honed" (Sallot, -'Airborne in danger" A 1). To these references, add images of a
regiment out of control and the potential threat increases: 'The video seerns evidence again

to doubt whether some of the Canadian peacekeepers were psychologicaliy prepared.."
("Shocking video"): the Regiment's behaviour a t home and abroad "shows a pattern of
recklessness. racism, and unruliness that casts doubt on their training, their leadership and
their fitness for sophisticated foreign operations" ("Tirne to groundw A=):

"paratmopen

who are walking time bombs reveal dark and persistent problerns" ("Fix the Airbome"
A20): a "rd-1 ife Apocalypse Now" (Goldstein. 'The Ai home's" 12); and *obnoxious

young nien out of control" ("Rid Canada" A 18). AI1 these images, juxtaposeci with constant
references to "peacekeepers" and "humanitarian missions" further accentuated the
impression that the Airborne posed a threat to Canada's image.

Much of the debate about the nature of the Airbome soldiers and their behaviour
centered around the question of how representative the videos were. Did they show a "few
bad appies" or a culture that was rotten to the core? T h e foçus o f debate shifted siightly

from the former to the latter when the hazing video emerged. Scott Taylor was the main
proponent of the bad apple theory, supportecl by a few editorial writers, retired officers and

letters to the editor. But once the hazing video appeared. showing an entirely different part

of the Regirnent and approximately 60 people participating o r observing, there was rnuch
less inclination to give the some 650 members o f the Regiment the benefit o f the doubt.
"On the contrary, the videos show that the prevailing culture of the Airbome was one that

tolerated. and perhaps encouraged, racism and sadism" ('The country's" B2).The
Regiment's behaviour -'tells of endernic racism. It is rife with bnitality" said an Edmonton
founic<leditorial ("Peacekeepers or bigots" Ad). Occasionally, commentators e s p u s e d

both seemingly contradictory views. For example. w hile admittinp there was no damning
evidence against many Airborne soldiers, one writer still asserted the videos were
emblernatic of the Regiment's "engrained ncism and lack of discipline" ("Conduct
unbecorning" A8).

The main cause cited for the Airborne's problems was, again, a failure in military

leadership. Between January 15 and January 23. approxirnately 25 p r cent of articles.
editorials. lettes. television stories and interviews made reference to the leadership failures
that had brought the Regiment to shame. "Blame leaders. not soldiers." read the Ottuwu

Citizen headline on January 21. This article, and one from Canadian Press. quoted a
number of retired rnilitary offtcers who held this view* Various edits of these two stories
were reprinted throughout the Southam newspaper c h a h Retired offices comrnented on
the "possible vacuum in leadership*'and repeatd the motto "there are no bad soldiers, only
bad officers." A Toronto Sun editorial proclaimed, "Not enough people are asking..,iust
where was the military cmmand in al1 these disastes? Nat the soidiers, but the offken"
( "Lost

command" 10). A Globe d Md[headline read "Airborne leaders held culpable"

(Sallot, "Airborne leaders" A4)- The Mucleun S cover story that week was headlined
'Canada's Shame-Amid

the outrage, one question lingers: Where w e n the officers?"

(Fisher 14).Refonn party leader Preston Manning also entered the debate to lay blame"Canadians want some hard questions asked about the conduct of senior officers, not only
the officers of the Canadian Airborne that allowed this kind of culture to exist under their

command, but also the higher brass who failed to correct the problem once it came to their
attention" (Canadian Press. "New regulations" A7).
While not as dominant a theme as the issue of leadership, the unique nature of
military culture was also addressed as a way to either explain, excuse or condernn the
Airborne's behaviour. The Toronto Sun condemned the hazing video, but said "One must
aIso keep in rnind that the standards of our politically correct media on what is seen as

'insensitive' or 'racist' in society at large are not standards that can faidy be applied to the
military, pairicularly in combat or peacemaking situations" (Goldstein. T h e Airborne's"
12). On CTV,retired colonel Brian MacDonald conceded that military culture was indeed

somewhat different than civilian, but said it was counterpductive to stress the differences
because this just provided wapotogists" with ways to excuse the Airborne's deplorable

behaviour. He said soldiers couid also be humanitarians ("Canadian Airbome Repimentn).
:CICLC'I~CUI
'.Y quoted s i o l o g i s t Deborah Hamson. author of No üfe Like It: 1Wiiiru.p W i v a

in C

d

. who said that the military had a widespread problem with racism and macho-

style bonding. "Maybe we shouid ask. given that military bonding causes x, much misery
to other people, how much do we need a military?" (Chidley 18)- A black activist

interviewed by the Vcuu:ouver Sun pointed out that white supremacists had also been
identified in other parts of the military, S o it's not just the Airborne that has this kind of a
problem. it is a generat problern of racism in the culture" (Boei A 12).
As part of the Reaction phase. the societal coritrol culture began a g i t a h g for action

and offering solutions to the Airborne problern. A H u I I ~&ily
~ ~ xNews editorial called for
top down shakeup of the military to eliminate the bad apples (Saunders 17). A Gfvbe und

Mail editorial said the Airbome should be grounded until d t e r an inquiry ('Time to ground"
A22). T h e Toronrn Smr said, "Fix the Airborne or clip its wings" (A20). The Srut- also

reported that *pressureto do something quickly about the Regiment cornes not just from

angry iiiembers of the public. who have flooded Mr. Collenette's office with telephone
calls. but also from other rnernbers of the Canadian Forces, concerned that the misconduct

of the paratmopers rnay reflect badly on al1 of them." Prime Minister Jean Chrétien rnay
have had this information when. from Trinidad. h e sent the first warning that the

Airborne's death was imminent: "Before this latest incident, [Collenette J was dealing with
the problem. But the video-xreated an urgency. If we have to dismantle it. we'll dismantle
i t*' (Sallot, "Airborne in danger" A 1). Demands f o r a comprehensive, full y public inqui ry

intensified further, but again Collenette said wait, He ordered Chief of ûefence Staff John
de Chastelain to have a report ready on the moming of January 23 that would explain how

the Iiazing couid have happened and why no one stopped it. This action was then publicly

catled a sham by Scott Taylor, who tried to remind people that hazings at CFB Petawawa
had already been investigated long before the video was made public. His comments made

little impact. In a n efiort t o respond to demands from the public and media that "something

be done," and supported by constant assertions in the media that Canadians were homfied
by the videos, the government interpreted o r chose to interpret what was certainly a

significant amount of public outrage as widespread. In his report o n January 23. General
de Chastelain assured Collenetîe that the Airborne of the home videos no tonger existeci.
But Collenette disbanded the Regirnent anyway because of what he termed its "systemicw
problems. Yet he seemed t o contradict himself, when, in the same speech, the Minister
recognized "that many changes in personnel and procedures in the Airborne have been
made over the past year and that the people serviirg are by a d large dedicated

professionals" ('Speaking notes"). Somehow he believed systemic problems only affecteci
a few soldiers.
In interviews following the disbandment announcement, Collenette ~ i t e r a t e dthe
view that there were serious problems with the Airborne culture, even though most of the
Regiment had served Canada well. "We' re not punishing the troops," Collenette told host
Valerie Pringle on C&

AM. "What we're saying is that there's something wrong with

the structure. with the institution. with the culture of that particular Regiment that can't wait

for an y third-party evaluation and inquiry. We're not arguing against the m e n and women
today in Petawawa who have b e n serving in the Airborne" ("On disbanding"). This tactic

allowed Collenette to pinpoint a villain-the

A i h r n e as an institution-and

at the sarne

time retain some semblance of logic since to condemn the Regiment's current members

without courts manial would not only have been unfair but also defamatory.
From the start, Collenette openly acknowledged the decision to disband the
Airborne had little to d o with the army's operational requirements and everything to d o with
Canada's reputation. This [the videosl is affecting Canadians* image in t h e world. I've
been shocked by the views of others around the wodd about Canada. and i t's an unfair
view" ('On disbanding"). "Because of the h a n done to Canada's image throughout the

world, we felt Canadians wanted something to be done" Cïhompson. "Airborne Regiment
axed" A 1). However. what Collenette failed to mention. or perhaps even notice, was that

much of the intemationai attention the story was receiving had been sparlred more by the
Prime Minister's quote about "dismantling" the Airborne. and the govemment's decision to

d o it, than by the broadcast of the videos- Disbanding a regiment for discipline problems
was such a rare move in a Western dernocracy-only done once before in France-that

it

was bound to draw international attention to the story. The American network ABC first

ran the stocy on January 20, after Chrétien spke of disbanding the Airborne. A full-page
article in Time also repeafed the Rime Mtnisier's quote. The Nrw York Tintes didn't carry
the story until two days after the disbandment. None of these scories quoted anyone other

than Canadians exptessing outrage o r condemnation t o w a d the Airbome's activities. The
German magazine Stern, with an article headlined "Sadism Under the Blue Beret," as well
a s CNN and the BBC also picked up the story, although it is hard to determine at what
point. In fact. it is difficuit to gain an overall sense of the amount and tone of the
international media coverage. But Collenette's claim that the videos alone had attracted
condemnation fmm around the world seems questionable.

The disbandment announcement inspired a new deluge of media coverage.
commentary and public feedback. The logic of the govemrnent's decision was the initial
locus of debate. Talk soon shifted to "what happens now" types of discussions. As well.

many of the themes that emerged before January 23 continued to be the focus of
discussion.
Commentators quickly Iined up t o debate the wisdom of the disbandment decision.

Those who supported the move agreed with the govemment that the Airbome's image had
been so tamished there was no way the puMic could support its continued existence. They

argued that there was no room for "copy-cat Rambos" in Canada, that decisive action was
needed to make it clear such behaviour was intolerable, and that the disbandment was

necessary to ensure this didn't happen again ("Disbanding the Airborne"; Norton AS;
Danson A 10: Grants A9). Preston Manning and others said the government had no choice
because this is what -Canadians want(ed1 done* (Pugliese, "Axe falls" Al).

Critics of the decision ranged fmm those who saw little wrong with the Airborne's
actions to those who thought disbandment was no way to cure the Regirnent's-and

the

mi Iitary 's- problerns. The govemment's action was criticized for a host of practical
reasons: a replacement would be needed for the Regiment's upcoming mission to Croatia:
the anny's operational abilities would be compromised with one l e s regirnent: the cost of

disbanding wouid be about %$ million; the disbandment would d i s ~ pthe
t soldiers' families
( "Dumb and

dum ber*' 10: Matthews A8; Coyle A 10; ffamilton A 14).Others saw the

Airborne's actions as little more than "blowing off s t m " (MacKay A 18). Airborne
commander, Lieutenant-Colonel Peter Kenward, insisted the Airborne had k e n cleaned up
and couid have redeemed itself. Several letters to the editor accused the government of
disbanding the Airborne to Save money while others called the decision a band-aid solution
that spoke more to concems about image than anything else. When the Regiment
disbanded, it was argued. the problem soldiers w o d d return undetected and unpunished to
their home regiments atong with everyone else. One observation made by several editorial
and Ietter wri ters is particularl y noteworthy in the context of the broader argument k i n g

made here. They wondered why the problems the Airôorne experienced before and dunng
Somalia were not enough reason to disband it, but two oId videos were. A Toronto Sun
editorial added: *As it is. Canada now has no Airborne, no satisfactory explanation of
Shidane Arone's death. a public inquiry into a r e g h e n t that no longer exists and no

assurances that the same sort of thing could no&happen again" ("Dumb and dumber" 10).
This Iast point will be discussed in more detail Iater on in the chapter.

Tied in with al1 the debates about the disbandment decision were many of the
themes that had begun tu ernerge after the videos first ai&. Exaggeration and distortion

continued. with still more derences to the soldiers as "peacekeepers"and to their mission
as one of humanitacian assistance rather than peace enforcement. As welI. the headlines.
teads or intms of at least four stories about Collenette's announcement said the Airborne

was "disbanded in disgrace" even though later on in most of those stories G e n e d de

Chastelain was quoted saying the Airborne would disband 'with dignity."
Attempts to put the soldiers behaviour "in context" and to explain the value of
hazing also continued, Many pointed out that soldiers are trained to kill. something which
the broader civilian population just can't understand. The expressions of sharne and
embarrassrnent continued unabated. via media reports and ptiticians claiming
Canadians were embatrassed. or through letters to the editor in which peopte expressed
their personat outrage. CBC even went so far to say that the videos -shocked the country

and the world ("Disbanding the Airborne").

The image of the Airborne as a g p s i v e and out-of<ontrol soldiers was built upon.

They were called "sadistic brutes" and derribed as "smirking" in one of the videos
( "Airbome

-munded" A8). Another article reported that elite forces have been proven to be

violent. so Canadians shouldn't be surprised by the Airborne's actions (Hume A15).

Leadership failings continued to be the main cause given for the Airborne's
problems, with a least 14artictes or television brmdcasts mentioning it in the week after the

disbandment. The Regi ment's problerns were frequently describeci using disease
metaphon- pointing to a concern that the Airborne's behaviour might be contagious: it
was caI1ed a "cancei' in the Canadian Forces ("Disbanding the Aihrne93.a "boil" that had
to be lanced (Bryden A4).

and a "festering pustule" (Hume Al%. Those who worried the

disbandment simply swept the amiy's problems under the mg said shutting down the
Airbome was like arnputating the foot when the problem was a brain turnour ("On
disbanding") or that the "Airborne illness was symptomatic of rot in govemment echelons"
(Johnston C4).

One argument that began to lose deam &ter Collenette's announcement was the
theory that a T e w bad apples" were the source of the Airborneosprobiems. Several

Airborne cornmanding officers, past and present. as weil as Scott Taylor and a few
editorialists still supported the notion. But given Collenette's cue that there was someching
wrong with Airbome culture. much of the discussion dealt not only specaically with
Airbome culture. but also with that of the military as a whole. A few even went further to
discuss broader Canadian culture. These issues wiil be raised again later.
New threads of debate were spadced by Collenette's announcement. The media

uied to make issue out of the apparent rift between the M e n c e Minister and the Chief of

Defence Staff-Other articles focused on the cost of the disbandment o r the ways in w hich
Canada would maintain its paratrooper capability without the Airborne. Some stories
addressed the poor morale in the armed forces. a problem that only got worse with the
disbandrnent despite Chrétien's daims that the Airborne had to go 'Tor the morale" of the

anny .

In the midst of al1 the analyses and discussion about the disbandment, one
potentiatly signifrcant piece of news was strangely overlooked. It appeared on CW as a
seven sentence script story on January 26. as two paragraphs in the Globe and Mail on
January 28 and finally as the subject of a coiumn in the Toronto Sun on February 3. The
polling organization Gallup. on its own accord. had launched a poll the day the
disbandment was announced and found that of the 1,003 adults surveyed. 7 1 per cent had
seen coverage of at least one of the videos and another 10 pet cent had read or heard about
them. While most found the videos highiy offensive. 50 per cent said they disagreed with
the decision to disband the Airborne. 32 percent agreed and 18 per cent had no opinion.

These figures don't corne close to backing up statements Collenette made when defending

his decision on CBC. He said the decision was made to preserve public confidence in the
military and added. "We've taken a look at what this problem is doing to Canada's image

abroad. what it's doing to the country. It's ripping it apart. And we said. 'Enough is
enough'" ("Interview with David Collenette"). Ripping the country apart? There is little
evidence to support this claim. Fifty-three percent said that despite the videos, they
continueci to have a .Obgeat deal" or -quite a lot" of respect for the military, compared with
16 percent who had "very Me" respect. T o put this in context, a 1994Gallup poil

measured public respect for 1t major institutions in Canada. Some of the results iaci uded:
the Supreme Court of Canada with "hi@ respect at 43 percent and "low" at 18 percent;
the federal g o v e r n e n t (high 2 1 per cent, low 30 per cent): and the press (hi@ 33 per cent,
low 19 percent) (Gokdstein. "Airborne supporters- 12). Despite the many shortcornings of
opinion polis, this one still indicates that the so-caikd widespread public outrage and anger.
as reported in the media and assumed by Collenette. was not necessarit y as strong as
believed. And while there was certainiy a significant arnount of real outrage out there, the
end of the Airborne was not necessarily the action Canadians wanted to see. The
government had either grossly misread the public, o r simply used it as an excuse to
downsize the military a a d o r avoid any furthet embanassrnent the Airborne might cause.
This disparity between public opinion and what the media and politicians reported is
labelled "differential reaction" by Cohen. Societal reaction is not homogenous. "One cannot
assume that the inventory images ...diffused outwards to be absorùed symrnetrically by ail
of society" (Cohen 65).The results of the Gallup poli do not provide enough information

to identify the range of perception o r attitudes held by those who thought the govemment
over-reacted to the videos. Did they see a moral panic in the making and refuse to get swept
up in it? Did they accept the videos as just one more example of the violence that occurs in
Canadian society? O r did they. disturûingly, not see anything at al1 wrong with the
soidiers' behaviour? It is difficult then. to ascertain more than a general impression o f the
various strands of pubiic opinion on the whole rnatter o r to discem whether or not the
public reacted any less superficially than many pditicians and the media. In other words, it

is hard to tell if the public was as t r a d ~ x e dby the video images as the policy-makers,

media gate-keepers and -experts" seemed to be.
The furore over the Airborne's amateur videos began to subside over the weeks
following CoIlenette's announcement, mostiy because the media moved on to other
supposed scandais- in Febniary, word hit the news of a &rd hazing v i d a that had k e n
destroyed before the media or public could see it and in a move than many considered
ovedy severe. Collenette fired a high-ranking generai for no&properly informing him about
the tape. General Vernon was the only individual, officer o r rank, to be disciptined in
connection with the Airborne videos. Raying into the heightened sensitization sumunding
the military hazïng practices. CI'V "uncovereâ" yet another hazing tape, this time h m the

navy. It showed a Crossing the Line cerernony during which, according to CïV's first
reports. vomit was dumped on new recruits when the ship passed the Equator. The tape
later turned out to be benign. the substance shown on it was only porridge. Inchinating
photographs dso continued to trickie into the media's hands over the next year. They

included other photos from Somalia that allegedly showed abuse of prisoners. photos of
Canadian soldiers in the Gulf War standing smiling beside the limbs of people who'd been
killed by landmines. and a photo of Canada's first female infantry officer who'd been
beaten and left tied to a tree barefmt in the snow for several hours duriag a training
exercise.
The Commission of Inquiry into the Deployment of Canadian Forces to Somalia

also got undenvay a few months after the videos aired. As he'd promised, Collenette gave
the public inquiry the power to examine questions of leadership and discipline throughout
the chain of command. This was in addition to its original mandate to study problems in the

Airbome. The Inquiry kept the Airborne and Somalia in the news, but soon it was issues of

high Ievel cover up and incornpetence at National Defence headquarters that dominated
discussion. culminating at one point with the resignation of the new Chief of Defence Staff.

General Jean Boyle. By August 19%. according to an Angus Reid/Soutbam News poll. a
bare majority (51 per cent) of Canadians surveyed thought the military's problems were
isolated incidents. A large 45 percent minority (rising to 52 per cent in Quebec) thought the
incidents of mixonduct were -evidence of widespread. fundamental pmblems in the whole
structure of Canada's armed forces" (Angus Reid Group, -National Angus Reid"). The
Airborne's troubles. as many Canadians had p w n to realize. were a symptom of a much.

much b i g e r problem.

The moral panic sumunding the Airborne and. in particular. the broadcast of the
Regiment's amateur videos. shared many key elements with the formula used by Stanley
Cohen in Folk Drviis cuulMord Pclniu. To reiterate Cohen's definition: A group (the
Airborne) emerged and was defined as a threat to societal values (hurnanitarianism, respect
for d l regardless of gender and race. peaceableness-or at least the appearance of a11 these);
the gmup's nature was presented in a stylized and stereotypical Fashion by the m a s media
(as gung-ho Rambos out of control. a Regiment rife with racists and murderers); the mord
bamcades were m a ~ e by
d various ri@-thinking people: socially accredited experts
(editors. ex-army officers. Scott Taylor) pronounced their diagnoses and solutions tweed
out the bad apples. hold the leadership accountable, eliminate elite regiments): ways of
coping were evolved o r resorted to (disbanding the Regiment): the condition then

submergeci and evolved (and was reborn in the public inquiry which broadened the scope
of concern to encompass the Canadian Forces).

Cohen suggests throughout his study that moral panics stir up indignation and
cause the societal control forces to act with increasing seventy in an attempt to control each
outbreak of deviance. Under these conditions, the r m t cause of the deviance is often never
tackled and the actual values that are k i n g tbreatened (in the Mods and Rockers example. it
was private

pmperty) are never fully acknowledged. Moral panics. therefore, can mask the

heart of the issue that prompted the panic in the first place. An ongoing moral panic.

incorporated with a media event iwolving amateur v i d a and dl the meanings it cames.
make for a potent combination. The moral panic over the Airborne and the media event
invoiving the two videos served to limit discussions that wouid have addressed the
issues-or as Fiske calls them, the "conflicting cultural currents7'-that underlay the
Airborne's troubles. Two key issues that received only passing commentary will be
discussed here: the apparent unwillingness of maay Canadians to acknowledge the racism
and violence pcevalent in their own society and, tied in with that. the ambivalent

relationship Canada bas with its iditary.
As General John de Chastelain's comments at the beginning of this chaper indicaie.

peacekeeping is a fundamental part of Canada's self-image. So what happens when this

key component is found to be far from perfect? Media coverage of the Airborne videos
reveals a quick attempt on the part of politicians. the media and many Canadians to

disassociate Canada's civilian culture from its military culture. This is accomplished, for
the most part, in two ways. The first appmach places blame at a localized or individuai
level so that fault lies with a -few bad apples." or with a platoon or with a regiment. This
approach also chastises Canadians for not understanding military culture better. The second

approach brands rnilitary culture a s a whole as archaic and out of touch with Canadian
values. These two approaches enable both the miiitary's supporters and its opponents to

distance themselves from acts of racisni and violence that are seen as "uncanadian." As
Clint Bumham put it in Fuse magazine. 'The January videos confinned the views of
hystencal liberals: that those nasty soldiea should al1 be punished ...and this confirmed the

diehard Legion-Ref'orm burghen' and politicians' views that those pansy liberals don't
know what the world's al1 about" (13).

Neither standpoint, as Burnham and a small bandful of other commentators have
pointed out. acknowtedges the presence of systemic racism and violence within Canadian

culture a s a w hole. Media. political and public reaction to the Airborne videos showed how
unprepared and il 1-equipped Canadians were to reconcile their national seif-i mage to reality.

'What other illusions are we harbouring in our collective bosom?" asked an Ottawa Citizen
commentator (Kennedy A L3), one of the few to address these deeper issues.
There is no doubt that much about military culture is distinct from how the rest of
Canada lives. And it seems both the military and civilians have preferred it that way. with
neither taking the time to get to know the other. Deborah Hamison and Lucie Laliberté
~ k s in C d .They
explore the miliary's distinctive culture in No Life Like Ir: b f i f i t uW
argue that the rnilitary goes out of iis way to cut its soldiers off from civitian culture in

order to create an absolute dependence on the military for all lifeTsnecessities. This practice
is i ntended to foster obedience, unit cohesiveness and combat readiness. The fact t hat the

Canadian public has little interest in understanding military Me tends to further the
separation by causing military types to stick t o their own. In the words of one armed forces

We are a society unto ourselves. and we do what we want. 1 don't have to go to a
civilian doctor, dentist, lawyer...and that's to make you look inward, You know
what I'm saying? Everything 1 need is in the Arrned Forces; therefore I think of
nothing outside...It's the way we do things. it's parades, it's the Mess. It's al1 done
that way to make the bonding this close. (28)
David Bercuson reiterates this notion in Sign@cunr Irtcidmt: 'Traditionally. military

organizations are hi@y structwed and ordered nieritocracies. They are stable. conservative
and tesistant to change. They operate under a special set of rules, have their own history
and custonis. and are governed by strict laws" (27).Conservatisrn and intolerance. argue
Hanison and Laliberté, are sifl~cant aspects. if not cornerstones, of this close-knit
culture. ~ l t h o u the
~ h military is expected to remain politically neutral. most soldiers tend to
classify themselves as conservatives. rnainly because liberal or socidist views are
asçociated with civilianization. something the military wants to avoid at aIi costs (3435).
As well. soldiers are trained for combat, which "sets up a blackfwhite antagonism between

-own' and 'othei that requires absdute loyalty and devotion toward own and completely
reverse orientations toward other" (34). Unit cohesiveness. therefore, thrives on
homogeneity, from uaiforms to skin colour. to gender. to sexual orientation. Sameaess is
cmcial for being "part of the team." And that tearn consists of "primanly young, urbanized,
secondary school educated males with British o r French ethnic backgmunds" (qtd. in
Bercuson 100). Defenders of the Airborne's hazing often suggested such rituals were a

vital aspect of this unit bonding.
The power of the military's homogenizing force. argues Tony Hall of the
University of Lethbridge. is evideot not only in the hazing video. in which Corporal Robin
seemed to accept k i n g denigrated and later refused to cal1 the treatment racist. but also in
Arone's murder. With the direct blame for Arone's death falling to Clayton Matchee. a Cree

from Saskatchewan. and KyIe Brown, who is part Cree, Hall suggests:

...racial minorities in the Canadian Airbome seem to have been under enormous
pressure to demonstrate their willingness to identify with the dominant values and
perspectives of their peers. To the extent that these dominant values included
racism. there is strong evidence to suggest that rnembers of racial minorities were
compelled to demonstrate symboiically that they tw codd be racists.... (Hall 3 1)
Harrison and Laliberté dm point out that this culture of contml and conforrnity is
dso conducive to a variety of other social problerns including alcoholism, wife battering

and the physical and sexual abuse of children. The incidence of these are often higher in the

military than in the civilian population (43-44).

If Harrison and Laliberté's portrait of the miiitary is accepted as at least sornewhat
accurate. then those who accuse the military of being out of step with bmader societal
values are making a valid point. Furthermore, Canadians cannot be expected to bear full
responsibility for not understanding military culture when the military itself prefers to keep
the public in the dark. But the distinction ktween these two cultuns only goes so far.
About 4û per cent of Young soldiers (Bercuson LOO) have neither corne from nulitary
famiiies nor spent any time as military cadets. They therefore spent their formative years

entirely in civilian society. In the coverage sumunding the Airborne videos. one Colonel
claimed the ditary was a "niirror" to society (Benrbe A10).While this perspective is
çomewhat simplistic. it addresses that point that the Canadian military cannot be considered
entirely removed from broader Canadian society.
No matter what the distinctions between military and civilian cultures. the fact
remains that racism and violence occur everyday in Canada. It is just that the acts are not
usually broadcast on television. The Canadian military was known to have racist and
violent elements within i t but the furore over these did not reach full pitch until the videos
depicting this behaviour hit the tetevision news. tt seems then, as previously stated, that it
is the mediation of violence that is of concern. either because Canadians do not want to

acknowledge that it exists in their own backyard. or they know it, but d o not want the

world to catch on.
Some authors suggest Canadians deny their own intoleraace. Cecil Foster, in bis
examination of the experience of blacks in Canada, says this country practices a ' I ~ n i g n "
type of discrimination. -'Racisrn. perhaps not as open as in the United States. is as
pervasive in Canada. Racism with a srnile on its face, as Canadian Blacks like to cal1 the

brand they live under" (Foster 320). The torture and photographing of Shidane Arme in

Somalia was just a rare visible manifestation of it. In another of the handful of articles chat
explored deeper systemic issues after the Airbome videos were broadcast. Shari Graydon
of MediaWatch wrote in the Vancouver Sun, -Let's face it: some Canadians discriminate

against othea on the basis of their slrin colour or ethnicity." She cnticized those who said
the Airbome were just Wowing of stearn" for not recognizing the continuum between

violent words and violent actions. "Far from proving that the soldiers- behavior is not
racist, however. this simply demonstrates that many in the civilian population harbor the
same ignorant and destructive attitudes as some of those in the military." wrote Graydon
(A 19).

Hazing too is not restricted to the rnilitary and its purpose needs to be bener
understood. Laura Robinson, a journalist specializing in sports and gender issuescompared the Airborne hazing to similar rituais that occur on hockey teams.
The Airborne initiations are a somewhat extreme version. but not particularly so. of
the sick rites of passage that occur on a p s i v e male sports teams. Somehow. by
hurniliating and degrading a man. and stnpping hirn of his humanity. he becornes
less than a man. The only people who aren't men in this world are women. and as
m y soldier friend says-someone's got to take that role in a man's world where
women don't exist, After ail, the worst insult to a man is that he throws. catches.
mns. shoots or cries like a womanThe initiation purges soldiers and athletes of any femininity that dares to exist in
thern. By the end. after the woman in thern has been kicked, punctied. smeared
with excrement and suficientîy humiliaid they are pwified- They are now a
walking killing machine. able to torture teenagers to death. or infiict pemanenily
d i s a b h g injunes on opposing players. (Robinson A21)

Robinson's analysis touches on two persistent and interrelated themes in Western
culturc the practice of equating weakness with the ferninine and the acceptance of a certain
amount of male violence as natural. Attempts were made to dismiss the Airborne's actions
as "bonding rituais" without examining what other ways sotdiers, or men in general, could

bond. Bercuson writes:
Annies throughout history have learned that the subordination of fear-which is
vital if soldiers are to go deliberately into harrn's way-can be achieved when
soidiers stand in ordered ranks with others whose respect they value above
everything. including life...An anny (and navy and air force) must. therefore,
provide the order. the structure, the rituai, and the betief systems that wi Il provide
its mernbers with the spintual support they may eventually need if cailed upon to
offer up their lives. (27-28)

The haùng seen on the Airborne's video crossed the line between bonding and
degradation. Some tried to downplay this, pointing to worse acts of cruelty and

dehumanization inflicted on recruits in other countries. For example. in 1991. during a
ceremoay koown as "blood winginp," recruits to a U.S.

Marine Corps airborne unit had

the pins they'd just received for completing paratrooper training smashed into their chests
by the unit's senior mernbers ("Brass col1 hazing"). But as Robiason pointed out. violent

male rituais are not coafined to the military.

The apparent unwillingnes to acknowledge systemic violence in Canadian culture

is tied in with Canada's ambivalent attitudes towards its milifary. After the Second Wodd
War. peacekeeping, an activity "tough enough for the ri@. flakey enough for the left"

(Burnham 14) became the apparent raison d'etre of the Canadian military (although it did
have other duties such as NATO commitments. search aad rescue functions. etc.)- Since

then. it has proved a constant source of pride for the country. [n fact. as defence analyst

Martin Shadwick suggests. Canadians may place too much of their identity in the military.
Under such circumstances, the revelations about the Airborne and other instances of
military impropriety could reverberate througimut Canadian society. 'Given the tendency of
Canadians to identify-and.

on occasion. over-identify-with

peacekeeping and related

assignments. damage al= may have been inflicted u p n the country's collective selfimage" (Shadwick 32). In reality, Canadians are quite out of touch with what the military

actually does. Burnham writes: "Canadians tend to have a Billy Bishop notion of rnilitary:
the young lads off to war or. more recently. doing that blue-hehnet peacekeeping ibang...

9-

( 14)- Peter

C. Newman points to the lack of clear Canadian identity as the reason why the

country does not know how to think about its rnilitary. -'Arrned forces mimr the character
of the societies on whose behaif'the are pledged to fight. Lf the ultimate purpose of
Canada's military force was hard to pin down. it was because Canadians as a people lacked

any definable creed or even a set of common beiiefs" (Newman84). Successive
governments have not known how to treat the mif tary either. Nicholas Stethem notes,

"Canada's problem is a governent obsessed with being politicaily correct...We operate
with the fundamental belief that our forces will not fipht, while it's fundamentai to the Brits

and the U.S. that their forces will" (Payne 13). B e r c m reiterates this point: 'There is no

paraIlel between war and anything else that people do. Canadians, however, are inclined to
forget what real war means. We haven't fought a major war for half a century (Korea.
1950-1953)" (31). This attitude rnight partially explain why many joumaiists insisted on

calling soldiers "peacekeepers" even when they were not performing that function-some

in the media would not or could not acknowledge that the Canadian military is just that. a
military. Ashok Chandwani. writing in the Montreal Gazette, points out that Canadians
have placed their soldiers in a difficult situation: "Having decided that after their valiant mie

in the world wars. our soldiers will be peacekeepers to the wodd. we expect them to
instantly become models of culturally sensitive diplomats* (Chandwani A2). This jumble of
attitudes towards the miiitary-pride in its peacekeeping work but a desire for it aot to fight
or kill- has led to it k i n g generaüy under-funded (despite having the largest budget of any

government department) and il!-equipped "Canada's attitude toward the d i t a r y was best
gauged by the quality of their peacetime equipment," writes Newman. "When a New

Brunswick a m y reserve unit ran out of weapoos. the m p s marched to manoeuvres
carrying broomsticks. The incident culminated in a remarkable exchange between to
recruits who confronted one another:
"You've had it. man," one of them yelled, poiating to his bmom.

shot you with

this rifle,"

"No you didn't." came the d m reply. T m a tank." (Newman 8 1 )
Operating under such a mixed mandate. Canada's miiitary is sent out into a world
whose geopolitics over the last decade have become increasingly confusing and unstable.

There is now less peace to keep and much more to make. Canadian General Lewis
Mackenzie estimated that over the past few years. the number of peacekeepers in the worid
grew from 5,000 to over 60.000 ("Death in Somalia" 17). la this environment. Canada's
armed forces are expected to make the country proud, but they must do so without the
proper equipment. Hithout hurtinp anyone and without getting hurt themselves.
The violent. d e p d i n g or racist actions of some Airborne soldiers are not isolated
events. They are rooted in the ways power is constructed and maintained in Canadian

society and are perhaps more concentrated in. but not exclusive to, the military. While the
rnilitary leadership failed to identify and remove soldiers posessing such attitudes.

Canada's ambivalence towards its own military is what allowed the Leadership to arrive at
its current state. These issues were seldom addressed in the moral panic around the

Airbome videos. which were treated more as a threat to Canada's image than as evidence of
wrongdoing. The videos made it easier to localize blame. to villainize specific soldiers. or
the Regiment. or the military leadership. The societal contml culture reacted by eliminating

only the immediate threat-the Airbome. Despite fears that socnethhg like this "would
happen again." the solution al1 but ensured that it would. As Ashok Charidwani wrote just
before General John de Chastelain gave his report on the videos to the Defence Minister.

disbandhg the Regiment only addresses the immediate problem. T h e larger issue of
reconciling Our self-image to redity as a prelude to acbieving that elusive ideal of a truly
just, peacefui and peace-minded society is going to remain with us for quite a while"

(Chandwani A2).

Chapter Five -Conclusion
From its earliest moments the operation went
awry. The sotdiers, with some notable
exceptions, did their best. But ill-prepared
and rudderiess. they fell inevitably into the
mire that M
e the Somalia debacle. As a
result, a proud legacy was dishonoured.
(Commissionof Inquiry into the Deployment
of Canadian Forces to Somaiia, Vol- 1, xxix)

On November 12. 19%. the Canadian governent announced plans to send 1500
troops to Zaïre. The Canadians were to lead a military force of 12,000 tmps from more
than 10 nations on a mission to help deliver food to stawing Rw andan refugees trapped

behveen fighting rebel forces and Zaïrean governent soldiers. According to most
accounts. Prime Miaister Jean Cbtétien had decided to commit the force after seeing images
of the desperate Rwandans on CNN.He told reporters: "If the world does not act, more

than a million lives are at stake" (Pugliese *Nobel Fever," 55).

The mire mission was viewed as the military's opporninity to redeem itself after the
Somalia Affair. It would also raise the Prime Minister's profrle on the international scene.
As journalist David Pughese wrote in Sufur/lav Nighr. "[Nlothing can solidify a

statesman's credentials. and simuitaneously bumish the image at home, like successhl
peacekeeping" (5%. But the day after details of the mission were announced, the situation
in Zaïre changed and the refugees began to retum home. Even so. the governent kept to
its original plan and sent 34 soldiers to Africa to lay the groundwork for a Chapter 7 peace-

enforcement mission. the same type that had been used in Somalia. When the soldiers
arrived in neighboring Rwanda. offrcials there cdscated

their weapons and would n d let

them leave the capital. Kigali. Another p u p of 120 Canadian soldiers, part of the

multinational advance party, were not even allowed ioto the country. They sat waiting for
permission in an abandoned airplane hangar in Entebbe, Uganda- The Americans began to
have doubts about the mission and reduced the number of troops they would commit Other

couutries began to reconsider their participation. As refugees strcamed back over the border
to Rwanda. the Canadian government still insistecl the mission was vital to the survival of

the refugees. The leaders of the Canadian force, however, were not able to do any ground-

Ievel reconnaissance mtil Novembet 28, after which they began to wonder if the mission
was necessary after ail. They were not even sure if the refugees were actually starving. On

Decernkr 13, Lieutenant General Maurice W4,who w w l d have leà the mission,
announced the force wos no longer needed and the tmops came home a few weeks later,

The opportunity for both the govemment and the mi iitary to bask in the worid
spotlight was lost. but this may have been a blessing in disguise. According to retired
Major General Dan Loomis, author of The SomafiaAgar. "It's like the govemment and
the militaq learned nothing. Here we were going off. once again, to a place where no-one
wanted us. with an attitude of, 'Don't wony, we know what's tsest for you"' (Pugliese

"Nobel Fever." 56). And once again. the troops were not prepared for the mission. Oniy
weeks before the govenunent sent the soldiers to Zaïfe, defence officiais had told the

House of Commons Standing Cornmittee on Public Accounts that they could send 8ûû to
900 troops if they had 90&ys to prepare. Instead, the govemment committed 1 5 0 0 m p s
(some of which had been training to go to Bosnia), as well as signifcant air support, for a
mission that held disturbing p d l e l s with the Somalia intervention: the mandate was
unclear. the troops were not adequateiy trained, tht warring factioas in Zaïre were unlikely
to welcome outsiders, and no reconnaissance of the area had been done. A paper written
severai rnonths af'ter the mission by employees at the departments of Mence and h

ign

affairs also noted shortcomings with the mission. Among other pmblems, the authors

Generat Baril became Canada's Chief of Defence Staff in 1997.
Il6

observed that: 'The appropriate d e for miiitary force in this operation was dten
misundersid or ignored." They also felt that -Some Govemment leaders. Humanitarian
Agencies and reporters demonstrated a fundamental misunderstanding of the speed with
which the military can deploy" (Appathurai and Lysyshyn 9.12).

The desire to be the nea Lester B. Pearson seerns to af'flict Canadian prime
ministers on a regular basis. Both Brian Mulroney and Kerre Trudeau atternpted to raise
their status as world leaders by making international tours at the ends of their mandates.
Jean Chrétien's eagerness to champion a "humanitarian" mission to Zaire is just one more

example of this trend. But if is atso an example of an ongoing tendency to use Canada's
peacekeepers as both personal and national image-boosters. The strong connection between
peacekeeping and Canada's image o r identity was seldom clearer than during the weeks
when national attention was riveted on the Airborne Regiment's home videos. The videos
and the initial reaction to them couid have opened up opprtunities for genuine sou!searching Canadians could have exploreci their tendency to obsess over what other

countries think, and they could have reflected more on the role they want the militiuy to
play. or whether they even want a military at all. They could have confronteci the fact that

the disturbing images on those vidms had their mots in Canadian civilian culture or they
could have recognized that the lack of leadership evident in the videos was, in part. a
product of Canada's ambivalent attitude towards the military. Instead the moral panic
surrounding the videos demonstrated that the protection of a certain national image is
foremost in the mincis of many Canadians. The panic prevented close examination of root
causes and underlying attitudes, thus allowing the government to come close to repeating
past mistakes.
Ultimately, in the context of the whole Somalia Affair. the actual impact of the
videos on the Canadian Forces will likely be minimal. The videos did spark the disbanding
of a pmud regiment. which caused si@cant

grief to over 600 soldiers and their families.

And they did e n p i n disturbing images of the military, to go alongside many positive ones.

into the minds of most Canadians. But in t e m s of their overail influence on the military, it
is unlikely the videos will foster much change. Only one high-ranking soldier lost his job.

for reasons only indirectly refated to the two videos the country saw. To al1 other calls that
individuals be punished for the soldiers' behaviour on the videos. then-defence minister
David Collenette to[d people to wait for the pubüc inquiry. That inquiry-the Commission
of Inquiry into the Deployment of Canadian Forces to Somalia-began

in June 1995and

ended two years later before it had the chance to investigate many of the issues Collenette
had assured it would, inciuding the death of Shidaue Arone, questions of d t a r y

leadership and accountability. and accusations of cover up.
WhiIe it is beyond the scope of this study to assess whether the whole Somalia
Mfair has led to any systemic change in either the Canadian Forces or in the govermnent's
behaviour toward them. several points should be reiterated o r taised. First, the initial
revelations about Shidane Arme's death s m e d the militaq on the road to reforming itself
even before Canadians saw the Airborne videos. As mentioned in Chapter 2. a zerotolerance policy towards racism and cultural sensitivity training for soldiers were instituted
in 1993. Second. the govemment and the Defence department have started i m p l e m e n ~ g ,
or plan to implement. many of the 160 recommendations made by the Somalia tnquiry
commissioners. Among these are recommendations on rraining. improving leadership and
ciamping down on racism (Pugliese "Grits shieldn A4).
But other evidence suggests that fundamental issues have not been addressed. The

govemrnent rejected many of the Inquiry's key recommendations that called for extemal
agencies to become involved in military affairs. The Inquiry also calted for a more vigilant
Par1iament. "Pariiament must exercise greater diligence in criticdly monitoring the t e m s
agreed to. or set by, the g o v e r n e n t for the employrnent of the Canadian Forces overseas,
and safeguarding members of the a m e d forces from unreasonable risks..." (Commission

of Inquiry. Executive Summary, ES4'7). But the government refused to give Parliament

more of a role in deciding when sddiers wouid be sent on dangerous overseas missions. or
to establish criteria and guidelines on which to base decisioas about deploying troops. Its

reluctance to do the latter. it has been suggested. stems from the fact that some current and
recent missions (including those to Zaïre and Haiti) would not have passed the test
( Pugliese

"Grits shield" A4),

The unprecedented shutdown of the Somalia Inquiry is further evidence that the
govemment and rnilitary may be unwilling to deive too deeply into the Defence
deparunent's probiems. The Lnquiry's mandate was extensive, as Collenette had promis&
it would be, lt covered everything from the selection and preparation of the Airborne

soldiers. to their performance and leadership in Somalia to the allegations of a cover up
that extended al1 the way up the chah of command. But after receiving several extensions,
the Inquiry was terminated by Collenette's successor, Doug Young. Young told the House
of Commons. "every Canadian...knows who pulled the trigger. Everybody in Canada

knows exactly what happened on the ground in Somalia..."(Commission of Inquiry. Vol.
1.356). His comment glossed over the fact that much of the Inquiry's mandate was to
discover not just what had happened. but aIso why it had happened.

The Canadian Airborne Regiment's home videos were given to the media in the

belief that they would shed iight on hidden tmths, that they would serve as evidence to
support daims that the military had chronic Leadership probiems. The men who handed
over the videos made the cornmon positivist assurnption that the videos were a iiteral

depiction and would speak for themselves. Furthemore, k i n g amateur videos. the images
were seen to have more credibility or authenticity than those taken by the institutionalized

newsrnaking pmcess. But as Chris Jenks writes. "Images becorne infinitely malleabte once

freed from their original context, whilst still retaining significations within that original

context (as poetry. hermeaeutic theory, modem art and advertking al1 know-for good or

ill.)" (Jenks 9).Images are dso tramportable, and can therefore be broadcast across the
country. The Airborne videos sparked a media event-and

therefore came to represent

rnuch more than the images they contained. Once h e d and circulated by the media the
images took on rneanings that the soldiers had not meant to stress. The racist, violent and
disgusting behaviow shown in the videos became the focus. while the leadership question
was secondary. More probing questions about Canadian values and attitudes towards the

military received considerably less attention.

The treatment of the videos 'uithe mainstream media diffenxi Iittie from one outlet to
the next- As Tuchman has pointed out. the newsmaking pmcess operates as a "means not
to know" ( 179) and thus Iimits the types of discourse used to describe a news event.

Newsmaking also focuses on social actors. not social issues.
For example. the idea and so the issue of institutionalized racism entails a
description of social processes involving the interrelationship of a host of
institutions and social problems; it eschews an examination of the prejudices of
specific individuals. But newswork emphasizes the pnmacy of the individual: the
individual as source, as legitimated representative, as incumbent. as power broker(Tuchman 134)
The coverage of the videos, then. focused rnainly on issues of individual blarne, rather than

on systemic racism and violence in Canadian culture.
Media events draw their power from their ability to tap into deep-seated cultural
anxieties, The Airborne videos. or rather, their broadcast across Canada and in several
other countries. posed a threat to myths and beliefs that Canadians hold about themselves-

The ensuing moral panic revealed just how unwilling many Canadians are to examine the
systemic racism and violence in their own culture. It aiso revealed an ambivalence toward
the military-a

desiie for it to bring prestige to Canada but also an unwillingness to

achowledge the realities of the work it actually cames out,

The Airborne's videos, with d l their apparent poteutial as tools for resistance,
sparked a media event. which in tum sparked a moral panic. With attention focused on

individual blame and other surface issues. the videos ultimately had a negligible influence

on rernedying pmblems in the rnilitary. They did. however. shed light on one value that
many Canadians seem to cherish. and that is their image in the eyes o f the w o d d
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